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Preface by Jerry Hicks
„This is a great book! . . . For anyone who wants to know how to make their life work better—this
is a great book!” That was Esther’s exclamation a moment ago while she was evaluating the
finishing touches on this, our latest Abraham book, The Astonishing Power of Emotions. Esther and
I have been writing and publishing books as a husband-and-wife team for two decades, and this is
the first time she has told me that “this is a great book!” instead of asking me, “What do you think
of it?”
In my opinion, this is the most innovative and powerful of the series of Abraham books that we
have published up to this date. And so, perhaps there will be some readers who will feel that this
work is overly complicated, or too Leading Edge for them to grasp. But on the other hand, there
will likely be those who will feel that the information is overly simplified or maybe even
inappropriate.
My intent in writing this Preface is to guide you around any feeling of It’s too complicated or It’s
too simple to an awareness that This is practical, Leading Edge information that you can
immediately put to use in order to create more of what you want, or in order for you to be of more
value to others.
Now, what if someone told you that you do have a purpose in this life, and that your purpose is that
of allowing more joy? And what if someone told you that the true measure of your success in life is
your joy?
What if you were told that the inherent basis of your life is freedom, and that not only were you
born free, but because you have the freedom to choose your own thoughts, you always are free?
What if it was explained to you that every time you reach for a thought that makes you feel better,
you are, in that moment, achieving your purpose? You are adding to the improvement, to the
evolution, of the Well-Being of All-That-Is.
What if you were informed that your seemingly solid beliefs are merely the coagulation of a series
of individual thoughts that you had at one time thought and then continued to think?
What if you were told that from the moment of your birth (and even before), your thoughts, and
therefore the formation of your beliefs, were largely influenced by those who came before you?
And what if you were also told that the experiences of your life are, in essence, the result of your
dominant thoughts, and that the essence of the thoughts that you focus your attention on long
enough becomes manifested into your reality? In other words, “That which I feared has befallen
me”; “It is done unto you as you believe”; “Think and grow rich”; “Birds of a feather flock
together”; “As ye sow, so shall ye reap. . . .”
So now, consider this: If you had somehow been made aware of the preceding concepts, wouldn’t
you now want to personally test their validity? Wouldn’t there be some points that you would want
to clarify for yourself? Would you not, perhaps, feel inspired to take some form of practical action?
Some of you, as you just now read those words, felt them reach back into a place within you where
you, at one time, remembered all of this. And if that was the case for you, you may be one who is
ready to immediately begin to use this book to refresh your mind regarding not only who-youreally-are, but also regarding the value and purpose of your life experience in this current time and
place.
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That which you call your conscience is your imbued belief (fostered upon you by those who came
before you) in that which is right versus that which is wrong for you to be, do, or have. And
because this belief system has been imposed upon you from the outside, it can also be modified by
the decree of whoever is currently influencing your thoughts.
In other words, our diverse and flexible consciences have been molded by the fears, praise,
admonitions, and promised rewards or threatened punishments to be administered (either now or
later) by those generations who have come before us. And so, in order to attempt to soothe the
consciences of those who, in their fear, seek to control others, each new generation is instructed
(even by the famous cartoon character Jiminy Cricket) to “let your conscience be your guide.”
Because millions of previous cultures, societies, religions, rulers, leaders, and teachers (and parents,
too) have been attempting to pass most of their belief systems on to each newest generation, we find
ourselves sharing a world in which there is a wide range of conflicting opinions—as well as violent
warfare—relative to whose conscience we should allow ourselves to be guided by. In other words,
which thoughts, beliefs, or conscience should be your guide as to that which is right or wrong for
you?
So, would this not be an appropriate question to ask yourself: Whose thoughts, beliefs, or ingrained
conscience should be my guide as to what is right for me? Well, this book—with its subtitle, Let
Your Feelings Be Your Guide—is being given to you in answer to that specific question. If my
purpose is to discover ways to improve the way I feel . . . and if my thoughts equal my beliefs,
equal my feelings, and thereby equal my experience . . . and if I can, by the Law of Attraction (the
essence of that which is like unto itself, is drawn) change my experience by changing my thoughts...
then how can I ascertain which of my thoughts/beliefs will ultimately attract that which will
ultimately please me?
This book is unique in many respects, but mainly in that it was written to answer that very question.
And the answer, in brief, is: I’ll let my feelings be my guide.
This work has been written in answer to your asking for more. It’s not about trying to fix or save a
world that doesn’t want or need to be fixed or saved (it isn’t broken). These Teachings of Abraham
are simply about you continuing to create the joyous, fulfilling life that you have intended to create,
while allowing all others to create as they intend.
You, no matter how wonderful you now feel, you want more. Regardless of how good you feel, you
want to feel better. That’s the mantra of the ever-expanding Universe: More! More! More! More
expansion. More expression. More exposure. More desire. More life!
Our planet Earth is populated by billions of us, each asking for an improved life, each asking for a
way to feel better than we are now feeling. You and I, individually, have the option in every
moment to allow ourselves to receive the Well-Being that is natural to us—or to resist it. And, in
like manner, the billions of others who are also asking for more have that same option. And while
there is nothing that we can desire that our abundant, unlimited Universe doesn’t have the capacity
to give, we cannot receive that which we do not allow.
This book is meant to stand on its own as another comprehensive volume of the Teachings of
Abraham. However, it does rest firmly on the shoulders of the accumulated answers to the
thousands of questions that so many of us have been asking of Abraham since they began
communication with us in 1985.
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So, who is Abraham? I would describe them as an ineffable Non-Physical phenomenon. I
experience them as a “group” of extremely wise and unconditionally loving teachers of practical
uses of the natural Laws of the Universe. . . . I have described them as the purest form of love I have
ever encountered.
Abraham, in some manner, projects blocks of thought (not words) that Esther, my wife, somehow
receives (similar to a radio receiver) in answer to our questions. (They never impose themselves on
us—they only come when asked for.)
Much as an interpreter might translate a Spanish conversation into English (thought for thought, but
not word for word), Esther instantly converts the nonverbal thoughts projected by Abraham into
English, Esther’s native language. And while I don’t understand precisely how Esther is able to do
that, I do know that for more than 20 years, I have loved every minute of it . . . because not only has
it been personally fulfilling, but I have also had the ongoing pleasure of witnessing Abraham’s
value to the thousands of you who have been asking the questions that they have been answering.
At the heart of these teachings, from the beginning of our interaction with them, was Abraham’s
discussion of the Universal Law of Attraction. (If you would like a wealth of free information
regarding the Law of Attraction or the Teachings of Abraham, visit our interactive Website at
www.abraham-hicks.com.)
In 1985, as this phenomenon began, I asked Abraham for the Laws of the Universe by which we
could most naturally live our lives (as opposed to the unnatural laws that have been invented by
humans as a means to control or inhibit other humans). The first Law that Abraham gave us was the
Law of Attraction (the essence of that which is like unto itself, is drawn). I don’t recall having been
aware of the term before Abraham (although as I write this today, there seem to be very few in the
English-speaking world who have not recently heard of the Law of Attraction). But with the clarity
that Abraham focused on it back then, it was new and exciting to me. And so, in 1985, I began to
create a series of 20 Special Subjects cassette recordings of me asking questions of Abraham
regarding ways to improve various aspects of our lives.
Our first recording was entitled The Law of Attraction, and that information has now been available
for about 20 years—initially in the form of a free introductory recording, and then, also, as a free
download on our Website. (Recently we transcribed the first 5 of those 20 recordings and converted
them into the first [Hay House, 2006] of what is to be a series of four Law of Attraction books): The
Law of Attraction: The Basics of the Teachings of Abraham; Relationships, and the Law of
Attraction; Money, and the Law of Attraction; and Spirituality, and the Law of Attraction.
During the subsequent two decades, many authors, screenwriters, and filmmakers (often they
belonged to our Weekly Subscription Program), sensing the uniqueness, power, and value of
Abraham’s perspective of life and of the natural Laws of the Universe—especially the term Law of
Attraction—began utilizing the Abraham materials in their many projects. They changed the words
slightly and published this information under their own names (occasionally with a reference to
where they found the information), until today, the term Law of Attraction is in the minds and on
the tongues of millions of people around the world. And yet, because Abraham’s words were
always changed (probably to avoid infringement of intellectual-property-rights laws), although
many millions have now heard some version of the Law of Attraction, most have not received
sufficient clear information from those abbreviated versions to truly understand this innovative
concept well enough to deliberately utilize it. However, many authors do credit the Teachings of
Abraham for their inspiration, and Esther and I are most appreciative of those creative individuals
who do point others back to the source where they first learned the depth and power of these
principles, as they have been presented to us through Esther by Abraham.
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You may find this of interest: In 1965, I discovered Napoleon Hill’s classic book Think and Grow
Rich (and I utilized it deliberately, and it worked for me gloriously!). Hill’s principles worked so
well for me that, using Think and Grow Rich as a textbook, and in conjunction with my business, I
began teaching the principles I had been learning to others.
My mission statement was at that time the same as it is today: It is my intention that the lives of all
people I interact with will either be elevated as a result of our interaction, or they will be left where
they are, but that no one will be diminished as a result of their association with me.
After a few years of teaching Hill’s principles of success, I came to realize that only a handful of
those who were studying with me had achieved the magnitude of success that I was anticipating for
all of them. And although there were many who did experience significant growth, there were also
those who appeared to have no significant financial growth no matter how many success courses
they attended.
In the first nine pages of Hill’s book, he instructs the readers to look for the secret. (He mentions
“the hidden secret” 24 times.) Well, I probably read that book over a thousand times between 1965
and 1982, but I was never certain that I never really knew what “the secret” actually was. I sensed
that something was missing. Somehow I sensed that there was another factor in the financialsuccess equation . . . and so I began to search for the missing link.
During my continued search, even though I read through many books regarding many philosophies,
Think and Grow Rich was still as close to what I had been asking for as I had been able to find, but
much of what Hill knew he didn’t include in the book (because it wouldn’t have been accepted by
the mass market). And much of the secret that he did put in the book was edited out!
About three years ago, I discovered an unabridged Think and Grow Rich manuscript. It had been
republished by Melvin Powers’s Wilshire Book Company; and as I compared it, word for word,
with the version that I had been using for over 40 years, I was amazed to discover that the “secret”
had actually been skillfully edited out. It’s no wonder that I was not able to discover Hill’s secret: It
wasn’t there! I won’t use the space here to go into much further detail, except to tell you that among
many other potent omissions, the word vibration was edited out of the book 37 times. (Remember
that point—I’ll be referring to it later.) And so it turned out that many of the “secrets to success”
Napoleon Hill had discovered he didn’t even try to publish, and much of the “truth” he did try to
publish in his first edition was edited out.
And now, let’s move forward 70 years to where Esther and I find ourselves amusingly enlightened
regarding our experience of a publication of a “truth.”
A television producer asked Esther and me to allow her to build a television show around our work.
She brought her film crew onboard one of our Well-Being Adventure Cruises and filmed the heart
of her production around our workshop there on the ship.
However, because of a series of fortuitous events, the movie evolved into a DVD format before its
Australian network-television airing, and as a result, the project became an enormous success.
Millions of people around the world have viewed it. And although the show was named The Secret
and its advertised intention was to reveal to the world the previously hidden “secret to success,”
little did the enthusiastic viewers know that the real “secret” that they had been seeking had, once
again, been suppressed. . . . In other words, before the show was allowed to be aired, we were
informed that The Powers That Be had demanded that, among other things, Abraham’s use of the
key word vibration be edited out of the project.
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Esther and I were astonished! Here, seven decades later, the public is again being “protected” from
the word vibration! And so, it turned out that the real secret behind The Secret was that “the secret”
was still being kept a secret. When you’re on the inside of an event like this, doesn’t it make you
wonder how much “truth” ever gets past the censors? However, I’ve come to believe that the reason
why most of those innovative philosophical concepts are edited out by the media is not to try to hide
the “truth” from the masses, but rather to be able to sell what the marketers believe the people will
buy. Also, well-meaning people, in their desire to make innovative ideas more acceptable, often
water down or reword new ideas to weaken or buffer the impact of their purity. Abraham has
informed us that there is never a crowd on the Leading Edge of thought. However, in this new age
of instant Internet connection, we have learned that there are always, among the crowd, Leading
Edge thinkers.
Esther and I received the delightful news from our publisher this past week (in March 2007) that
our book The Law of Attraction (transcribed from our 1985 recordings) has moved up the charts to
arrive at the number-two position on the New York Times bestseller list. Also, of the millions of
books listed on Amazon.com, our first Hay House book, Ask and It Is Given, has remained among
the top 100 books purchased for nearly every day since it came out three years ago. We were told
last week that our CD audio book The Law of Attraction is at the number-three position of all those
available on iTunes; and that beginning this month, the Teachings of Abraham are now on display
in Wal-Mart, Sam’s Club, Target, and Costco—in other words, they are now available at each of
more than 10,000 mass retail outlets and regular bookstores—and the list goes on.
(We even had the pleasure and honor, this month, of creating three radio shows with the brilliant—
and fun-loving—television host Oprah Winfrey.)
Why am I pointing this out here? Well, now that this information is so readily accessible to
mainstream audiences, we’re beginning to hear a wide variety of mainstream responses—via
various book reviews—and now I’ve begun reading the online reviews.
And, oh, how sweet it is to read of how much pleasure these books are bringing to so many of those
who now have the opportunity to learn from them. But ouch! The sting of one bee in a bouquet of
fragrant flowers! For instance, there are critics who denounce the message because they believe
Esther is profiting by “faking” her means of reception of these teachings—in other words, “she says
she’s channeling” so that readers will buy the books. And then there are those opposite critics who
would denounce the information because they do believe that Esther is receiving these teachings
directly from Abraham, but they have been told by the programmers of their conscience that there is
something wrong with allowing a book to be written in that manner. . . . How would you please
them all?
Well, we learned long ago that no one can please everyone, so we decided early in 1985 to selfpublish our material so that we could make available whatever practical information we would
receive from Abraham (uncensored) in its purity to those who are asking the questions that are
being answered by Abraham.
When Louise Hay requested that we ask Abraham to write a comprehensive book and allow Hay
House to publish it (Ask and It Is Given, 2004), she stated to her executives: “We will inform our
entire staff that Abraham’s words are not to be changed during the editing process. We are going to
allow Abraham’s teachings to reach out, in their purity, into the entire world.”
Esther and I are indescribably pleased that Louise and her publishing company are in the process of
fulfilling that intention of providing this magnificent material, in its pure form, to those people of
the world who are asking for it—and we also appreciate those people of the world who are asking
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for it. We do adore facilitating the publication of yet another magnificent book that will continue
the dissemination of the Teachings of Abraham, but our greatest joy is in the translation—the
creation—of the information.
There is nothing that pleases Esther or me more than providing a forum where people from diverse
environments can gather, lending their unique perspectives, asking Abraham their important
questions. To actually feel the evolution and expansion of this message—as it is honed and finely
tuned by the never-ending questions of those like you—must surely be what Esther and I have been
born to do. And the reason we know that is because it feels so very, very good to do it.
— From my heart, Jerry Hicks

(Editor’s Note: Please note that since there aren’t always physical English words to perfectly
express the Non-Physical thoughts that Esther receives, she sometimes forms new combinations of
words, as well as using standard words in new ways—for example, capitalizing them when
normally they wouldn’t be — in order to express new ways of looking at old ways of looking at
life.)
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P AR T I

Discovering the Astonishing Power of
Emotions
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Chapter One: Abraham Welcomes Us All To Planet Earth
So here you are, living your life in your wonderful body on this magnificent planet, and while it is
not the first day of your arrival here, we would like to welcome you to planet Earth. Since you have
been here for a while, it may seem strange that we are now welcoming you, but we do so because
we want to help you gain a new viewpoint of this lifetime, of your existence, and of you!
We have a clear view of you in your current life experience, but we also have the ability to step
back and see you and your life in a much broader context than you can see it from your current
perspective. It is our desire that our explanation of you, in its broader view, will assist you in
realizing the perfection in this Eternal plan of life.
We know that your birth into your physical body seems as if it was the beginning of that which you
are, but it was far from the beginning of you. It is a bit like your walking into a movie theater and
feeling that your entry into this theater is the beginning of you. You might argue, from your
physical point of view, that walking into a movie theater is quite different from being born into your
body as an infant, because when you enter the theater you do not forget what happened before you
entered. You remember who you were and what you were doing before you walked into the theater.
You have a keen sense of continuity about “before” you walked into the theater as it relates to
“being in” the theater and what “comes after” being in the theater.
But we are attempting to stretch your perception a little so that you can begin to realize that when
you were born into the body, which you now reffer to as “you,” you were not “beginning” then,
either. It is our desire to re-awaken within you that broader sense of continuity as you start to
remember who you were “before” you came into this body; and even more it is our desire that you
allow yourself to become that Broader Perspective, focused here and now, but remembering whoyou-really-are and why you have come forth into this body.
Also, you might say, “But unlike the day I was born, when I walked into the movie theater I was
mature — I was able to speak and walk and feed myself.” And while we certainly understand why
your small size and physical immaturity makes it seem as if you were only then beginning, that is
not the case. Your new body and new surroundings provide a new opportunity for a very wise and
very old Being to continue to expand in new ways.
As your Broader Perspecitve of who-you-really-are awakens within you, your appreciation of this
life experience will be tremendously enhanced. As you look at life on planet Earth in this greater
context, your fears will be diminished and your natural eagerness for life will explode within you.

The value of your faith
So, here we stand, looking at you in your life in its broadest of contexts, attempting to explain it to
you from where you now stand. But you cannot see you from our perspective. And of course when
you do see yourself from our perspective, then our explanation will be unnecessary anyway. In this
section of the book we‘re going to express our perspective of you and of us, and how we relate to
one another. We cannot impress our viewpoint upon you. However, as you read these words, and
ponder them fully, in an attitude of faith or wanting to understand, together we‘ll build enough
bridges as you move through the pages of this book, so that when you turn to the last page of this
book, you will be able to understand and hold our view point. Not because our words will have been
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so powerful that they will have transformed you, but because the combination of the logic of our
words and the unfolding of your own life will transform your faith, or hope, into knowing. And
what a wonderful state of being to know with absolute certainty the existance of your being and the
reason for your existance. And to have a full realization of all that you are. And then you can get on
with what you came to do – live your eternally expanding life in joy.

This Glorious Planet Thrilled You
While the idea of coming forth into a new physical body on planet Earth was certainly not a new
idea to you, it was an absolutely exhilarating idea, for from you nonphysical perspective, prior to
your physical birth, you understood all of the implications of this new birth. You understood the
perfect and stable environment into which you would be born. And you felt unbounded enthusiasm
for its variety. What you felt most was the freedom and unlimitted nature of this environment. The
diverse beauty of the physical nature of your planet thrilled you as you anticipated your arrival, but
you were also thrilled with the beauty of the diversity of the people and ideas that were waiting for
you. At no point in your preparation for making your new entrance into this physical body did you
feel concern about the perspective of the inhabitants of your planet. Not once did you feel a need to
get here so that you could set them straight, or show them the error of their ways, or correct their
course. You saw this planet as diverse, ever changing and perfect, and you came forth with an
eagerness that defies verbal description. And because of this secure vantage point from which you
were coming you were not guarded or concerned about your entrance or about what would surround
you once you got here. Instead you new, that you had within you the resources not only to cope
with your new environment, but also to mine it for the joyous expansion that you are eternally
about. And so here you are. And while you did not just get here, everything that you‘ve just read
still holds true. It is our desire to restore your understanding to what it was just before you came
into this body, so that you can now experience this magnificent life experience in this wonderful
body on this glorious planet in the way that you intended.
So, Dear Friends, welcome to planet Earth.
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Chapter 2. Remembering The Big Picture
While we are eager to get to the heart of this book, which is a complete explanation of the power
and value of your emotions, and how to understand them and effectively use the guidance that they
provide, it‘s necessary that we first give you a broader view of your eternal nature. While this
description of you may seem foreign to you upon your first reading, as you absorb it and consider it
fully, you‘ll begin to feel the recongnition of this view, for at deeper and broader levels of your own
being you already know this. And so, these words wil help you remember.
By your physical standards where you defined your experience in physical terms with physical
places and such, you would likely define the nonphysical realm as a non-place. But even though
nonphysical differs from physical in many ways, and while you cannot perceive it accurately from
your physical perspective, it exists, it is real, it is vast, and it is a place, or rather a non-place, of
Pure Positive Energy. Prior to your emergence in this physical body, you were fully aware and
conscious in the nonphysical realm. In other words, you understood yourself as you in the same way
that you now identify yourself as you, and in the same way that you stand in your physical body
looking out into your world, translating what you see through the lens of your own personal
perspective, from your nonphysical vantage point you also translate everything that you behold
from your own powerful personal perspective. The nonphysical you has an eternally expanding
identity through which you perceive life, and from that vantage point you observe, you think, you
imagine, you ponder, you know, and you feel. So, from that broad nonphysical perspective you
came forth into this physical body. You came as an extension of Pure Positive Energy being that
you are in the nonphysical. And as you are born and you dawn the body and personality that you
and others identify as you, that conscious being that existed in the nonphysical realm still exists
there. In the same way that a thinker thinks the thought, but still exists separately from the thought
he or she thinks, the nonphysical you thought you, but still exists separately from the you that was
thought. In other words, when you give birth to an idea, you still exist to give birth to another idea.
And so, from your nonphysical vantage point, you gave birth to the physical you. And when the
vibrational projection of thought, which extended from the nonphysical into the physical, converges
with a physical body that was conceived and grew in your mother‘s womb, you were born.. So,
what was once an idea, which was considered and imagined, has now become a physical reality.
The idea of you has now become a physical reality, and the nonphysical you, who gave birth to the
idea, remains nonphysically focused. And so, because of your physical birth, it has now become
even more fully expanded. So now, not only has the nonphysical you expanded, but you now have
two powerful points of view – your physical view point and your nonphysical view point. And there
is nothing that will ever be more important for either of these two wonderful perspectives than their
relationship to each other.
Everything that you are living is about your physical and nonphysical points of view, and how they
interplay with one another.
The reason we are writing this book is to help you understand that through discovering the
astonishing power of your emotions, then and only then can you clearly understand your
relationship with the nonphysical you.
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Your Relationship With Your Inner Being
Now, as we defined and described these two important aspects of you, rather than refering to them
as you and you, it will be more clarifying to refer to the physical you as you, and the nonphysical
aspect of you as your Inner Being. You can call your Inner Being Source, Soul or God, but we like
the name Inner Being, since it is the root of that which you are, and you can feel it within you. So,
from your nonphysical perspective, your Inner Being projected its consciousness into the physical
you, and you were born. And now here you are – living, breathing, thinking and being – and at the
same time your Inner Being is living, thinking and being. We like to refer to this time and place in
which you‘re focused as the leading-edge of thought. And when you think about your broader
nonphysical Inner Being, extending itself forward into this life experience, it‘s easier to understand
that this physical realm in which you‘re focused surely is the furthermost extension of that which is
Source. Humans hold a variety of beliefs regarding their pre-physical origin. But a very common
thread weave through many of those beliefs, which is actually the opposite of the way it really is,
and that incorrect belief is that God is nonphysical, and therefore perfect, and therefore complete in
that perfection, and that a human has been given physical life in order to work to achieve that
perfection, or to catch up with God.
What we want you to remember is that you in your physical body are an extension of that which
humans call God. And because you are the furthermost extension of God, or Source, then God is
also experiencing that expansion because of you, through you and with you. When we use the word
God to express this nonphysical Source energy, we find that, because it reminds people of the ideas
they already hold around this word, it often prevents them from being able to find the deeper clarity
that we seek to provide. And for that reason we rarely describe this nonphysical Source Energy with
the word God. The word God just activates within most of you what you already think about this
subject. So, instead of the label God we will use the label Source. And this nonphysical Source
experiences constant expansion through you, even when you‘re unaware of its existance or of its
connection to you.
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Chapter 3 -- The Universe Continues To Expand Through You
So, you were nonphysical Source Energy, and still are. And from that nonphysical vantage point
you projected a part of your consciousness here into this physical body. And so, here you are,
exploring the wonderful detailing contrast of this leading-edge time/space reality. Now, here in your
physical body you‘re sorrounded by wonderful specific details of contrasting life experience, that
you‘re able to decipher through you physical senses. And as you live your life day by day and
segment by segment, your personal deciphering of life causes a further expansion of the Universe.
As you observe your world, you‘re seeing it through your eyes, hearing it through your ears and
smelling it, tasting it, touching it through your deciphering senses. In other words, you cannot help
but see your world through your personal and important perspective of Self. And in that natural
process of perceving life from your perspective of Self, you cannot help but give birth to new
preferences and to desires for things that from your perspective would be even better still. In other
words, by living life from your selfish point of view you‘re discovering improvements. Many of our
physical friends do not like the idea of being selfish. But that is because they misunderstand the
fundamental principal of life. You cannot be other than selfish. For you cannot observe, perceive, or
be other than from your perspective of Self. All points of consciousness, even one-celled
organizms, perceive. And they do so from their ever changing selfish perspective that they currently
hold.

Even Without Words You Are Creating
As you live your life, having personal experiences and observing experiences that others are living,
you often see things that you clearly do not want. And each time that occurs, a clarification of what
you do want erupts within you. Occasionally the experience is so dramatic that you can clearly
state, „I don‘t want that! And now I understand that what I want instead is..“. You always know
more clearly what you do want when you‘re faced with what you do not want. But whether you‘re
consciously aware of it or not, all day every day you‘re giving birth to new desires that are being
born from the details of the life you‘re living out on the leading-edge of thought. Most humans are
not aware of this process of expansion. Even when they read these words, explaining it, most do not
find it a very particular significance to their own life experience. But from you nonphysical
perspective, before you came into this body, you found it compelling. In fact, there was no thought
that was more exhilarating to you. Because you understood then that the entire expansion of the
Universe occurs in just that way. You knew that your leading-edge experience on planet Earth
would literally inspire expansion within you, and that the delicious contrast of this time/space
reality was the stuff that puts the eternalness in eternity. But of course from that nonphysical
perspective you were able to see the entire picture of creation and expansion. And that is why we
are reminding you again of it now.
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Your Inner Being Flows With New Desires
And so, whether you‘re consciously aware of your new expanded desire or not, desire is born of the
contrast you‘re living. For during that process of you knowing what you do not want, the clear
expanded idea of what you prefer instead is born, and your Inner-Being, or the Source within you,
turns its undivided attention to that new expanded idea.
Now, this is the most important part of the story of creation, and of your physical human leadingedge creative part in it. In the moment that a new and improved version of life is born out of the life
you‘re living, you have the option of aligning with the new idea, or resisting it. And the choice that
you make in that moment is really what this book is all about. But, even more important, it‘s what
your life of joy, or of misery, is about. For that is the point of your joyfully allowing you to be you,
or not. So, from your nonphysical perspective, or Source perspective, before your birth into this
physical body, you eagerly understood these things:
-

you‘d be focused in a physical body;
you‘d be living amongst a wide variety of contrast;
the contrast that you would be living would stimulate new ideas of improvement
and expansion within you;
and the broader Nonphysical part of you – your Inner-Being – would embrace the
new ideas fully, and would literally become their vibrational equivalent.

The Thought Always Precedes Manifestation
In the creation of everything that exists, thought always comes first. Everything that you see around
you was once a thought, or an idea, a vibrational concept that matured into what you call physical
reality. When standing on the furthermost expanded edge of any creation, it‘s not possible to see
back far enough to comprehend its beginning. But everything that exists in what you see as reality,
or manifested form, was at one time an idea that was thought upon long enough that by the Law of
Attraction (LOA) it reached the maturity in which you now behold it. Nothing exists that is outside
of this process of creation. Your planet was conceived from the nonphysical realm long before that
which you call human walked upon it. And as that nonphysical focus, from what humans call
Source, was cast upon the idea of it, your wonderous leading-edge time/space reality was created.
First there is thought. And as more thought is offered to any subject, the thought begins to take
form, until there is a manifestation of that which humans call reality. So, not unlike the creation of
the planet itself, as you stand in your physical bodies, as manifested extensions of that which you
call Source, you continue the creation of your planet and life upon it through your thought. As you
know what you do not want, you know more clearly what you do want. And so an improved ideas
born from the contrast you‘re living. As you sift through the details of your life experience, day by
day and moment by moment, you radiate a constant barrage of vibrational offerings, we call them
rockets of desire, outward. With each vibrational rocket of desire the Source within you, the Source
from which you have come, the Source still focused form the Nonphysical perspective, focuses
intently upon your newly expanded version of life, and becomes it. And as this never-ending
process continues, from you living life and coming to new and improved conclusions about what
you desire, at both spoken and unspoken levels, that broader nonphysical part of you expands. Your
hopes and dreams and intentions, and ideas for improvement are held for you in a sort of vibrational
escrow. And that escrow account, if you will, is held for you, tended for you, and nurtured for you,
waiting for your withdrawal from it. Not only is it being held for you, but the larger part of you has
already become it, and is constantly and eternally calling the physical part of you toward it. So now,
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what is actually happening is that the physical you is being called forward by the Nonphysical you
for the completion of the idea that you have given birth to. And in its purest non-resistant form that
calling feels to you like passion or enthusiasm. And so now the most important question is, are you
letting you join the newly created, newly expanded version of you? And the answer to that all
important question lies in the way that you feel. The better you feel, the more you‘re allowing that
connection. And the worse you feel, the more you‘re disalowing, or resisting, that connection.
When you feel love or joy, or any positive emotion, you‘re literally being the expanded version that
life has caused you to become. When you feel fear or anger or despair, or any negative emotion,
you‘re not in this moment, by virtue of whatever it is that you‘re giving your attention to, allowing
yourself to be that new expanded version, you‘re not letting yourself keep up with who you have
become.
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Chapter 4 -- You Are A Vibrational Being
You perceive your current physical environment through the utilization of your physical senses.
This interpretation of your environment happens so naturally, without the necessity of deliberate
attention or focus, that most of our physical friends have no conscious realization that they are
interpreting vibration into what they see, hear, smell, taste and touch. As you watch the television,
you understand that the people and places you‘re seeing are not miniature versions of life, playing
out inside the small box or the thin screen that you‘re now watching. You understand that the
machine is somehow receiving signals and translating them into meaningful images, and displaying
them on a monitor for your viewing pleasure. And while analogies are never perfect, the idea that
we want you to consider is that in a similar manner you are the receiver of vibrational signals that
you are translating through your physical senses into the reality that you are living. And as you
interact with so many other vibrational beings, together you are creating an extraordinary reality.
You do not need training from other wise physical friends in order to utilize your eyes in order to
see. Hearing, smelling, tasting and the sensation of touch through your skin also came so naturally,
that no discussion on how to do it was necessary. In other words, you were born into a physical
body that contained within its cells the knowledge of translating vibration into meaningful life
experience.

You Have A Sixth Sense
Beyond the five physical senses that you‘re actively aware of, there‘s another less realized sense –
the sense of emotion. Just as with your other five senses, that sixth sense, which was active within
you the day you were born, requires no training in order for you to understand that it exists. Just as
no-one taught you to see, to hear, smell, taste or touch, you do not need training in order to
recognize that you‘re feeling emotions. In fact, your awareness of your emotions is evidenced by
the conversations you have, as you define your life experience and your awareness of it. You often
explain how you feel about this or that, like, „My feelings are hurt“, or, „I feel happy“, or „I feel
bad“, or, „I feel lonely“, or, „I feel guilty“. Emotions play a large role at the life experience of you
and everyone you know. But few have any conscious awareness of the astonishing power and value
of their emotions.
It is our intention here to assist you, in the hearing of these words, to come to a fuller conscious
understanding of your emotions - how it is that they exist; what they mean; and, most important,
how to utilize your awareness of them in a meaningful way. We intend to explain to you that your
emotions are literally your indication of how you are blending with you.

So Back To The Big Picture
You were nonphysically focused, and still are. You projected a part of that nonphysical
consciousness into your current physical body. And so, you are born into this body. Utilizing your
five physical senses you perceive your environment and give birth to continuing new rockets of
desire. The nonphysical part of you, that still remains nonphysically focused, sees your new desire
and gives full attention to it, and literally becomes it, and now stands as the vibrational equivalent
of this new expanded version of you. All day every day your physical life experience causes you to
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expand. And with each encounter with other people, with the things you read, with the things you
see, with the experiences you have, you give birth to continuing rockets of desire. When someone is
rude to you, you desire that others be kinder, when you‘re misunderstood, you desire to be
understood, when you do not have enough money, wellness or friendship, you want more of those
things. Life causes you to constantly become more. In other words, a new and improved you, by
your standards and perceptions, is in a constant state of becoming. For the nonphysical part of you
is constantly becoming whatever it is that you are asking for.
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Chapter 5 -- Your Emotions Are Absolute Indicators
So, when your perception of your current life experience causes you a realization that you do not
have enough of something, such as money, time, clarity or stamina, your desire evolves. Whenever
you know what is lacking, you know more clearly what it is that you desire. In other words, in the
midst of sickness your desire for wellness is always clearly amplified. And as your desires evolve,
all day every day, that nonphysical part of you evolves, because that part of you also flows with the
new ideas and desires in the moment that you give birth to each and every one of them.
If you were as sure of who you are as the Inner part of you is, you could also turn your undivided
attention toward the new ideas. And if you were to do that, you would feel an eagerness for life, a
clarity of mind and a vitality of body that would be indescribably wonderful. In other words, if you
were able to keep up with you, the exhilaration of that connection would be delicious. And
conversely, when you do not allow yourself to keep with who you have become, you feel the
discomfort of that resistance.
The emotions that you feel in any moment of life, are the indicators of the vibrational relationship
between you and you. Your emotions are telling you whether your current active thought and
subsequent vibrational offering matches the vibration of your evolved Source Self or not. When the
signals match, or come close to matching, you feel wonderful. When the signals do not match, you
do not feel so good. And so, an awareness of your emotions and what they mean is essencial to your
conscious evolution. In very plain and simple terms, you must find a way to allow yourself to keep
up with what life is causing you to become, if you are to live the joyous life you came here to live.

Your Expansion Is Constant
If your observation of your ife experience causes you to realize that you do not have enough money
to do some of the things you want to do, your desire for more money is amplified. And your
vibrational escrow now expands to include that desire. Everything that happens throughout your
day, that causes you to realize that you want or need more money, causes additional amendments to
your desire regarding your financial abundance.
If your observation of your life experience causes you to realize that your body does not look or feel
the way you want it to, your desire for that improved bodily condition is amplified. And your
vibrational escrow now expands to include that desire also.
If your interaction with other people at your place at work causes you to realize that you‘re not
appreciated, your desire for appreciation is amplified.
When you‘re bored with what you‘re doing, your desire for more stimulating things to work on is
amplified.
When someone at work is promoted and given a raise, your desire for more recognition or
appreciation is then amplified.
When you do not have a significant relationship, your desire for one is amplified. When your
current relationship feels like a struggle, your desire for a more compatible relationship is amplified.
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In every waking moment of your life you‘re utilizing the data that makes up the details of your life
in order to expand. And this expansion is constant. And with every detail that you chew upon you
exude vibrational request for improvement. And the broader part of you – your Inner-Being, or
Source – becomes that expanded version that your life has asked for.

It's All About Aligning Your Thoughts
So you‘ve now heard several times in the beginning pages of this book our words that you must
allow yourself to keep up with that which you‘re becoming, if you‘re to live the joyful life that
you‘ve come forth to live. This important premise is not only the basis of this valuable book, but it
is the foundation of your joyful life experience. We do not see many of you taking issue with the
idea that when you do not have enough of something that you want, your desire to have it is even
more amplified. And no-one questions that once you identify that you really want something, you‘d
feel better in the having of it. But there is a very important distinction that we want you to
understand, that will help you mold your life into that which pleases you - this is a mental process,
not an action process. It‘s about aligning your thoughts, it‘s not about taking action in order to
achieve results.
When your life causes you to realize that you want more money, we‘re not suggesting that you get
another job or change your activities in some way to get more money. When your life causes you to
realize that you have 50 pounds more body weight than you desire, we‘re not suggesting that you go
on a strict diet, or begin intense exercise to reduce your weight. When you are unappreciated at
work, we‘re not suggesting that you confront someone demanding more appreciation or that you
quit your job and try to find another position where appreciation is offered more easily. Allowing
yourself to become what life has caused you to desire is not about action. It‘s about the aligning of
thought energies. It‘s about focusing your attention in the direction of your desire, rather than
looking back to the current condition that‘s given birth to your desire. And while you may very well
eventually become inspired to some action, it‘s the alignment of thought energy, a vibrational
alignment, that you‘re seeking.
When you achieve vibrational alignment, any inspired action will feel wonderful. Without the
vibrational alignment any action taken will feel difficult.
With the vibrational alignment your every effort will yield wonderful results or return on your time.
Without the vibrational alignment the outcome of your effort will be disappointing, resulting in
discouragment, as you conclude, „This just doesn‘t work for me“.
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Chapter 6 -- Vibrational Alignment Feels Like Relief
When we speek of vibrational alignment, we‘re refering to aligning the vibrations within your being
only. It has nothing to do with anything that anyone else is doing. It sometimes raises a question in
those who hear us say that, because it seems to many people that the only problems they have are
due to their interaction with other people. So, doesn‘t something need to be done about those
individuals? It‘s true, you‘re interacting with others, and often that interaction is the source of your
discomfort or problem, but asking them to be different is not the answer. Most of them are not
willing to change for you, anyway. And even when they are willing, they cannot consistanly be
what you need them to be in order for you to feel good. The answer to your feeling good is only in
the alignment of the energy within you. And as we said before, it‘s about you allowing yourself to
keep up with what the larger part of you has become.
For example, let‘s say that you‘re having a perfectly nice day. You‘ve rested well, you‘ve eaten
well, and you‘re happily involved in a project that‘s pleasing to you. And then someone you care
aout comes to you with the problem. Not only is there a problem, but the person also thinks that you
should take some sort of action to solve the problem. This could be your mate, one of your children,
an employee, a client, a friend, or perhaps even someone you do not know. In this example let‘s say
that one of your employees, whom you love and care about, is having an interpersonal relationship
problem with other employees, whom you also care deeply about. As you listen to this person,
presenting his or her perspective on the situation, you begin to feel your happiness diminishing,
your vitality diminishing, your clarity diminishing. And now you feel sad, tired and confused. You
listen politely, and your mind raises to find solutions. You find yourself relating to what this person
is telling you, as you hear his or her description of that situation. And you begin to feel
overwhelmed as you realize that you really do not have enough knowledge or time to gather
enough information to make a rational decision about how to solve this problem. You want to
gather the information, perhaps talk with others involved, in order to get a clearer view of the
situation. But as you take the action for more discussion, and begin to make suggestions for
changes, and policies or activities, you feel worse still. The more you listen and discuss, and the
more people you talk with about the situation, the more powerless you feel as you realize that you
cannot begin to unravel the situation and get to the bottom of it. And while you have the power to
make sweeping decisions, in fact, if they were empolyees, you could fire them all and begin with
the fresh and willing new group, you can feel the futility of that action as well. While you‘re usually
not aware of it at the time, a wonderful opportunity for expansion is ocurring. Because in the midst
of this uncomfortable turmoil you‘re giving birth to expanded rockets of desire. With every part of
this situation in which you know what you do not want, a counter rocket of desire is launched. And
the broader nonphysical part of you has become a vibrational match to that expanded desire. And
the discomfort that you‘re feeling right now, which seems like a response to what your employees
are complaining about, is actually the discord between your current thought of what‘s gone wrong,
and the expanded desire that your Inner-Being is newly embracing. The vibrations within you are
now out of alignment. And when you are out of vibrational alignment, there‘s no action that will
solve the problem. You will not find effective action or words, or even thoughts or ideas from your
place of misalignment. In fact, any of that, which is attempted from your place of misalignment,
will only serve to make matters worse.
If we were standing in your physical shoes, our every effort would be pointed toward one result –
we would be looking for a way, any way, to feel better. We would do our best, from where we
stand, to find a way of finding some sort of emotional relief about this unsettled subject. Because
when some relief is discovered, you‘re on the way to an alignment of energy.
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Putting Your Canoe In The Stream
Imagine putting your canoe with oars already inside in the river, and floating in the current. And
then deliberately turning your canoe upstream and paddling with all your strength against the flow.
And as we see you in your boat, paddling very hard against the current, we ask, „What do you think
about turning your canoe downstream and going with the curent?“ And most reply, „Turn
downstream? Oh, that just seems lazy“. „But how long can you keep thap up?“, we ask. „I‘m not
sure“, most answer, „but it‘s my duty, or responsibility, to figure that out“. And then, if we were to
visit long with most people, they would go on to explain, „This is just what we all do here. It‘s what
my mother did, and her mother before her. Anyone who amounts to anything, works diligently
against the current. All trophies and monuments are erected to honor those hard working people
who stage strong against the current. And anyway“, people often remind us, „there are even more
rewards after we die for those who work hard like this“.
We watch you getting more efficient in fighting the current. Your muscles get stronger, your boats
become sleeker, and you discover more effective oars. And always we listen patiently, as we hear a
variety of versions on the same general theme of justification for paddling upstream. But then we
always explain what we consider to be the most important thing that our physical friends could ever
hear from us – nothing that you want is upstream. The reason that we‘re so certain that nothing that
you want is upstream, is because we understand the stream. We have seen it in its origin. And we
watch it as it increases in size and speed. We know what the current is and why it flows the way it
does. And we understand where the stream will lead you if you will but allow it.
This is the stream of life. And it was in motion before you came forth into your physical body. And,
from your nonphysical perspective, as you set forth your intentions to be here on this planet, in this
body, you added to the current of this fast moving stream. And now, focused in this physical body,
you continue to add to the current of the stream, by sifting through the data of your life and coming
to personal conclusions about what you do not want, which produces the natural asking for what
you do want. For with every asking, whether of great or small importance, you add to the speed of
the current of the stream. Whenever your life causes you to ask for something beyond what you‘re
living, the nonphysical part of you rides that rocket of desire, and literally becomes the vibrational
fulfillment of your request.
Every question you ask causes a formulation of an answer. And your Inner-Being focuses upon that
answer. Every problem you face causes a formulation of a solution, and your Inner-Being not only
focuses upon that solution, but also literally becomes it vibrationally.
If you will allow it, this stream, this fast moving current, will carry you downstream to the
fulfillment of everything that life has caused you to create. For it is all there for you, in a sort of
vibrational escrow, waiting for you to flow to it.

Your Inner Being Has Already Become It
When your life causes you to ask for something beyond where you are, the broader nonphysical
Source Energy, Inner-Being, part of you becomes a vibrational equivalent of what you‘re asking
for. We talked about that earlier when we explained that you are continually evolving, and that with
everything that life causes you to ask for, your Inner-Being becomes that expanded you.
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The Law of Attraction (LOA) is the most powerful law in the Universe. It‘s the vibrational manager
of all that exist. Everything that exists, seen or unseen, tangible or invisible, electronic or
materialistic, physical or nonphysical, is not only affected, but is managed by this powerful
Universal Law. In simple terms, this Law says, The essence of that which is like unto itself is drawn.
Whether they are contamplating the well documented physics of electronics, or noticing that their
own habitual thoughts are rendering them circumstances and experiences that perfectly match their
moods and attitudes regarding all things, many are consciously recognizing the basis of this
powerful Law in their own experiences. The powerful LOA is responding to the vibration of that
which the greater part of you has become. And as the LOA responds to the vibration of expanded
you, the current flows. For the current of this stream of Life is literally the momentum that‘s caused
by the LOA‘s response to the vibration of your expanded being.
The big question, the question that this book seeks to answer is - What are you, in your physical
form, doing in relationship to the vibration of your expanded Self? Are you letting yourself be up to
the vibrational speed with what you have become, or not?
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Chapter 7 -- The Vibrational Gap Between You And You
Because life has caused you to expand, and because the LOA is now responding to the vibration of
that expanded you, you can now consciously feel your response to that moving energy. That is
precisely what your emotions are. If the thoughts you‘re thinking in this moment are in alignment
with the vibration of the broader you, you feel the harmony of that alignment in the form of positive
feeling emotions. But if the thoughts you‘re thinking in this moment are out of alignment with the
vibration of the broader you, you feel the disharmony of that alignment in the form of negative
emotions.
So, going back to the analogy of you and your canoe in the stream, when you‘re allowing yourself
to float freely in the stream without resistance, thus closing the gap between where you are right
now and and who the broader part of you has become, you feel your alignment in the form of
positive emotion. But if you‘re still paddling upstream, holding yourself against the natural current
of your own evolution, your resistance to the stream and to that which the larger part of you has
become is evidenced in the form of negative emotion.

The Power Of Your Guiding Emotions
If someone you did not know contacted you in some way and said to you, „Hello, you don‘t know
me. But I wanted to tell you that I‘ll never contact you in any way again“, you would say, „Alright“.
You would not feel sad or disappointed that you would not hear from the stranger again. But if
someone important to you were to tell you that, you would feel strong negative emotion. The
emotion that you feel always indicates the vibrational difference between your point of desire and
your current thought. You could say that your emotions indicate the difference between your desire
and your belief, or between your desire and your expectation. We like to explain that your emotions
indicate the vibrational relationship between the vibration of who you have really become and who
you‘re allowing yourself to be right now because of the thoughts you‘re thinking.
For example, when you‘re feeling pround of yourself, the feelings that you‘re experiencing are
indicating alignment between the vibration, or thought, of your Iner-Being and the vibration or
thought of you right here right now. When you feel ashamed or embarrassed, those feelings indicate
that you in your now are thinking thoughts about yourself that are very different from the thoughts
that the broader part of you is having about you.
Before your emotions could be meaningful to you, before you could allow them to give you the
precise and perfect guidance that they‘re offering, you must understand that you are a being with
two points of perspective that are continually relating to each other. When you understand that your
Inner-Being, or the expanded being that you‘re becoming, stands as the furthermost culmination of
life and constantly calls you forward to that, then you begin to understand that feeling of passion or
eagerness is present when you‘re allowing your movement toward your expanded Self. And you
also understand that feeling of being unfulfilled or of uneasiness, when you‘re not allowing your
movement toward your expanded Self. There is just no way of getting around it. You must allow
yourself to be the being that life has caused you to become, if you‘re to feel joy. And unless you‘re
feeling joy, you‘re not allowing yourself to be that which life has caused you to become.
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Emotions Indicate The Degree Of Your Alignment
As you know from your own life experience, a variety of feelings move through you depending on
what‘s happening, what you‘re observing and what you‘re thinking. Your emotion, whether it feels
good or bad, is a vibrational indicator of the relationship between the vibration of your broader Self
and you. Your emotions indicate the degree of your alignment with who you have become. They
show you if in this moment you‘re keeping up with yourself or not. Over time you‘ve come to
describe the variety of feelings, or emotions, with many different words. And because of the
number of individuals who have felt these emotions, and because of the many generations of people
having a variety of experiences, you have come to a somewhat consistant agreement of what you‘re
feeling, and the word you would use to describe it. We would much prefer that you find yourself in
feelings of eagerness and love, and joy, than in those of fear or hatred or anger. But because we
understand the vibrational reason of these emotions, we do not attempt to guide you from the
emotion of fear, directly to the emotion of joy. For we understand that the vibrational difference is
too great to span all at once. And, in fact, we see no reason to try to make the jump all at once.
Because a gradual movement in the direction of feeling better is all that is necessary, or even
possible.

Nothing That You Want Is Upstream
Everything that you see around you – land, sky, rivers, buildings, and even people and animals –
was thought vibration before it became the physical things you now observe. While most do not
realize it, you‘re standing on the leading-edge of thought. Further, you‘re so good at translating
vibration through your senses of sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch, that for the most part you‘re
unaware of the translation process at all. It‘s just life, and you‘re living it. But if you could grasp the
concept that everything that you see around you in manifested form, was thought vibration first, and
then thought form, and finally the manifestation as you see it now, the bigger picture of creation
will begin to come into view for you. And then not only will you have a clearer picture of how
things that you call real life experience come to be, but you will also feel the current from which all
things come, and upon all things flow.
What we mean when we say, nothing that you want is upstream, is that your desires, because
you‘ve already thought about them and asked for them, are already in the process of being created.
In the same way that a round object will roll downhill of its own accord without needing an engine
or added impetus from outside influences, your desires are, in a sense, easily and naturally rolling
toward their own conclusions as well. Once your life has caused the creation of a desire, your work
is done, and natural forces and laws will take over.
The best way we have come to explain to you this pattern of natural evolution is in our analogy of
the Current of the river: Your every request, large or small, adds to the Current of this river; and
literally everything that you have ever asked for is downstream, where you can easily find it,
experience it, possess it, or live it.
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Chapter 8 -- Your Life Flows In A Natural Cycle
We like the analogy of you and your canoe in the river because it points out the futility of trying to
paddle against the Current. When you remember that you are Source Energy, that you came into
this body from Source, and that now, in this body, you‘re giving birth to leading-edge desires,
which Source then becomes and calls you toward, you understand the real river of life. And then
you understand the futility of trying to paddle upstream against this Current.
If you will consider these important ideas and integrade into your thinking until it become the
connerstone of that which you are, you will then be able to get on with what you intended when you
came forth into this body. You will then be able to live the joyous life experience that you came
forth to live.
Before your birth, from your perspective of Source, you set forth the thought of coming forth into
this physical body. From your Source perspective, you gave birth to the idea, or thought, of you, the
LOA responded to that idea, and called forth the manifestation of you. Now in this body you give
birth to expanded ideas of your life. The LOA now responds to those ideas and calls them forth into
manifestation. Now, from an existing perspective, another thought is given, the LOA responds to
that thought, and momentum is created. And that momentum, caused by the LOA‘s response to
thought, is the Current of Life.
As you consciously accept the eternal nature of your being, the idea of never-ending expansion is an
easy concept to follow. As you consciously accept that you are an eternally expanding being, then
living life in this fantasticly diverse physical environment, where new ideas are continually born,
makes perfect sense. As you understand that you are that eternal being at the same time that you are
physically focused here, you begin to see the process of creation in an even clearer way. When you
remember that the Inner-Being part of you always responds to the expanded idea that your physical
life is giving birth to, you begin to get a sense of the momentum of the Stream. And finally, when
you understand that the LOA is responding to that furthermost idea, with the same energy that
creates worlds, you then get a further sense of the momentum of the Stream.
It is from our broad view of the Laws of the Universe and your important place within it, that we
can clearly remind you that everything that you want is downstream in this glorious Current of
creation. And when you relax into the inevitable Well-Being that is your true legacy, you then begin
to live life in a way that you had intended before your physical birth.

Just Let Go Of The Oars
Most people continually try to calculate the distance from where they are to where they want to be.
„How much further do I have to travel? How much more do I need to do? How much more weight
do I need to lose? How much more money do I need?“ And this is primarily because in your
physical format you tend to be action oriented. We would like you to understand, however, that as
you begin to approach your world in terms of vibration, rather than action, and in terms of thought,
rather than in terms of time and space and distance, your ability to close the gap between where you
are and where you want to be will be much more efficient.
Sometimes, even when we‘re offering analogies, such as this one about you and your canoe in the
stream, you wanna apply your usual action oriented tendency. In other words, often our physical
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friends accept our premise that what they want is downstream, so they wanna get pointed in that
right direction and then they wanna hurry downstream. „How can I get downstream to the things
that I desire faster? I‘ll focus better, I‘ll try harder, I‘ll work longer“. But we want you to
understand that those determined attitudes only cause you to again turn upstream.
Once you‘re pointed downstream in this Current of Life, it is not necessary to put a motor on your
boat in an attempt to make it go faster. The Current will carry you. Just let go of the oars. When
you‘re no longer paddling against the Current, when you release your oars and relax into your own
natural Well-Being, the Current, which is ever moving in the direction of that which you have
become and all that you want, will carry you toward your desires.
The belief that there‘s something to overcome automaticly points you upstream. Understanding that
all you desire is easily attainable by you automaticly points you downstream. And once you
understand that, you are practising the art of allowing your natural Well-Being to flow to you, and
you to it. And that is the art of allowing yourself to be the you that life has caused you to become.
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Chapter 9 -- The Law Of Attraction Needs No Practice
There are three powerful Universal Laws that are of value for you to understand if you wish to
guide your life deliberately. And the Law of Allowing is the last of these. It would be logical that
we would talk of the first Law, then the second and finally the third. And we have done exactly that
in previous books. We are, however, emphasising this third important Law, because it is really the
Law that you have come here in this time and space intending to master. This the Law that you must
practise if you are to become the deliberate creator that you came forth to be.
The first Law - The Law of Attraction – is not something that you need to practise, or even
something that you can practise. For it is a Law that exists in every particle of the Universe. And it
just is. Just as your Earthly law of gravity requires no practice, but just consistanly responds to all
matter in a consistant way, neither does the LOA needs practice. You do not have gravity
instructors teaching you how to avoid falling up, because falling up instead of down is not an
option, or a problem. And, in like manner, you will not need to practise in order to cause the
powerful LOA to respond to you in a consistant way. For it will bring things to you that match your
vibration, and it will do so even in your ignorance of the Law.
The second of these three powerful Universal Laws is the Law of Deliberate Creation. By
deliberately directing your attention and thoughts toward the outcome that you desire, you can be or
do or have anything that you choose. The application of this powerful Law has resulted in the
manifestation of this magnificent planet upon which you live, and in everything that you‘re able to
see. And in the same way that the nonphysical Source Energy apply this Law, and through powerful
focus created this environment that you call life on planet Earth, you are continuing the process of
creation from your physical vantage point.

Living The Law Of Allowing
And while these first two Laws are of extreme importance and your awareness of them is of great
value to you and to All-That-Is, your understanding and application of this third law – the Law of
Allowing – is really where all of your personal power lies.
The LOA says, The essence of that which is like unto istself is drawn. And what that means is, if I
feel unappreciated because of circumstances that have recently occurred in my experience, the LOA
cannot now surround me with people that appreciate me. That would defy the LOA.
If I feel fat and unhappy about the way my body looks and feels, I cannot discover the process or
state of mind that‘s necessary to achieve a good-feeling good-looking body. That would defy the
LOA.
If I feel descouraged about my financial situation, it cannot improve. Improvement in the face of
discouragement would defy the LOA.
If I‘m angry because people have been taking advantage of me, lying to me, dishonoring me, and
even defacing my property, no action that I can take can stop those unpleasant things from
happening. For that would defy the LOA.
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The LOA simply and accurately reflects back to you in a myriad of ways an accurate response to
your vibrational output. In short, whatever is happening to you, is a perfect vibrational match to the
current vibration of your being. And the emotions that are present within you indicate that
vibrational state of being.
Once aware of the powerful LOA many people make a conscious decision to be more in control of
their own thoughts. For they‘ve come to understand the power of focusing thought. People attempt
to control and more effectively focus their thoughts through a variety of methods, ranging from
hypnosis or an attempt to control unconscious thoughts to meditations, affirmations and strong
methods of mind control. But there is a much easier way of going about the deliberate creation of
your own experience and a fulfilling your intention for this joyous life experience. And that is an
understanding and application of the art of allowing. It is the conscious gentle guiding of your
thoughts in the general direction of the things that you desire. And as you come to understand this
powerful stream of life that we‘re explaining, and as you get a glimpse of the larger picture of who
you really are, and, most important, as you become convinced that your true work is to simply
realign with who you really are, the art of allowing will become second nature to you.

Go With The Flow Of Well-Being
And so, we will devote this entire book to assisting you in going with the flow of your natural WellBeing. We will discuss the essence of nearly every conceivable situation that you could find
yourself in, and we will offer guidance and suggestions that will cause you to turn and go with the
natural current. We will help you consciously rediscover the amazing sensory perception that you
were born with that helps you determine the direction of your true path. And it is our expectation
that as you read this book and return to your conscious awareness of the amazing power of your
emotions, you will become the allower of the Well-Being that you are from your broader
nonphysical Source Energy point of view.
The most common misunderstanding that prevents people from getting control of the situation and
gaining their personal balance is the belief that „I need to get to where I want to be right now or as
quickly as possible“. We certainly understand your desire to find the answers to your questions
quickly, or to solve your problems as fast as you can, but still that urge works against you. When
you feel an urgency to be somewhere else, you are pushing hard against where you are. That is
upstream. But an even more important flaw in the premise you‘re beginning from is this: in your
belief that you must hurry to an improved place, you‘re discounting the power of the Stream, its
speed, its direction and its promise. And in the forgetting of those things you‘re definitely pointed in
the opposite direction of who you truly are and all that you have become.
So now turn your attention once again to the upstream/downstream analogy, and feel for a moment
the sensation of relief that you would experience if you‘d been paddling against the current in an
upstream direction and then suddenly just stopped paddling, in an attitude of giving into the stream
and letting it just turn you and take you downstream. Let this picture soothe you even further, as
you try now to remember that this stream is benevolent and wise, and it is actually taking you
toward the things that you want.
In your mind‘s eye lie down in your boat, feel it turn naturally downstream, and relax into the idea
that this stream will carry you to your inevitable Well-Being and to a fulfillment of your desires.
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You Are Adding Power To The Stream
The following pages of this book have the potential to help you quickly align with everything
you‘ve ever wanted. But that alignment will not be likely unless you‘ve taken the time to accept the
validity of the analogy of the stream. If you can accept from your nonphysical vantage point, before
your physical birth, you had set forth intentions, and those intentions account for part of the
momentum of the stream, and that as you‘re here in this physical body, life causes you to ask for
more things, and that those things account for part of the momentum of the stream, and that in all
that you‘ve lived you are constantly shooting vibrational rockets out ahead of you, and that those
rockets account for part of the momentum of the stream, and most of all, if you can accept that your
Inner-Being, the Source within you, now stands in vibrational alignment with all of that becoming,
and that the LOA is drawing to that furthermost summoning point, now you understand the power
of the Stream.
So now, before you read further, just lie back for a moment and contemplate this wonderful
powerful stream of Well-Being, which moves unendingly in the direction of your becoming and
toward the fulfillment of that which is you. And now you‘re ready to apply the
upstream/downstream comparison toward any and all aspects of your own life experience.
It‘s our expectation that you‘re now ready to personally acknowledge thought by thought if you‘re
pointed upstream or downstream, and whether you‘re closing the gap between you and you, or are
holding yourself unnaturally apart.
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P AR T II

Demonstrating the Astonishing Power
of Emotions
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Some Examples to Help You Let Go of the Oars
In the pages that follow, we will offer examples on a variety of subjects in which people often find
themselves out of alignment with their own desires. We will discuss desires relating to your
physical body, your relationships, your life purpose, your financial employment, and even world
events. We have gathered these examples from the vibration of Mass Consciousness as you have
been living your lives and, in doing so, have been continually asking for improvement and
expansion. Some of these examples will dovetail with things that are important to you right now,
and some of them you may not relate to in any personal way, but it will be helpful for you to read
them, even if they are not about your issue, because within these examples you will find a complete
understanding of the Science of Deliberate Creation.
It is likely that as you read these examples, you will take issue with some of them, for you may not
believe that some of the desires are appropriate. Depending upon what you are currently
experiencing and how you are feeling, you may find some of these examples to be frivolous. For
example, if you are frightened about a physical condition and you are reading a section regarding
how to improve your relationship with someone at work, you may feel annoyed that we are giving
so much attention to something that seems insignificant to you, given your circumstances. But even
though you may not be able to personally relate to some of the examples that are offered here, we
encourage you to read through them anyway, for it is our knowing that in the process of reading
these examples, you will come to more profoundly understand vibrational alignment.
We do not seek to guide your desires, for your own life has already accomplished that. It is our
desire that the following examples serve as a tool that causes you to allow your own alignment with
your own desires.
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Example 1 -- I Have Been Given A Freightening Diagnosis
Example:
„My body is showing some signs of imbalance. In fact, I‘m far enough out of balance, that I‘ve
received an unsettling diagnosis from an expert, and so now I feel fear.“
The fear that you feel is understandable under these circumstances, but still you‘re feeling it. And
fear means that you‘re pointed upstream. Now, it‘s easy to lose sight of what your real work is here,
for there are many varied opinions about the course of action that you should take. Hundreds of
books have been written upon the very subject of this diagnosis that has been given to you. But we
want to assist you in removing the confusion about what action you should choose, and help you to
simply determine whether you‘re pointed upstream or downstream.
It‘s easy to clutter the situation further, by trying to understand what you should have done
differently so it‘s not to be in this situation, looking back for a fork in the road where if you had
only chosen differently, you could have arrived at a different place. „I shouldn‘t have done such and
such for all of those years“ or, „I should have done this instead. If I had just taken better care of
myself; if I had only taken the time for more regular check-up; if I had only listened to my mother“.
But we want you to understand that at this moment the only thing you need to consider is: am I
pointed upstream or downstream? And if you let that be your only consideration right now, you can
begin moving toward the improved state of health that you desire. In other words, there is nothing
to consider other than – right now am I turned toward improvement or away from it? And the
emotion you feel will give you the answer.
The exercise of determining if you‘re pointed upstream, away from the desired outcome you seek,
or downstream, toward the desired outcome you seek, will very from person to person, depending
on how fast your stream is flowing. For example, if your diagnosis is the serious life threatening
one, and you still have a very strong zest for life, you would feel a very strong pulling against the
current, or a very strong feeling of fear, when you‘re focused upon the diagnosis. But if you‘re no
longer very insterested in living your life in this physical body, then the feeling of uneasiness would
be much more slight.
So the emotion that you‘re feeling in any moment tells you two things:
1. how fast your stream is flowing, or how strong your desire is about the particular outcome;
2. which direction you‘re pointed in the stream.
As we begin processing this example, we would like you to consider that even the idea of healing is
pointed upstream. For it implies the overcoming of the illness. Feel the difference between the idea
of beating the illness and that of allowing the wellness.
We will offer some statements that are usually offered in the situation like this. See if you can feel if
the statement points upstream or downstream.
This is a very scary diagnosis. (upstream)
I should have taken better care of myself. (upstream)
This disease is hereditary. (upstream)
The options for treatment aren‘t pleasant. (upstream)
How did I get here? (upstream)
Why did this happen to me? (upstream)
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It is likely that as you heard the preceding statements you could easily feel that they were upstream,
resistant statements. But consider the following common statements:
I can beat this.
I am not gonna let this get the better of me.
I am not ready to go yet.
I‘ll triumph over this.
We want you to try to understand that those statements are upstream, resistant statements also. For
in each of them you‘re looking at the thing you do not want, and holding yourself in vibrational
alignment with the unwanted rather than the wanted. And in statements such as all of the above
you‘re not remembering that in the unpleasant experience of contracting the disease, you‘ve already
made a vibrational request for improvement, which your Inner Being has already achieved, and
your Inner Being is standing in that improved place, calling you toward it. And that is the
momentum of the stream. Your very belief that you need to overcome this adversity has you
pointed upstream and away from the solution.
Now, see how these thoughts feel:
This diagnosis has caused me to ask for even more wellness.
The larger part of me, my Inner Being, has already achieved that wellness.
I will continue to evolve, and ask for more.
On a vibrational level, I am at my greatest state of wellness.
The larger part of me, the Inner Being part of me, is better now than ever.
The LOA is calling the rest of me toward that improved state also.
The natural current is moving in the direction of my wellbeing.
Any action I choose is less important than my knowledge of this stream.
There is no reason for me to struggle in any of this.
My wellbeing is inevitable.
Those were all downstream statements. Now take some time here to feel the relief in the relaxed
downstream nature of those statements. Whenever you feel relief, you‘ve lessened your resistance.
And when you lessen your resistance, you‘re flowing in the direction of your desire. The physical
manifestation of your wellness will not be fully evident immediately, but that‘s not necessary. For
now that you‘ve discovered the art of allowing your wellbeing rather than the impulse to resist it,
your wellbeing must return.
As you continue to attempt to guide your thoughts downstream, in time that will become your
natural inclanation. It will come easy to you, and your wellness will return. At first your relief will
be sporadic. In time, your relief will be consistant. And then the manifestation will match the relief.
Disease is the LOA‘s response to resistance. Well-Being is the LOA‘s response to allowing.
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How Long Will Take Me To Find My Solution
Question: „How long will it be before I‘ll be able to see improvement in my physical body? In
other words, when can I expect a new and improved diagnosis?“
While it‘s understandable that you might still be asking these questions as you‘re longing for a
quick resolution for your frightening diagnosis, the questions themselves arise from the premise of
experiencing sickness and needing a solution. And so, your questions are definitely pointed
upstream. They also reveal your lack of understanding about the power of the stream, its direction
and its ability to take you to solutions you‘re seeking. When you ask, „How long before I‘ll see
improvement?“, you‘re actually asking, „How long will I be here in this place I do not want to be?“
The variation in those words may seem slight to you, but we assure you that the vibrational
difference is huge. The only way you‘ll be able to personally know if your words or focus are
upstream or downstream, is by reaching for a visceral feeling of relief. For example,
How long before I‘ll see improvement in my body? (upstream)
Now try to find a question of perspective that feels better to you than that. Focus on the way you
feel and try to make yourself feel better with your next statement.
Improvement is natural. (downstream)
All in good time. (downstream)
Now, this may not seem to you like earthshattering statements, and you may not really completely
believe them, but none of that matters. The only thing that matters is that by focusing a little bit
you‘ve made yourself feel a little better. You did not put a motor on your boat and raced instantly to
some miraculous healing, but you did stop the resistance. You did release the oars. You did turn in
the stream. You did everything that was necessary right here right now.
Occasionally something will happen: you‘ll observe something, someone will say something to you,
or you‘ll remember something that causes you to point upstream again. However, this is not a
problem for you, because you‘re now aware of your position in the stream. So, once again, with the
little bit of effort you can release the upstream thought by replacing it with something that feels
better.
For example, you see someone who is obviously suffering from a debilitating disease, and you
notice that the person‘s symptoms seem similar to your own. However, that individual is clearly
much sicker than you are. As you see him or her, you feel fear, and you think, „I hope that‘s not
where I am headed“. But this time the thought does not have priority within you. Instead, your
awareness of the way you feel takes priority. And since the way you feel right here right now
matters to you even more than whatever thoughts you‘re contemplating, you make a decision at this
moment to improve your feeling.
I hope that‘s not where I am headed. (upstream)
I don‘t know what that person‘s story is. (downstream)
That person may be better today than a month ago. (downstream)
I don‘t know what thoughts are creating that person‘s experience. (downstream)
That person‘s experience and my experience are unrelated. (downstream)
I shouldn‘t go looking for trouble. (downstream)
I think I‘ll mind my own business. (downstream)
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Again, you‘re not looking for drastic improvement or life changing ideas. Just soft slight
improvement in the way yo feel. As many situations occur during each day, and as you‘re aware of
the way you feel while you‘re in them, and as you insist on getting yourself pointed slightly
downstream, over and over, before you know it, downstream will be your natural tendency. And
soon there will be obvious evidence in your physical body of the improvement of the direction of
your thoughts. By focusing upon the improved emotion, which you can achieve in this moment, you
lay the vibrational foundation for your physical improvement.
When you try to pin down the specifics of When or How the physical improvement will come, you
forestall your physical improvement, because you do not know those answers, and so you cause
resistance in your vibration.
In short, although you cannot achieve an immediate
improved emotion. And that is enough.

physical recovery, you can achieve an
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Example 2 -- I Cannot Lose Weight
Example:
“I’ve been overweight for as long as I can remember. There were a few brief times in my life when
I was able to force my weight under control through uncomfortable dieting and what felt like
deprivation, and through arduous exercise. But none of it was easy, and I wasn’t able to maintain
the regimen for long, and so the unwanted weight always came back.
“I don’t feel comfortable in my clothes and dread shopping for new ones. I stand in front of my
closet looking for something to wear, and even though I have some nice things, nothing appeals to
me because I don’t like the way I look no matter what I’m wearing.
“My body doesn’t move well, and I know that I’d feel so much better all around if I could just lose
a few pounds, but I feel powerless to do anything about this excess weight, so I’m very
discouraged.”
Now we want to begin this discussion by reminding you of the most important part of Deliberate
Creation: Creating is not about making things happen through action. In fact, creating is not about
making things happen at all. Creating is about allowing the thing that you desire to happen, and the
allowing happens through Energy alignment, not through action.
Sometimes this is a hard thing for you to hear because you know, from your personal experience in
life, that action does get results. You know that you have been able to shed unwanted pounds by
decreasing your food consumption, and there is no question in your mind that the exercise helped,
too. And we are not disagreeing with any of that, for it is obvious that action does have a place in
the creating of many things. In fact, without action, your society would be without a great many of
its things. But when you make action the cornerstone of your Creative Process without considering
the vibrational basis of your Being as you are taking the action, you are working under a distinct
handicap, for there simply is not enough power in the action itself to compensate for the competing
Energies of your misaligned thought.
You may recall a successful experience where someone offered you an idea regarding losing
weight, and you felt an immediate enthusiasm toward the idea. Your enthusiasm could be attributed
to the power of the belief of the person who offered the idea to you, or it could be that the idea
dovetailed precisely with beliefs of your own . . . but it is your enthusiasm that we want to call your
attention toward.
Your enthusiasm was the evidence that the vibration of your Being was in alignment. And then,
remember what happened next: You were eager to take the action—and in taking it, positive results
occurred. . . . It is possible to take action because someone suggests it or encourages it or even
demands it; and once involved in the action, your attitude can begin to improve. But the deliberate
alignment of your vibration, first—which then inspires successful action—is a much more powerful
approach to whatever it is you want to create.
During your discouraged moments as you acknowledged that your body was not as you would like
it to be, you were launching rockets of desire about what you preferred, and within all of that
processing of life—and without realizing it—you have been adding to your Vibrational Escrow.
You have created a vibrational version of the new-and-improved physical version of yourself.
We want to help you understand that this is not a flimsy dream floating somewhere in your
imagination. This is not a delusional departure from reality. This is a creation in the making, and it
is being created in precisely the same way that everything you see around you has been created: The
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living of life gave birth to the idea or thought—which, in time, with focus, became what you call
your “reality.”
So the discouragement that you have been feeling is indicating the discord between the continually
evolving creation of your beautiful body and the thoughts that you continue to think regarding your
body. Your body has been vibrationally evolving, but your old patterns of thoughts, your beliefs
(which are only thoughts that you continue to think), are causing a vibrational discord. And under
those conditions, successful action cannot be inspired or performed. Under those conditions, all
action is harder, yielding little or no results, causing more discouragement still.
The key to bringing your body to a new place is to see it differently from the way it is. It is
necessary that you focus upon the body that is coming and distract yourself from the negative
aspects of your current physical body, for as long as you are seeing your body as it is, you are
contradicting the vibration of the idea of a slender body. You cannot create a new reality while
looking at your current reality.
So now that you understand why it has been so difficult to find the inspiration to act and why the
action, even when you did offer it, netted you very little results, let us show you some very simple
things that you can do that will begin the process of aligning your Energies immediately, for by
understanding the Laws of the Universe, and by understanding the basis of your creation (which is
the simple alignment of vibration), you will now be on your way to the outcome that you desire:
• Your choices, right now, do not include whether you are at your perfect body weight or not.
• You have no choice other than to be at the body weight you are at right now.
• You are going to weigh about the same thing tomorrow as you do today, and the next day, too . . .
and so on.
• Changing your body weight right now is not an option.
• Changing your vibrational alignment right now is an option—a powerful one.
Also, you are not, right now, choosing between feeling fabulous or terrible.
• You are not choosing between feeling enthusiasm or discouragement.
• Your choices, right now, are more subtle and more fine-tuned than that.
• You are making the simple choice of feeling a little better or a little worse.
• You can choose an upstream thought or a betterfeeling, downstream thought.
• Those are your only choices: upstream or downstream.
• But those choices are enough.
For example, imagine you are at an outdoor shopping center.
You are moving in and out of many beautiful shops, and there are hundreds of people moving in
and out of them with you. These individuals vary in size and shape and wardrobe, but you are
predominantly noticing nicely dressed, nicely shaped, beautiful people all around you; and as you
see them, you feel self-conscious. You are now awkwardly aware of what you are wearing, and you
are unhappy with the way you look today. You turn to see your reflection in the window as you are
walking, and you are extremely unhappy about the way you look. You feel agitated, discouraged,
and unhappy, and you are not having a good time on this shopping outing at all.
You have now lost interest in the reason why you came to the mall. You do not feel like shopping
anymore. In fact, the only thing that is appealing to you right now is the idea of getting something
to eat. There are good-smelling things in the air, and you realize that you are hungry and that you do
want a snack. There are several choices within view, and from the fragrances in the air, you know
there are more choices nearby. Any one of several things sounds good to you: ice cream, candy,
maybe something more substantial such as a sandwich. Actually, all of that sounds pretty good to
you right now.
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Your urge to find a quiet place to sit while you eat something is becoming quite strong, and while
you are trying to fight the urge to follow through on your impulse, it is much easier to just give in to
it and get something to eat. As you are standing in line at the ice-cream counter, you notice the
slender people waiting in line with you. They are annoying, and as you are annoyed, your urge for
the ice cream grows stronger still. . . .
Before we continue with the details of this example, and before we offer guidance to assist you in
improving your situation, we want to explain something that most people do not understand and, in
fact, have a hard time believing: Whether you gird up your willpower and walk out of the ice-cream
parlor or whether you go ahead and select—and eat—a large tub of ice cream, there is absolutely no
difference in the effect of one of those actions over the other! Even if we are talking about 1,000
days of walking out as compared to 1,000 days of eating a tub of ice cream, the action choice of one
or the other makes no difference. It is not your action that matters; it is your vibration. It is not your
action that makes you fat; it is your vibration. It is not what you are doing that makes the
difference; it is how you are feeling about what you are doing.
In the beginning of your vibrational alignment regarding your body weight, you may begin to feel
enthusiasm for some changes in your diet, and many would say, “Well, then, I don’t see how this
approach differs that much from just going on a diet as I’ve done so many times before.” But we
would ask you to notice how much easier it is this time in the feeling of enthusiasm rather than the
discouragement that you have been acting from before. You will also notice that in this state of
improved emotion, you will find an appealing idea, and then another. You will begin to find a sort
of rolling out of a continuous path of good-feeling new ideas. You will begin to feel carried along
by those new ideas rather than struggling to find them, and, before long, you will begin to see
physical results. Of course, upon seeing the physical results, your feeling of enthusiasm will be even
greater, and then you are really off and running toward the outcome that you have been seeking.
And as you achieve your desired body weight (and you will), you will say to yourself after the fact,
This time it wasn’t difficult, and this time I’ll keep it off. And, in any case, I now know what to do,
whenever I decide to, about achieving whatever physical bodily condition I choose.
Consider This:
If being slender matches the emotion of happiness . . .
and you were to consistently eat ice cream while feeling happy . . .
you would be a slender person who eats large quantities of ice cream.
If your desire to be slender while you are currently not slender matches the emotion of
discouragement . . .
and you were to consistently eat ice cream while feeling discouraged . . .
you would be a fat person who eats ice cream.
If your desire to be slender while you are currently not slender matches the emotion of
discouragement . . .
and you were to consistently use your willpower to keep yourself from eating ice cream . . .
you would be a fat person who does not eat ice cream.
Some would ask, “Abraham, if being unhappy makes you fat, why are there no fat people in an
environment where food is scarce? They are unhappy, and they are not fat. They are often starving
to death.” And we would answer, if you are focused upon the current situation of food scarcity, and
you feel fear for yourself and your loved ones, you are a match to what you do not want. It makes
no difference if not wanting to be fat is the issue that turns your thoughts upstream or if the idea of
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starving to death is the issue that turns your thoughts upstream: Your thoughts are still upstream—
which is resistance to what you desire, whether your desire is slenderness or enough food for your
family.
Being slender matches the emotion of happiness. (downstream)
Being fat matches the emotion of unhappiness. (upstream)
Having enough to eat matches the emotion of happiness. (downstream)
Not having enough to eat matches the emotion of un-happiness. (upstream)
The key to creating everything that you desire is to find a way to turn to the better-feeling,
downstream thoughts, even when the current situation does not evoke it from you, and to use your
willpower to focus your thoughts in the direction of your desire and who-you-really-are, rather than
using your willpower to try to produce action against the Current.
So, in the beginning, your thoughts may be something like the following:
I am fat. (upstream)
I don’t want to be fat. (upstream)
I’m so tired of being overweight. (upstream)
I don’t like how I look. (upstream)
I don’t like my clothes. (upstream)
I don’t want to shop for clothes. (upstream)
I’ve tried so many things. (upstream)
Nothing works for me. (upstream)
Remember, you do not have to fix everything. Just try to find a thought that feels a little bit better:
I wish I could find a way. (downstream)
My feet would feel better for sure. (downstream)
Again, these are not earth-shattering statements, but they do feel better, and therefore they are
downstream—so your work, for now, is done.
Whenever you find yourself beating the same old drum about your body weight, if you would make
an effort to turn your thoughts downstream and stay focused upon the subject until you feel a slight
turn, in a very short period of time you will improve the vibrational relationship between where you
are and what you want, and you will be amazed at the leverage this improved vibration will give to
your process. Everything about this will get easier and easier until, in time, your desired body
weight will have been achieved.
So now, let us say that you are at work. You have not been focused on your body or your weight
because you had things to accomplish and you’ve been busy at those things. But now it is
lunchtime, and as you are walking past the vending machine, you feel an urge to buy a cookie. You
put in your money, the cookie drops through the chute, and while you are unwrapping it, the feeling
of discomfort comes over you.
“Here I go again,” you say, feeling the discomfort washing over you.
But the urge is strong, and you take a big bite of the cookie.
You feel worse still as a strong feeling of disappointment now rises within you.
But this time things are slightly different from ever before because you have some positive
momentum going from those statements you have been making about the subject of your weight.
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You remember, It isn’t about what I’m doing. It’s about how I’m feeling while I’m doing it. So you
pause and look at the cookie, and you make the following statements:
I shouldn’t be eating you. (upstream)
You’ll only make me fatter. (upstream)
You are delicious, though. (downstream)
And you’re not all that big. (downstream)
I could eat some of you now and save some for later. (downstream)
I like having choices. (downstream)
I like making deliberate choices. (downstream)
I like being in charge of my actions. (downstream)
If I had stopped to think, I may not have been so quick to put my money in this machine.
(downstream)
I’m really making quite a big to-do over eating a little cookie. (downstream)
You’re a tasty little cookie. (downstream)
Well, I’m enjoying you, cookie. (downstream)
I’m deliberately enjoying you. (downstream)
And sometimes I’ll choose to eat you, and sometimes I’ll pass. (downstream)
Right now I’m going to eat you. (downstream)
And I’m going to enjoy you. (downstream)
You have just accomplished something that is rather unusual for you. You are eating a cookie, and
you have talked yourself into alignment with yourself and therefore with your desire to be slender at
the same time. You are in alignment with You, which is much more significant than anything you
are doing—or not doing—with the cookie. And now, a very slender person walks up to the
machine, pulls out a cookie, and begins to eat it. And as you watch, you can tell that this person is
truly savoring this cookie.
In the past as you watched a slender person eating a cookie, your thoughts would be:
It’s not fair. (upstream)
Her metabolism allows her to eat tasty things and still be slender. (upstream)
She’s probably unhealthy, and that’s the only thing she will eat today. (upstream)
But this time, because of the vibrational work you have been doing, you think instead:
Ah, there is evidence of someone who’s in alignment with her desire of eating a cookie.
(downstream)
It is all about vibrational alignment. Do not look for immediate measurable physical results. Instead,
look for improvement in your mood, your attitude, and your emotions. When you feel better, you
are more in alignment—and everything else will follow. It is Law.
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Example 3 -- My Children Fight Constantly And They Are Driving Me
Crazy
Example:
„We have two children: a boy, 12, and a girl, 13. They are great kids. They don‘t get into trouble at
school, and they get good grades. But they fight with one another constantly. They don‘t hit each
other or anything like that. But if they‘re in the house at the same time, they argue and shout and
slam doors all day every day. They have their own rooms, so they don‘t need to bother each other.
But they just seem to irritate each other so powerfully that they‘re making my husband‘s and my
life miserable. We‘ve tried everything – from forbidding them to go near one another to forcing
them to spend an entire day together in one room to work it out. I actually hate to see them come
home from school.“
It‘s very interesting to contemplate deliberate creation through the framework of interpersonal
relationships or co-creating as we like to call it. Many people get lost in a maze of trying to sort
things out when it comes to getting along with others. It‘s virtually impossible to evoke enough
long-term changes from another to ever solve your interpersonal relationship. Most people try to
evoke change in the other for a while, but then either give up or move on. Asking others to change
so that you can feel better never works.
If we were speaking with one or the other of your children, we would not guide him or her toward
asking the other sibling to change. But this situation is more complicated still – you are on the
outside of it, so to speak, wanting to affect change between two individuals. And you are already
sensing from the lack of success that you had and from the variety of attempts that you‘ve made in
settling their differences, that you cannot control their relationship with one another. People often
attempt to gain control of the behaviour of their children, their employees or the members of their
clubs, political parties or churchies by offering rewards for good behaviour, and punishment for bad
behaviour. But we‘ve never seen any beneficial behavioural changes as the result of that. Rules and
punishments that are affected from the outside usually only cause the hiding of the unwanted
behaviour, or an even stronger defiant offering of it. Because people innately understand that they
are not here living their lives to please others.
We often explain that you are the creator of your own experience. That also means that you are not
the creator of the experiences of others. They are the creators of their experiences. But we certainly
understand that when they‘re creating their experiences under your roof, within the reach of your
eyes and ears, their creation does affect yours and therefore you should have something to say about
the way in which that affects you. We also understand how when you observe a pleasing behavior
of another, you‘re pleased, and when you observe unpleasing behavior, you‘re not pleased. We also
understand how that is compounded even more when it‘s your own children you‘re observing.
It is our absolute knowing that if you believe that your happiness depends upon your ability to
control the behaviour of any other, you will never find happiness. For control of others is not
possible. There are many who spend their entire lifetimes attempting to gain control of another only
to discover that absolute control of another requires the giving up of much of their own freedom, as
they turn their undivided attention toward that impractical effort that wastes their life experience
because it runs crosscurrent with the Laws of the Universe.
Parents often feel such a strong need to guide their children that these words are hard for them to
hear. For they believe that they‘ve been entrusted with the care and guidance of their children. So
they‘re often looking for the best way to provide them with some guidance.
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It is our desire that you come to understand that when you take the time to become fully aligned
with all that you are, before you attempt to offer your guidance, your influence is much more
powerful.
In simple terms, when you attempt to guide your children from your place of anger or frustratrion
because you are out of alignment with you, your influence is flimsy. However, when you offer your
guidance while you‘re fully connected to all that you are, it is powerful.
You can find the humour in this if you‘ll try, „My children‘s behaviour makes me feel such
frustration and anger that I lose my ability to guide them. And the harder I try, the more futile it
becomes.“ But when you take the time to come into alignment with who you really are, you step
into that powerful current that‘s flowing toward everything that you desire.
Each time you witness the discord between your children, you launch the personal rocket of desire
regarding their relationship. For from your personal vantage point, they provided you with detailed
contrasting experiences which caused your personal preferences to evolve. And your personal
preferences are your business. So, now your work is simple – you must come into alignment with
your desires.
The reason why your children‘s squabbling is upsetting you so much right now is because that
behaviour does not match the ideal that all of their previous squabbling has helped you create. In
fact, even before their birth, while watching the children of other people, you are flowing your
desires into your vibrational escrow. Even before your physical birth you were making entries into
that vibrational escrow account. So, it‘s no wonder that right now, as you witness something utterly
opposite of what you‘ve come to desire, you would feel the discord.
It‘s not simply because they‘re parctising bad habits of behaviour that is upsetting to you. Your
view of them is causing you to flow in opposition to your evolving creation on this subject. If you
could accept that your discomfort is simply about your vibrational differences – what you‘re
witnessing vs. what‘s in your vibrational escrow – and not really about what your children are
doing, over which you have no control, you will begin to show yourself that you can choose
thoughts that allow you to feel good no matter what they‘re doing, and when you accomplish that,
your power of influence will be tremendous.
So, as this stands rigth now: you watch the misbehaviour of your children; you feel bad; you think
that you‘re feeling bad because of their behaviour, but you‘re actually feeling bad because you are
out of alignment with your own desires. So you ignore what your children are doing and utilize your
personal ability to focus in a way in which you can feel good. And in doing so you are now fully
connected to who you are. And also you‘re a vibrational match to the picture of happy children
enjoying each other, that you‘ve been in the process of creating for a very long time. And with all of
that alignment going on, you are in your full connection to who you really are, to the resources of
the Universe that creates worlds, to your Inner-Being, and to the desires that you‘ve set into motion
regarding your children, your family and your life. Now your words and behaviour are perfectly
timed. They evoke less resistance from your children and affect more positive change.
But you are not creating through your words or through your action. You are creating through your
personal alignment with the vibration of your own desires. So, when you think about getting your
son and daughter to behave differently, you can feel the uphill battle in that. But when you think
about guiding your own thoughts, you can feel the posibility in that. Even, in time, the simplicity in
that. So, wonderful things are about to take place in your experience. Not only are you going to feel
better right away by deliberately choosing your own thoughts, but you‘re going to affect behavioral
change in your children with the help of the LOA, without anyone knowing that you‘re doing it.
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And, on top of all of that, through the power of your own example, you will teach your children the
value and power of personal alignment.
To show someone how to align with Source in the face of circumstances that do not easily inspire is
the most valuable guidance that you could ever offer to another. That is the only guidance you ever
intended to offer your children – the power to guide their own life.
Let us begin the upstream/downstream process. And, as always, you begin where you are, for you
cannot begin other than where you are.
My children are driving me crazy. (upstream)
They fight constantly. (upstream)
I can‘t find a way to stop them. (upstream)
They won‘t listen to me. (upstream)
Someday they‘ll regret the way they‘ve treated each other. (upstream)
I don‘t know what to do. (upstream)
I‘ve tried everything I can think of. (upstream)
It‘s natural that as you begin, your statements would be pointed upstream. But remember that your
work in this process is not just to state the obvious, or to try to figure out what action you could
offer to change things. Your work is simply to find some relief for yourself in your own thoughts.
Even the slightest feeling of relief is an indication that you‘ve released some resistance. And with
much less effort than trying to affect any sort of change in behaviour in another, you can release
your grip on your oars, and your boat will turn in the downstream flow. More statements of relief
will begin to occur to you. And in time you will be flowing merrily along toward seeing an
improvement in the behaviour of your children. Your power of influence, your ability to evoke
different behaviour from others is contingent upon your own alignment with your own desires. You
must make yourself feel better before you can attract change.
Their relationship is really between them. (downstream)
They‘re probably not feeling nearly as much negative emotion about their relationship with
each other as I am. (downstream)
If your were able to hold yourself in vibrational alignment with that last statement for a day or so,
that would be enough of a shift in your vibration to begin to affect change. But since this last
statement has just occurred to you, and it‘s not the way you usually think about this situtation, it‘s
likely that your thoughts will return to the more usual upstream thoughts. So, in order to hold your
vibrational ground, so to speak, it‘s helpful to try to stay there longer by reaching for more
statements of relief. The longer you remain in the improved feelings of relief, the more those better
feeling thoughts will attract other better feeling thoughts, until in time you will be in alignment with
your own desire.
They were very cute when they were little. (downstream)
They played very well togeher for quite a while. (downstream)
It is possible, as you‘re reaching for some thoughts of relief, that you will come across the statement
that you thought would make you feel better, but which actually makes you feel worse. Sometimes
in reaching for an improved thought you only amplify how much you really want something that
right now you do not have. And so, instead of the feeling of relief, that you‘re reachng for, you have
an even greater feeling of discomfort. But this does not mean that you are losing ground in your
downstream process.
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Remember, the way you now feel is relative only to the way you were just feeling. So, see this as a
fluid flexible exercise whereby you can move anytime in the direction that you choose. Do not lose
sight of your objective, which is to find relief, find relief, find relief. If a thought feels worse than
the one before, it‘s not a problem - just reach for more relief. And in time, and usually a rather
short time, you will find what you‘re reaching for.
It‘s normal for kids to fight.
This is a part of their deciphering of life.
They have the right to respond honestly to their environment.
They don‘t like feeling bad any more than I do.
If they really don‘t like feeling bad, they‘ll figure out how to stop it.
I‘m gonna quit adding my negative response to the mix.
I‘m gonna let them work this out.
It will be interesting to see how this plays out.
I really have been making more of this than it deserves.
It‘s pretty funny how much I‘ve been making of this.
It feels good to get my perspective back.
These really are great kids.
We are all in this together.
I like knowing that I have the power to control my own feelings.
I like the idea of influencing my dear children to feel better.
I like knowing that they get to choose how they feel.
I like knowing that I get to choose how I feel about how they feel.
Your awareness of your squabbling children has caused you to add to your vibrational escrow. Your
desires regarding these interpersonal family relationships have evolved tremendously because of
your exposure to them. And now of your willingness to turn downstream in the direction of that
evolved relationship you are flowing towards your ideal.
Not only has nothing gone wrong here, everything is going along exactly as you knew it would, as
you made the decision to come into this physical body. You came to live life, to identify things that
you desire, and then to give your undivided attention to those desires. That is what deliberate
creation is all about.
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Example 4 -- I Am Totally Disorganized
Example:
„I‘d like to be an organized person, but I just can‘t seem to get it together. I have a variety of
interests and all of them bring a certain amount of stuff with them. So my house is so full of things
that are interesting to me to the point that every place I look I see clutter. I seem to find the time to
think of new projects and gather up more stuff that relates to them, but I don‘t find the time to put
my things in order. I spend a great deal of time just looking for things. Occasionally I‘ll set a day
aside for the intention of getting it all cleaned up and organized. But I get bogged down, almost as
soon as I begin, because it just feels so overwhelming to clean it up. I know that I should throw
most of it away, but I can‘t bring myself to do that for a fear that as soon as I release it I‘ll need it or
want it for some reason. So I just keep gathering. And I am burried in my stuff. I can‘t delegate
these organizational tasks to anyone else, cause no one else knows what‘s important to me. And if
someone else were to organize it, I still wouldn‘t know where things are. I know that I have to clean
this mess up and get myself organized, but I feel paralysed.“
This is a good opportunity to point out the effect that the LOA has upon you in whatever your
current situation is. You look around at the clutter, which causes you to feel overwhelmed, and
because you feel overwhelmed, you‘re incapable of doing anything about the clutter. So perhaps
you can now recognize that your work right now is not to deal with the mess, for you‘ve already
acknowledged that you are paralysed and cannot deal with it. You have to first find a way of
improving your emotional state, and once you‘re feeling better emotionally, you‘ll find a way of
bringing the physical things into organization. In other words, you have to deal with the
disorganization in your mind first, and then you can deal with the outward manifestations of it.
I should throw this stuff away.
I must be crazy to have accumulated so much junk. What was I thinking?
But when I do throw things away before I know it, I realize I did really need them.
It gets worse and worse.
I‘ve never been organized.
These statements are all valid, and they are all upstream statements. And they do represent how you
feel. But now, instead of making statements about how things are, or about how they have been, try
to make statements that cause you to feel better. In other words, your goal here is not to make valid
declarations of truth about what-is, but instead to make statements that give you a feeling of relief.
If you can find some consistant relief about this subject, your energy will shift, and the feeling of
being paralysed will be replaces with good feeling action ideas.
An improvement in the way you feel means an improvement in the alignment of energies between
you and your Inner-Being, resistance or allowing, upstream or downstream.
I‘ve done nothing wrong by pursuing my interest.
It‘s logical that I would gather materials that support my interests.
Many people have interests or hobbies that appeal to them.
I can remember my enthusiasm upon finding much of this stuff.
I can see how my interest in these subjects caused me to find things that support my interest.
That‘s the LOA in work.
I don‘t need to throw al of this away.
There‘s nothing wrong with my gathering things that interest me.
I‘ll find a way to store everything and catalog it so that I can find it when I want it.
I don‘t have to do it all at once.
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I‘ve been living with this for quite a while, and there‘s no urgency here.
In time I‘ll figure out what to do with it.
In the same way I enjoed finding these things, I will also enjoy organizing them.
It is of value to notice that even though nothing has outwardly changed, the feeling of being
overwhelmed has lifted because you focused your thoughts back into alignment with who you really
are. We want you to know that whenever you‘re choosing to think unkind thoughts about yourself
or anyone, you counter to your Inner-Being who only feels love for you. When you degrade, scold
or criticize yourself, you‘re out of alignment with the greater part of yourself, and there are no
greater crippling thoughts than those of self-denigration. When you give yourself the benefit of the
doubt, you realign with who you really are.
Some say that the refusal to look at your own shortcomings is a state of denial that is not healthy.
We reply that pointing out your own shortcomings is the greatest state of denial, for it separates you
from who you really are. Some people feel criticism for people who look for their own positive
aspects, calling them arrogant or self-serving. We reply that to be self-serving is a good thing, for
when you care enough to bring yourself into alignment with the greater part of who you are, while
you have certainly served yourself, and you know that because you feel so much better, you are
now in a position to be of value to others. But in your depresion you have no value to any other, for
you are separate from the stream of Well-Being from which you offer value.
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Example 5 -- My Former Partner Tells Lies About Me
Example:
„I was married for more than ten years, and we have a 10 y.o. daughter. Last year we became
divorced, and so my ex-husband and I share custody of our child. We live in the same city so that
our daughter can move from house to house relatively easily. Also we have the physical logistics of
all that working pretty well. In our divorce agreement we agreed that our daugher would be at my
house during the week and go with her father on most weekends. She spends some weekends with
me, but most with her father. And we take turns sharing birthdays and holidays regardless of
whether they fall in the middle of the week or on the weekend. She is a great girl, seems to be doing
alright with all of this. Although when she comes home from being at her father‘s house, she
usually feels out of sorts to me, she‘s often irritable. And I can tell that something‘s bothering her.
It‘s recently come to my attention that her father always makes negative comments about me, which
doesn‘t surprise me. I don‘t feel all that great about him either. But he just makes things up. Really,
much of what I‘m hearing is just pure fabrication. And I am worried that he is telling these untruths
to my daughter in an attempt to drive a wedge between us. I‘m afraid that she‘ll believe him and
that she and I will grow apart. I want to defend myself but I don‘t know exactly what he‘s saying, so
I don‘t know how to do that. And also I don‘t know who else he‘s talking to or what he‘s telling
them either. How could I make him stop doing that?“
Since you were not able to find harmony with this person while you were married to him, we know
that it is not really a surprise to you that you‘re having a difficult time finding harmony after your
divorce. But it is possible. In fact, if you realized that the time you spent together actually caused
both of you to expand in a variety of ways, you could both benefit dramaticly from your
relationship, even though your marriage has come to an end.
What we most want to help you understand is, while your marriage has come to an end, your
relationship with this person has not. And it never will. That‘s one of the most unsettling things that
people discover following a divorce or separation from a former partner. In the midst of feeling
extreme negative emtion or in some situation they are living, they think that the separation from this
person will solve the majority of their problems. But most people find little or no improvement in
the way they feel about their ex-partner after the divorce. In fact, most work so hard at justifying
why the divorce was a good idea, that they hold themselves in vibrational alignment with all those
things about the relationship that they did not want. So now, even though they are not living in the
same space, the other‘s uncomfortable presence remains a daily occurrence, even when they do not
actually see one another or interact face to face. And because their vibration did not change, even
though the physical details of their lives together did change, their next relationship is fraught with
the same uncomfortable issues as was the last.
Remember that this relationship, uncomfortable as it was, has caused you to evolve, and your InnerBeing stands right now as the vibrational expression of that expanded being. If you can find good
feeling thoughts and train yourself to practise into vibrational alignment with those thoughts, you
can benefit from the experience. But only in finding and maintaining better feeling thoughts can you
close that gap and actually be the expanded being that your life has caused you to become.
Let us begin the reaching for some downstream thoughts. Begin where you are.
I am glad that I no longer have to live with him.
I knew almost from the beginning that it wouldn‘t work.
I don‘t know why I stayed there for so long.
I am not surprised that he‘s still trying to make trouble.
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I hate it that I can‘t defend myself against his lies.
He is so insecure, and I don‘t think he‘ll ever change.
I‘ll never get rid of the discomfort of this relationship.
I‘ll always be tied to it because of our daughter.
Better feeling thoughts do not gush from you, just because you‘ve decided that you‘d like to find
them, because the LOA does not offer thoughts that are far from your active vibration. And since
you‘ve been thinking unpleasant thoughts regarding this person for quite a long time, you‘re not
going to suddenly shift into wonderful feeling thoughts. But that‘s not necessary. All that‘s
necessary is that you shift a little bit. All that is really necessary in order to begin turning in the
stream and flowing toward an improved situation is that you discontinue pushing against it. It‘s
really a matter of just releasing as best you can the uncomfortable thoughts. Each time you do so,
you‘ll feel a bit of relief, that will seem to translate into a small amount of downstream momentum,
making it now more possible to find another thought of relief, and so on.
Your goal right now is to just stop paddling upstream. Stop trying to defend yourself, or your
position, or your decision for the divorce, or your rightness. Stop defending anything, and just float
in your boat. Like,
I am tired of the battle.
I don‘t want to fight.
Compared to the previous statements that flowed with such hostility, these statements are a big
improvement. And so you do feel relief. It‘s not necessary that you continue in one sitting until you
feel even more wonderful. Sometimes just letting go and discontinuing the upstream battle is
enough. But if you feel like it and can continue just a little more, there‘s value and benefitting from
any additional momentum that you manage to achieve. For instance,
It‘s a good thing that we‘ve divorced.
No one is really to blame for that.
It was something that we both agreed upon.
I‘m glad that we live close enough that our daughter can easily spend time with both of us.
Things are better now that we aren‘t all living in the same house.
Sometimes with only that much effort you can break through into a much better feeling place. If
that happens, take advantage of it and make even more positive downstream statements. Like,
I understand that we‘ll always have a relationship.
I do want to make the best from our situation.
I don‘t want to deprive my daughter of her father.
I don‘t believe that he wants to deprive her of her mother.
I don‘t believe that I am a big part of what they talk about.
We have both moved on with our lives.
I want my daughter to feel good about her parents.
I want my daughter to feel good about me.
I even want my daughter to feel good about her father.
There‘s no reason for us to continue the battle.
I really feel no interest in fighting.
Now it may seem that we have used words that have avoided the deepest issue of „Her father often
makes negative comments about me. He just makes things up. Much of what I‘m hearing is just
pure fabrication. I also don‘t know who else he‘s talking to or what he‘s telling them“. And that is
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accurate. We are deliberately avoiding the most uncomfortable issues in the beginning of the
process, for in doing so it is more likely for you to find relief through your improved thought.
If you are aware of the way you feel, and you consistantly reach for thoughts that produce the
improved emotion of relief, in time, even these intense negative emotions will have subsided. Not
because your ex-husband has changed, but because you have come into alignment with who you
have become as a result of this relationship.
When you understand the value of closing your vibrational gap, and of allowing yourself to be the
expanded being that your life has caused you to become, you can actually reach a place of adoration
of that scoundrel ex, who seemingly caused so much grief. But all of that in good time.
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Example 6 -- My Husband Tells Me How To Drive
Example:
„I‘m a good driver. I‘ve never had an accident. And I do a lot of driving. I don‘t have the best sense
of direction, and I am not really good at reading a map, but once I‘ve driven some place, I usually
remember how to get there. My husband and I spend a lot of time together in the car, and he
preferes that I drive, but he wants to make all the decisions about my driving, he‘s constantly
suggesting that I change lanes or that I get out from behind this big truck, even wants to choose the
way I navigate in parking lots. There are so many different choices that could be made while
driving, most of which would lead to nearly identical results, but I just don‘t see why it‘s that much
better to go this way get out of the parking lot rather than that way. And sometimes even though his
approach may be somewhat better, it feels like the mind that‘s making the decisions isn‘t the one
attached to the body that‘s manoeuvring the car. So I feel constant discomfort as my natural
impulses are continually being overridden by his instincts. I really believe that if he wants to drive
he should be behind the wheel. And when I am driving, he should let me drive. And that there must
be some happy compromise where he occasionally offers the helpful suggestion without overriding
all of my inclanations. I am constantly tormented, even in backing out of the parking place
wondering if my natural choice based on how I see the car position will mesh with his suggestion.
It‘s not pleasant to drive under these conditions. And probably not safe. I find myself hesitating like
a crazy person rather than just moving ahead with the decision that I‘ve made.“
It‘s important to note that the experiences that you‘re having are those of co-creation. In other
words, your husband is not doing this to you, but rather the two of you over time have created this
scenario. It may have begun during an incident when you really could not decide which way to go,
and your mate may have had a clear picture of the best course to take. Often a suggestion from
another point fo view can be very helpful. However, what‘s now occuring is that you‘re feeling so
much agitation over the constant suggestions that you‘re out of alignment with yourself. And in this
misalignment you‘re acting hesitately which makes your mate feel the need to guide you all the
more. So it‘s an uncomfortable circle of you being out of alignment, so you drive with less
efficiency and focus, he wants to help, which makes you more out of alignment, and so you drive
with less efficiency and focus, so he wants to help. Both of you have not only developed habitual
patterns of actions and words, but also of thoughts and feelings about the situation.
From your place of annoyance and frustration you can find no solution. Your driving cannot
improve, and we note that you see no reason to improve your driving, for you do not believe that
your driving is the problem. But you also have no way of soliciting anything else from your mate.
And so, unless you change the way you feel about this situation, nothing can improve.
Many people, watching this scenario might suggest that you just let him do the driving, or that you
take separate vehicles, or tell him to mind his own business and keep his ideas to himself. But then
even you acknowledge that there are times when his suggestions are very helpful. It is not possible
to orchestrate or legislate patterns of behavior without introducing a greater hindrance to the
situation. In other words, if you were to tell him that you do not want him to interfere with your
driving by giving you suggestions, you would deprive yourself of another point of view that you
often find extremely helpful. It‘s not possible to say to anyone in any situation, „I want you to
always do this, or always do that“. For the sake of simplifying your lives, you often believe that you
do want that. But it‘s truly not practicle.
What you really want is to align with your broader perspective so that you can receive the benefit of
that broader view. What you really want is to be so alive with the total resources of your being, that
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you excel in whatever you‘re doing. It is our promise to you that when you are in alignment with
your broader perspective, you‘re then acting from a place of depthness, clarity and precision. Your
instincts are sharp and clear, and you make good decisions. And even though your mate may still
want to play with you in making the best possible choices as you move about in your vehicle, he
would not be offering his suggestions to you because of his doubt in your ability, but instead in his
desire to play and co-create productively.
You have no way of changing your mate. You cannot modify your behaviour enough to soothe that.
But you can come into alignment with you. And when you do, everything will improve.
So, once again your work is the same – make your statements from where you are, but make an
effort to find a better feeling, downstream thoughts upon this topic that align with who you really
are. Some say to us, „Abraham, it is annoying, to say the least, that every suggestion you offer is
about what I need to do. You never suggest that the other people in my life make changes. I don‘t
think it‘s fair that I‘m always the one who needs to make the effort or make the changes“. And we
understand why it annoys you that our suggestions are always directed at you, at the choices that
you are making, but you can choose to look at that in whether an upstream way or downstream way.
I have to do all the changing. (upstream)
I have the power to affect my own life. (downstream)
When you think that others need to do something differently than they‘re doing in order to make
your life better, you‘re really in a place of disempowerment. Because you cannot control the actions
of others. So those thoughts are always upstream thoughts. But when you understand that you can
control the way you feel because you can choose the thoughts that you think, and that with practice
you can come into alignment with who you really are regardless of the topic, then not only are you
in complete control of the way you feel, but your life must unfold in a pleasing way. Those are
downstream thoughts.
If you try to sort out why your husband behaves in the way he does – did he have a bad experience
with past drivers; does he feel bord if he‘s uninvolved; does he have a control issue; am I really
such a terrible driver that I evoke this reaction from him – you‘ll make yourself crazy. Things will
only get worse. You do not have to understand the things that may have lead up to this situation.
But you must stop offering a vibration here and now that matches it.
Observing what-is only perpetuates it. Trying to figure out how it got started only perpetuates it.
Taking action while feeling negative emotion only perpetuates it. An improved situation will only
come once you have improved the way you feel.
So, begin where you are and reach for better feeling downstream thoughts. Notice the gradual
improvement as you make a statement, and then try to make the next one even better feeling.
I don‘t like the way my husband tries to guide my every move while I‘m driving.
If he‘s so sure he has all the right answers, he should drive.
Sometimes he does offer a helpful suggestion.
Since he doesn‘t have to watch where I‘m driving, he can look around for alternative options.
Two heads are often better than one.
He‘s never unpleasant when I make a mistake while driving.
He isn‘t trying to make me feel bad.
His suggestions are well meaning.
When we flow together, we really do flow.
It‘s nice to have an interested partner.
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It does feel like we‘re in this together.
I appreciate his interest.
I do appreciate his help.
I am a good driver.
I am a good driver with the good helper.
We do make a good team.
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Example 7 -- I Am Not Happy At Work
Example:
„I‘ve been working at this company for just under a year. And I do a good job here. It‘s a small
family owned business, and there are approximately 20 employees working here. Several of the
employees are members of the family who ownes the company. But most of us aren‘t part of the
family. I‘m the newest employee and I was hired to do specific things, but since the company is
small, it‘s easy to get involved in more than I was originally hired to do. I am good at what I do. I‘m
faster than most people. And I really do like working here. I‘m bothered, however, because I notice
that most of my co-workers do far less than they‘re capable of doing. Everyone sort of holds back
from accomplishing all they could do, and I can feel that they resent me when I try to do my best.
When I try to do my best to apply myself, it‘s as if they think I‘m setting a standard that‘s too high,
and that they will now be expected to live up to it. And so I notice that they undermine me in subtle,
and sometimes in not so subtle, ways. I like all aspects of the work here, and I can pretty much step
in anywhere and do anything that needs to be done. But I notice that most everyone else tries to
guide their job activities in the direction of things they would rather do, and they continually shift
less satisfying tasks toward me and a couple of other newer employees. I keep thinking I should say
something about it, but I don‘t want to make trouble. And I don‘t want to be the target of their anger
either. I‘m thinking about leaving this place and getting another job somewhere else. But I‘ve done
that three times now and I seem to find a similar situation at every job. So, maybe all work
environments are like this. Also, every time I go to a new place, I have to learn a new environment
all over again, make a new place for myself and start again at a lower wage. I don‘t know what to
do. I don‘t want to leave, and I don‘t want to stay. I need to win the lottery.“
It‘s of value for you to acknowledge that this a bit of a pattern happening here where you continue
to find yourself in similar work environments, that happens because as you observe things about
your present situation, wanted or unwanted, you activate those observed things in your vibration.
And so the LOA brings them to you in your next environment, and so on. Whatever is most active
in your vibration is what will continue to occur in your experience. Many people struggle with this
idea because they find it difficult not to observe what‘s happening around them. And the problem of
being such a tenacious observer is that when you‘re observing unwanted things, you are at the same
time attracting more unwanted things. But there are positive aspects in seeing what you do not want.
Whenever you see something you do not want, you automaticly send a rocket of desire outward, for
you always know more clearly what you do want, when you‘re seeing something you do not want.
So, as you‘re observing those things in your work environment that seem unfair or unjust or
inappropriate, you are in those moments creating a vibrational escrow of an improved work
environment. And your Inner-Being has now focused its attention upon those improvements. And,
in fact, the negative emotions that you‘re feeling arise because you‘re still focused upon the
unwanted what-is, while your Inner-Being has moved on to the thought of improvement.
So, following the upstream/downstream process will help you get into alignment with what you
now want from your work environment. For example,
I don‘t think it‘s right that most people at work do so much less than their best.
It makes me so uncomfortable to see them taking their money without doing their work.
They seem to feel that if they show up for work, they‘ve earned their paycheck.
They seem to feel that they‘re being paid for being on the premises whether they actually
accomplish anything or not.
When I work in the way I believe I should work, I stick out like a sore thumb.
The owners of the company have no idea what goes on in their business.
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I believe that if they knew, they‘d fire almost everyone here.
When you‘re having strong feelings about any situation, you‘ll most likely in the beginning of the
exercise make several upstream statements that merely express how you are in this moment feeling.
Remember, that the LOA always shines a spotlight on whatever it is that is most active in your
vibration. So it is natural that when you‘re irritated about something, those irritants are the thoughts
that would most readily occur to you. And remember too that the purpose of the
upstream/downstream process is to soften the hold these thoughts have on you, and to simply turn
downstream toward better feeling thougths. In time, with focus, your better feeling thoughts will
come to be what has the hold on you, so to speak. And your life will then begin to show constant
signs of improvement.
So now continue to try to find some thoughts that give you a feeling of relief.
I am not at a critical point where I need to make a decision about staying or going.
I don‘t really know what the company owners know or don‘t know about their employees.
They aren‘t asking for my opinion, so I‘m doing nothing wrong by not telling them what I see.
I really know very little about the other people who work here.
I don‘t really understand the motivation behind their actions.
What others do or don‘t do really isn‘t my business.
I like the variety of the work I do here.
I can nearly always find something to do that‘s interesting.
I can make whatever task I‘m doing interesting to me.
I‘m actually only unhappy here when I‘m pushing against something or someone.
I do have the ability to keep myself happily in balance if I decide to.
It‘s to my advantage to tune out others‘ opinions of me.
I really have no way of accurately accessing others‘ opinions of me.
I only have my opinion of their opinions of me.
I can control my opinions if I decide to do it.
Everything that I experience causes me to vibrationally ask with greater specificity for
improved situations.
So, actually, everything in this job that bothers me just sets me up for an improved future
experience.
How fast I get to that improved experience depends upon me and the thoughts of alignment or
misalignment that I choose.
I can choose upstream thoughts or downstream thoughts. But either way, they are my choices.
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Example 8 -- My Husband And My Teenage Son Do Not Get Along
Example:
„I was married before and I have a teenage son from that marriage. My current husband and my
teenage son do not get along at all. They‘re not openly hostile. But my husband picks at my son
constantly, trying to get him to do things that he doesn‘t wanna do. My son is very bright and rather
independent. When he is enthusiastic about something, he always excels. But he wants to do things
on his own terms. And he doesn‘t like to be coached or guided. So it‘s like a constant power
struggle going on between him and my husband. And I feel like I‘m caught in the middle. My
husband has very strong opinions about how children should behave. And he really gets crazy when
he thinks that my son is disrespectful of him or of me. I don‘t agree with my husbands approach to
this. Yet I want to support him. I am so weary of the battle. I honestly wonder if any mixed families
ever really find happiness. Are there any stepparents out there who truly love their stepchildren?“
While it‘s certainly understandable how unpleasant it feels to you to be caught in the middle of this
situation, it could very well help you to finally come to understand something that‘s extremely
important, it could be relatively easy to manage relationship with other people. In other words, as
they ask things of you that will make them feel better, and you‘re willing to do things that they ask,
you can maintain a fairly agreeable relationship. As long as you meet the demands of most people,
they‘ll like you pretty well. And for many individuals that‘s the way they manage their relationships
– one or the other takes the dominant role, the submissive one submits, and the dominant one
dominates. And they more or less accept the roles that they have each chosen.
It may be surprising to hear that the majority of relationships are like that to some degree. But when
a third person who now asks different things of you is included in the relationship, the basis of your
relationship is threatened. In your situation you and your son had already established your
relationship. And while you may not have realized it, your son had assumed the dominant role and
you had assumed the submissive role, which fit your personalities well. Since your son is selfreliant, and to a large degree self-sufficient, and since his life was working rather well, it did not
feel necessary to you that you gain control. But when your new mate entered the picture, and now
wanted to assume the dominant role, that threw things out of balance.
It‘s not so difficult for you to please only one person. But when there are two people who each want
different things from you, you now must choose which of them you‘re gonna try to please. And if
they should be like most people, who believe that they feel best only when they evoke the reponse
from you that they need, now you have real trouble. For you cannot serve them both. Under those
conditions, the more people you are trying to please, the more you‘re failing at pleasing most of
them, and the more uncomfortable everyone is.
In some ways it‘s flattering that they think enough of you to care what you think or how you
behave. But it‘s a trap, anyway you look at it. You simply cannot live your life trying to satisfy the
prerequisites of other people. And the only chance you would have at any success in such a scenario
would be to dramaticly limit your relationships. In other words, you would find yourself really only
able to serve one master.
It is our encouragement that you make the new decision. Although most likely the people in your
life whom you‘ve trained to expect certain beahviours from you, will not like your new decision
very much. Decide that from this point forward you‘re going to work to find vibrational alignment
between you and you. In other words, you‘re going to do your best to align your current thought
with the furthermost expanded version of you, and you‘re gonna leave everyone else and their
opinions out of the equation. This new decision, while disruptive at first, will come to serve you
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enormously well, because you just cannot stand on your head in enough different ways to please
them all, and when you try, you will be miserable, and you will fail at pleasing them anyway. You
must decide to please yourself in order to align you with you to become a vibrational match to your
own Inner-Being. When you are in alignment, then you have the most to offer others, but it will
require their decision to come into their own alignment in order for them to receive satisfaction.
Teach them that their happiness is their own responsibility, and in doing so you will finally be free.
So, as always, begin where you are and then make an effort to improve the feeling of your
subsequent statements. For instance,
My husband and my son don‘t get along.
I don‘t think that they like each other at all.
My husband is overly sensitive and heavy-handed when it comes to my son.
My son deliberately makes things worse than they need to be.
So, that‘s how you‘ve been feeling. Now try to find better feeling statements. Since this is an issue
that comes up often in your life, you‘ll have ample opportunities to address it, and every time you
take the time to try to turn downstream, even though there may be no obvious evidence of
improvement, your personal alignment will have improved. And if you‘re steady in your
determination to come into personal alignment about this issue, your power of influence will have
an affect on this situation, and the physical evidence must come. Plus, you gain the bonus of feeling
so much better about it even before they begin to act differently.
It‘s really worth noting that a good part of their imbalance is caused by your response to what‘s
going on. Both of them are using you and your reaction as a part of their justification for their own
pushing against. And when you omit your discord from the mix, the whole situation will be soothed
that much more. In other words, the fire may still be burning, but you will no longer be pouring
your gasoline upon it.
So, continue by reaching for statements that give you some relief. For instance,
These are both nice people. They‘re trying to find their place in this new family combination.
There are many dynamics involved here, but I dont‘t have to figure them all out.
You could stop there. You do feel better. You‘ve actually done your work for now. But if you feel
like continuing, you could benefit from the momentum you now have going. For instance,
I can see how I have been exacerbating this situation.
And as I don‘t do that, it‘ll begin to improve.
Now that last statement may make you feel more uncomfortable than the last few because you‘re
attempted to once again take responsibility for their relationship. Only you will really now if any
statement feels better or worse. So just continue the effort of turning generally donwstream.
This, too, shall pass.
My son will eventually go off and live on his own.
This thought may be uncomfortable, because you do not want your son to feel unwelcome and then
to leave. So, reword the statement and make it feel better. For instance,
Children want their independence.
Most children want their independence long before they get it.
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It is natural for children to push against anyone who tries to rain them in.
It is especially natural for children to resent a new person who tries to rain them in.
Now while this thought gives you relief regarding your son‘s behaviour, it may make you feel
worse about your husband‘s behaviour. So now try to find relief in that.
This is all very new for my husband.
I know he is doing what he believes is best for my son.
He‘s trying to find his role in this new family.
I can see how I can set the tone in all of this.
When I don‘t let any of this get to me, and I maintain my balance, I‘ll have a positive effect.
We all want to feel good. And my feeling good, no matter what, has to make a difference.
Feeling good can be contagious.
I‘ve always been good at lightening a mood.
I love being playful.
It‘s easy to take life too seriously.
Nothing has gone wrong here.
In the broad scheme of things we‘re all doing extremely well.
I‘m going to enjoy watching the evolution of my desires.
I‘m going to enjoy experiencing the benefit of my personal alignment.
I have no intention of controling anyone, but it‘s gonna be a lot of fun observing my power of
influence.
As you practise and achieve consistant downstream thoughts, your power of influence is
tremendous in comparison with the power of your influence when your energies are split. The
struggle you‘ve been feeling contributed to the clear desire you are setting forth. And by practising
these downstream thoughts you now come into alignment with the expanded version of these
relationships.
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Example 9 -- Since My Father Died I Cannot Find My Balance
Example:
„My father died over a year ago, and I still haven‘t gotten over it. I really don‘t understand why I
feel such grief. I haven‘t lived with him for over 20 years, and in the recent past I‘ve rarely seen
him. Maybe once a year for the last several years, and then only for a brief visit. And even then we
didn‘t really have much to say. We had really little in common, so why would his death would be so
upsetting to me?“
Even while you‘re in your physical flesh, blood and bone body, you‘re more a vibrational being
than anything else. While the vibrations that you‘re offering today could be fresh and new because
of what you‘re currently focused upon, most people carry many residual vibrations from past
experiences simply because it‘s easier to continue the vibrational momentum of a thought than it is
to choose a new direction. For example, if something had been bothering you and you‘d been
thinking about it for a few days, and then you engaged in conversation with someone who is in
agreement with your complaint, and so joined you in a lengthy detailed discussion about it, it would
be much easier for the two of you to continue your discussion about this uncomfortable topic, than
to change the subject. And if ohters were to join you, they would most likely either be drawn into
the same subject because of the intensity that the two of you had amassed, or they would get up and
leave the conversation, but it is unlikely that they would be able to introduce another subject that
was very far from the discussion that was already under way.
In a similar way, as you are a child, in learning to offer vibrations in response to the environment
that surrounds you, you become set in your vibrational weight, so to speak, and because you often
remain in those environments for many years, and because your parents often set the vibrational
tone of your shared home, you develop patterns of thinking, of vibrating, of responding to life that
you learned in those very early years. And since it‘s easier to continue the momentum of those
vibrations than to change them, most people, even though they eventually do leave the home of
their parents, take many of those vibrational habits with them.
While you are probably not aware of it, much of the way you respond to life today has a great deal
to do with your very early awareness of physical life. In physical terms, you learned your world
view early on, and since it was easier to continue with it than to change it, your world view really
did not change very much as you moved through time. Now, this does not mean that you agreed
with all the ideas of your parents. We actually are talking about vibrations that are even deeper than
what you‘d call ideas, concepts, such as stability, safety or wellbeing were nurtured in your early
environment, even if that environment by the standards of the world was regarded as substandard.
In fact, since all things are relative, your sense of wellbeing in life is deeply rooted in those early
vibrations of your childhood. And at many unconscious levels you‘ve been keeping those vibrations
active as you‘ve moved through time. Since the LOA responds to the vibration of your being, and
since your current vibrations have some active patterns that reach far back into your past, you are in
that way still tied to your past. However, you are a multifaceted being, and you‘re living a very full
and active life now. So, while you still maintain that vibrational basis that is rooted in your
childhood, your vibrational nature has matured and evolved such that today you‘re offering many
vibrations that do not relate to your past. And since this has been a gradual evolution, you really
have not noticed it, so you continue to reach into the future, aligning with the new thought patterns
and maintaining your stability. That is the process of evolution that all beings experience.
With the death of your father your attention shifted from your present life to your past. In other
words, for a short period of time you focused upon, you remembered, you pondered experiences
from your childhood, you talked to people you had not spoken to or even thought about in years.
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And in the intensity of those few days you reactivated your vibrational past, which is not a match to
your vibrational now. That is why you feel out of balance.
So, your life has continued to cause you to ask for more, you‘ve lauched those continuing rockets of
desire into your vibrational escrow, and you‘ve done a pretty good job of keeping up with what
you‘re becoming. But suddenly with the death of your father, as you looked back instead of
forward, you definitely turned upstream. And that never feels good. If you are like most people,
you‘ve lived some version of the following scenario:
You were born. Your life caused you to identify your own desires. But your unique
desires were sometimes not found to be pleasing by your parents. They tried to guide
you. Sometimes you yield it, sometimes you did not. When you felt strongly about
something, you prevailed, and when they felt strongly, they prevailed. But mostly you
prevailed, because it was your life, not theirs. But as long as you were doing things
just to please them, or anyone, you were out of balance. And then when you did
things that matched your own desire, you came back into balance. As time went on,
what your parents thought about things became less of a factor in your vibrational
balance, because you did not discuss things with them as much. You turned your
attention to things that did not involve them. And they turned their attention to things
that did not involve you.
It is always easier to establish and maintain the balance of your vibration when you‘re not trying to
integrade into the mix what other people want from you. And if you will take the time to bring your
vibrations into alignment, then the LOA won‘t bring people into your experience who are out of
alignment with you. But if you are not in alignment with yourself, you‘re gonna attract quite an
interesting mix of others.
It is a common thing for a person to feel relief as they leave one uncomfortable environment. But
then, before they establish their vibrational balance, they plunge headlong into another relationship
that has similar components to the last. Often a girl who has controlling father will physically leave
that environment only to then marry a very controlling husband. So, although the faces and places
have changed, her overall experience remains the same.
Now let‘s consider vibrational components of your relationship with your father in connection with
upstream/downstream. While your relationship with your father has changed through time, and your
vibrational balance regarding it has continually evolved, you have no choice other than to begin
right where you are. It is likely that you will recognize many of the thoughts that will emerge during
this process as things that you‘ve thought about in the past, things that have been lying dormant, so
to speak, that have re-emerged now that your father has died.
It‘s important to understand that the fact that you‘re feeling emotions around the thoughts now
means they‘re active now. And if the emotions that you‘re feeling are uncomfortable, that means
the thoughts that are causing them are pointed upstream. And any upstream thoughts are running
counter to your natural direction and the evolution of your being. So it‘s very helpful to soften those
thoughts, find relief, and get your boat flowing in the direction of who you really are. That is your
goal with this process.
I feel out of sorts.
I am truly depressed.
I wasn‘t ready for the death of my father.
I have no control in that.
I am sorry I didn‘t spend more time with him.
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Neither one of us really enjoyed spending time with the other.
I don‘t actually know what he was thinking.
I don‘t know what he really wanted.
I wish his life could have been more satisfying to him.
These thoughts are true depiction of how you currently feel, and all of them are clearly pointed
upstream. And there‘s nothing wrong with that. Under the circumstances it is normal. But even so,
you‘re not going with the flow of your being. So try to find thoughts that give you relief.
I always wanted a better relationship with my father.
I should have tried harder.
I don‘t know what I should have done differently.
We didn‘t have a bad relationship.
I‘m not sure we even had what you‘d call a relationship.
No much improvement yet, but your desire to find relief is growing. And you‘re gathering a bit of
momentum that could pay off. So, keep going.
Our relationship was what it was.
And we‘re only one facet of each other‘s multifaceted lives.
I wasn‘t born to live my life for him nor was he born to live his life for me.
Well, maybe nothing went wrong.
Maybe it just was what it was.
You‘re feeling better. You‘ve stopped paddling upstream for the moment.
But still, I wish I could have.. (upstream)
Try again.
That was an important basis of my experience, but there‘s been so much more.
I‘m thankful for the early basis that my parents provided.
I cannot go back and relive my life. I don‘t want to go back and relive my life.
That‘s better. Keep going.
There are so many things that I could think about.
There are many positive aspects to my life experience.
My past will always be a part of me, but my now is what matters most.
I am quite happy the way my life is unfolding.
I did get off the pretty good start.
There may be different layers of vibrations that will surface, but now you know what to do when
they do. Often when a parent dies, your own sense of mortality is awakened, and the feeling of life
is too short begins to surface. There are endless scenarioes that may occur that could cause you to
feel moments of discomfort. But your work, whenever that happens, is to recognize that the
uncomfortable thought is upstream. And now just reach for a thought that feels a little better.
Often it‘s not until the death of a parent that you take the time to bring your vibrations into
alignment. Since a very strong basis of your vibrational offering began back then while you were
living at home with your parents, it‘s very common for many patterns of thought that hinder you
today to be tied to that period of your life. Often the death of your parent could be a major turning
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point in your own life experience. If you‘ll take the time to identify those unfomcortable thoughts
and turn them downstream into feelings of relief, years of unrecognized patterns of resistance can
easily be released through this process.
It is our expectation that you will reach the place where not only will you feel better than ever in
your now, but you will establish such a clear vibrational connection with the being you‘ve evolved
to, that you‘ll be reviewing your childhood and your past through those eyes of connection. And
then your childhood recolections will be the sweet memories that you‘ve alway wanted them to be.
I had a wonderful childhood.
It was good in so many ways.
I appreciate my parents who gave me the avenue into this wonderful life.
They provided the avenue and then set me free to create my own life experience.
Life is good.
There are many things that happen in life that have a potential of producing strong negative
emotions in you as you focus upon them. And the majority of those things are outside of your
control. You cannot prevent your father‘s death. And you cannot change his personality either. But
by developing the pattern of always reaching for the best feeling thought you have access to right
now, by caring about the way you feel, and deliberately turning in the direction of your natural
current, you can live a joyous experience regardless of the circumstances that surround you.
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Example 10 -- I Am A Teenager
Example:
„I‘m still in high shool. I live at home with my parents and I think I‘m a pretty normal kid. My
grades are OK, and even though I actually hate school, I have lots of things that I am interested in,
and have a couple of really good friends. My parents scrutinize everything I do to the point that they
are driving me crazy. I have to get their permission to do every single thing I do. And they always
act like I‘m doing something wrong or planning on doing something wrong. So I not only never feel
good when I‘m with them, but I actually dread going home. I wish I could just leave home now and
live on my own and do what I want to do. But I know that I should finish school and figure out how
to support myself before I do something like that. I wish that my parents would just leave me alone.
I feel guilty half the time, and I‘m not doing anything wrong. What‘s up with them anyway? Why
don‘t they just live their life and let me live mine?“
We could ask you to stand in a shoes of your parents and try to understand their perspective a little
bit. And you might get some of the answers to your questions. But you can not ever see through
someone else‘s eyes. And trying to see them from the perspective of another is not a good idea
anyway, for it only serves to add confusion to the vibration within you.
Of course, others often do have good ideas that you may want to integrade into your own creative
process. But it‘s much easier to personally sort out the details of life one by one including the
aspects that match your overall intentions, rather than trying in one fell swoop to just live life the
way someone else does. That, in a very few words, is what goes wrong with most parent-child
relationships.
Your parents usually believe that they‘re much older and wiser because of the life experiences
they‘ve lived. And they want you to benefit from the wisdom that they‘ve accumulated over time.
Parents are often the first ones to forget that you are the creator of your life experience. Because
you and your Well-Being have been important to them from the time of your birth, they often see
you and your life as their creation. And that‘s where you run into trouble. Through the living of
their lives and the watching of yours they‘ve launched their own desires relative to your Well-Being
and your life. And then they often feel a need to control your behaviour so that it matches the vision
that they‘ve created of you. If we were visiting with them right now, we would encourage them not
to do that, and we would guide them back into their own personal vibrational alignment. But we are
not addressing your parents right now.
In the same way that we would want your parents to understand that it is not the job of you, their
child, to modify your behaviour in order to please them, we‘re saying to you that you must not ask
your parents to modify their behaviour in order to please you. We know that it feels to you as if it is
their behaviour that is causing your discomfort, but if you can come to the realization that you do
have options about their behaviour, then and only then will you discover a sense of freedom right
where you stand. But if you believe that they need to change, which they are not likely to do, before
you can feel better, then you truly feel trapped. And so the feeling of wanting to run away form it all
is certainly understandable.
As you begin to reach for more donwstream thoughts, you‘re going to come into alignment with the
expansive being that your life has caused you to become. And as that alignment occurs, you will be
clear, confident, eager and happy. These are all things that your parents desire for you. And as you
offer those attitudes in greater frequency, your parents will begin to feel better and they‘ll back off.
Now you may say, „But I‘m doing all the work. I‘m working to adjust my thoughts so that I am
coming into alignment, so I am feeling better. So I‘m behaving in a way that‘s more pleasing to my
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parents, and all they‘re doing is enjoying my changed personality. What about them doing
something to make me feel better?“ Again, if we were visiting with them, we would guide them
toward their own alignment. And we would be reminding them that they really have no control over
your behaviour. But we want you to understand that when you believe someone else must do
something different so that you can feel better, you‘re truly at a disadvantage. For you have no
control over what they do.
When you understand that the way you feel has only to do with the alignment of your own thought
energy, and you work to bring yourself into alignment, independent of anyone else‘s behaviour,
now you are impowered. Now you really are free. So we do not encourage trying too hard to
understand another‘s point of view, even though that sometimes does soothe you. Because in many
ways our attempt at soothing you is not so different from their changing their behaviour to please
you. And while most people think that this is what they really want, it is our desire that you come to
understand that under all conditions that is counter-productive.
If you become dependend upon being able to solicit improved behaviour from others in order to
make yourself feel better, you‘re really going about life the hard way. It is limitting at best and
debilitating at worst. When you understand that you can control the way you feel because you can
control the downstream direction of your own thoughts, now you are continually in alignment, now
you consistantly feel good, you come back into your own power, your power of influence is
tremendous, and you thrive all around. We want to also add that controlling your own direction of
thought, which improves the way you feel, is relatively easy. While getting someone else to change
their behaviour gets extremely difficult, if not impossible.
We are going to describe some situations that might occur, and your subsequent responses to them.
Then we‘ll show you how to make an effort at turning your thoughts more downstream.
You‘ve announced to your parents that you‘re planing to go somewhere with one of your friends.
You know that ultimately your parents will not stop you from going, but you‘re met with their usual
disagreeable sarcasm. Not only about your choice of friends, but about your choice of activity, and
you think:
How do you know what‘s of value for me?
How would you know what‘s fun for me?
I don‘t think you guys know what‘s fun.
I‘m not sure you‘ve ever had fun.
While these thoughts are understandable, given the attitude your parents have projected at you, they
are still all upstream thoughts.
You don‘t understand my life.
You don‘t give my friends a chance.
I don‘t see you making any effort to understand.
Understandable, but still upstream. Do not ask your parents to change so that you could feel better.
Try to make yourself feel better on your own.
Well, I don‘t need you to like my friend in order for me to like him.
Through my own experience I‘ve shown myself that he is a good friend.
At least you‘re not actually trying to control my experience.
And once I leave and meet my friend, I‘ll begin to have a good time.
I guess I can understand that your motives are good, and that you do want what‘s best for me.
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You are now feeling better.
But I don‘t think that you have any way of really knowing what‘s best for me.
That‘s more upstream.
But I can‘t blame you for trying.
I‘m still gonna go.
You‘re not going to stop me.
Things could be a lot worse.
I guess I don‘t have it so bad.
In this process nothing has really changed in a sense that your parents are still giving you a hard
time, and you‘re still going out in spite of their subtle protest. But because of your effort to try to
turn downstream, your vibrations are in a better place than usual. And so, as you go out with your
friends, you do not feel the usual rebellious feeling surging through you. You feel lighter and freeer, and your fun with your friend gets off to a better start. This time you take no negative comments
whatsoever to your friend. You do not look back at the house, or home of parents from which
you‘ve come. You just step into your current experience with a lighter step, and you have a better
time than usual. And so, when the night out is over, and you‘re heading home, you do not dread
your return as much as before.
It is possible that your vibration has changed so much that your aligned energy affected your
parents. You may find them both asleep in bed rather than propped up in the living room waiting up
for you. And whether you see any obvious evidential change right now or not, you did feel better,
and that indicates change. And that is enough.
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Example 11 -- My Friend Talks About Me Behind My Back
Example:
„I‘m in High School. And I have a friend. She‘s been my friend as we‘ve been growing up, who for
some reason seems to be deliberately trying to ruin my life. She acts like she‘s still my friend when
she talks to me. But then I hear things that she‘s been saying about me from other people. She tells
others that I say things that I don‘t say just to try to get me into trouble with them. The worst part of
it is, I don‘t know who she is talking to about me, or what she‘s telling them, and so I can‘t defend
myself. And now I‘m totally paranoid, because I worry that everyone I see has heard one of her lies.
Why is she doing this? And how can I make her stop it?“
We know that you do not want to hear this right now. But we want you to understand that you‘re
asking the wrong questions here. If you spend much time trying to figure out why she‘s doing this,
you‘ll only hold yourself in the vibration of it longer and begin to attract more of it. Until you may
find yourself with more than one friend behaving in this way. Trying to get another person to stop
doing something is truly a futile endevour. Because even if you had the physical strength or clout to
demand a behavioral change, in that effort you offer a vibrational output that completely contradicts
your true desire. And you only get even more out of balance. Instead of asking others to change
their behaviour, your power is in your changing your reaction to their behaviour. You have no
control over their behaviour, but you do have complete control over your reaction to it.
As you give your attention to something, you activate a vibration within you that matches whatever
you‘re focused upon. So if you‘re focusing upon something that aligns with who you realy are, you
feel good when you focus upon it, because the two vibrational aspects of your being are aligned. If
whatever you‘re giving your attention to makes you feel bad, it means that the two aspects of your
being are out of alignment.
As you understand that the alignment within you is all you need to pay your attention to, and as you
work to maintain that alignment, not only will you feel good more of the time, but also more of the
things in your life will go the way you want them to go.
Many people, as they realize that we‘re asking them to do the changing by controlling their own
point of focus, complain, „But what about the person who‘s telling the lies? Shouldn‘t something be
done about that? Why are you asking to adjust my thoughts, when she is the one who is doing
something wrong?“ The answer to those valid questions is very simple – if your happiness depends
upon changes that others make, then you will never be happy, for there will always be a need for
more people to make more changes.
As you look around, you‘ll see a neverending number of things over which you have no control.
But if you‘ll learn to turn your own thoughts in the direction of your own personal vibrational
harmony, you‘ll achieve a personal alignment within yourself. And not only will you feel better in
that alignment, but in that alignment you will be offering a single powerful vibrational signal to
which the LOA is responding. And no matter what the intentions of others are, even if their
intentions are about you, they will not be able to override the powerful current of alignment that you
have achieved. We like to say that when you‘re tuned in tapped in and turned on to the Source
Energy that is truly who you really are, and when that‘s your state of being, only that which you
consider to be good can be your experience. You simply tune those with negative intentions out of
your experience.
When someone is deliberately telling lies about you, it is an indication of their lack of selfappreciation. For no-one who is in alignment with their Source Energy would do such a thing.
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Many would suggest that you do what you can do to help this person feel better. Especially since
she‘s been your friend for such a long time. That may very well be something that you would like to
do, since you may want her to begin feeling better, but it is important to realize that if you attempt
to offer your soothing from your awareness that your friend is out of balance, that you will amplify
the out of balance aspect of your friend, and things will just get worse. You must see the positive
aspects of your friend in order to help her. And before you can see the positive aspects of your
friend, you must be in alignment with who you really are.
So the process of reaching of thoughts that provide downstream relief is a process to help you feel
better. And if you will focus only upon feeling better, you will have done all that is necessary and
all that you can do. And it is enough.
So, begin where you are.
My so called friend makes things up to deliberately make trouble for me.
I don‘t know why she‘s doing that and I don‘t know how to make her stop.
She‘s no longer really my friend. A friend wouldn‘t do that to a friend.
Valid and true, but not helpful. Reach for some thoughts that give you some relief.
People tend to believe negative roumers.
I don‘t know who she‘d been talking to or what she‘s actually saying.
Well, this might be true, but you have no way of controlling any of that. So you‘re only holding
yourself in an upstream resistant position by pointing that out. Remember, your objective is to find
relief, not to restate the exsisting condition.
She isn‘t talking to everyone.
If she‘s constantly negative, people who want to feel good will avoid her.
Many people are able to consider the source even when they hear negative conversation.
People probably aren‘t as interested in spreading negative gossip about me as I might think.
Well, I am actually not the center of everyone‘s world.
This shows slight improvement in the way you feel. Try to benefit from the slight momentum
you‘ve begun. This could very well be a wonderful opportunity to tune your thoughts to the most
positive aspects of the people in your circle of friends. If one of them were to hear one of these
negative romours from your disruptive friend and confront you about it, if you are in alignment with
who you really are, she would be able to tell right away that you were not part of the rumour. But
when you‘re angry about it, and feel defensive, it is not possible to determine if you started the
rumour, or just felt angry about it after you heard about it. Your vibration is the same either way.
If you tune your thoughts to the most positive aspects of the people you know, in time no one would
even think of believing that a negative rumour about you had any truth. They would simply say, if
they were to hear such a rumour, „That doesn‘t sound like her. I don‘t believe she would say that.“
And they would be right.
I want my friend to feel better.
It‘s so nice to have really good friends.
Everyone has good days and bad days.
I like knowing that good days can predominate.
I like knowing that the LOA sorts it all out.
And I like knowing that nothing to the contrary of the LOA could ever happen.
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I like knowing that I can control how I feel.
And I‘m alright in knowing that I cannot control how others think or feel.
I hope my friend feels better.
I‘m not worried about it.
It‘s all good.
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Example 12 -- I Have So Little Money With No Improvement In
Sight
Example:
„My friend called wanting me to go get something to eat and go to a movie. But I couldn‘t afford to
do it. It isn‘t just that I don‘t think I should spend the money. I really have no money. I get paid in
two more days, but for now I am broke. I have enough to eat in my apartment. Not anything very
good, but I have several cans of soup, cereal and some granola bars, and peanut butter, and crackers.
So I won‘t starve. But I‘m so tired of having no money. Some of my friends have more money than
I do, and they don‘t even have jobs. Their family sends them money. How sweet that is? I wanna go
back to school so that I can get a better job, but that takes a long time before it makes any
difference. And meanwhile I can‘t see how I‘ll be able to work and go to school at the same time. I
wish someone would give me some money.“
Whenever you‘re in the middle of some very vivid life experience, it‘s hard not to notice it. It‘s
logical that you would have a keen awareness of how much money you have right now. Because
your financial situation affects so much of your life experience, many things that are important to
you are tied to your financial state. But while we understand that it is not likely that you could just
stop noticing the fact that you currently have no money, we do want you to begin to understand that
you have options about how you feel about your situation. In other words, you could have no
money and feel terrified or angry, or you could have no money and find it amuzing. Most discover
that the way they feel depends upon the circumstances. Like, if I have no money right now, but I‘ll
be paid soon, I would feel much better than if I have no money right now, and have no way of
knowing when any will come.
Most people feel the way they do at any point in time because of their awareness of how things are.
When things are going well, they feel good. When things are going poorly, they feel bad. And that
is the reason why so many people feel a need to control the conditions around them.
We understand how enticing it is to attempt to control conditions, because through action and effort
you can control some conditions to a certain extent. But when you begin to see your world and your
life from the standpoint of vibration, and you put more effort toward vibrational alignment and less
toward physical action, you will discover the leverage and power of thought. You will discover
what the wealthy and influencial people of your world had known and applied throughout history.
Some very good things are happening to you while you‘re riving in the discomfort of not having
enough money. For from that uncomfortable place of knowing what you do not want, you‘re
launching rockets of desire for what you do want. You want a greater feeling of security, and you
want more money. You want to discover enjoyable activities that can produce revenue for you. You
want to be able to afford things and experiences that are pleasing to you. In other words, your
current situation is the basis from which you‘re asking for many things. And those things, because
of your asking, are lining up for you even while you‘re riving in a state of discomfort. However, as
long as you‘re feeling the discomfort, you do not have access to what you‘ve asked for. Your
discomfort means that you‘re pointed upstream, while the things you‘re asking for are all
downstream. You have to find some downstream thoughts regarding you and money. And until you
do, nothing will change for you.
And so, try to find a thought that gives you a slight sensation of relief. Like,
I‘ll get paid on Friday and then I‘ll get some money.
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There‘s a sense of relief in that thought, but it may be short lived, because you‘re so aware of your
usual pattern. You get paid and have money for a few days, you spend the money quickly, and then
you end up in that uncomfortable place again. And your discomfort is not only about not having
enough money right now, it‘s also about not having enough money to last, or enough money to
really live the way you want to live. You may feel unhappy with yourself that you did not apply
yourself more diligently early in your life, having no college degree yet, and no career choice yet,
even though friends your age have those things. You may feel resentment that your parents did not
provide more support for you once you reached college age, or that your family had no business to
include you in, or that you had no inheritance to look forward to.
Often the subject of money has deep rooted ties that you must find relief from, or you will not allow
yourself to turn and flow in the direction of the desires that your life has helped you to identify. In
other words, it‘s really worth spending the time to find relief whenever you‘re keenly aware of
negative emotions, because every time you make the effort, you release a bit more resistance. In
time you could actually become resistance-free even on subjects like money, that have so many
connections to resistant thoughts and feelings.
Remind yourself that you are where you are, and that is fine. Just plunge in at the process from right
where you are, making your statements, whatever they may be, and then work to find more relief in
your statements in an effort to turn downstream. For instance,
I do get paid on Friday, but I‘ll probably be broke again by Monday.
I don‘t make enough money to live very well at all.
So, you are where you are. And this is how things are. But you can feel better than this if you‘ll
make an effort.
I do have a job. I don‘t like it very much.
I didn‘t have a hard time getting this job, however. It came to me relatively easily.
I did have and still do have other job options.
I do think I could get a better job if I really wanted to.
Here you have a very slight improvement, but that‘s a very good thing. Because even that much
improvement opens a door to another level of improved ideas. For instance,
This job seemed like a good idea at the time.
Although I wanted a better job, this was at the time about all I could really see myself doing.
My ideas of what I would like to do have changed.
I could do better if I wanted to.
Now your words in this last sentence are about the same as the last sentence in the earlier group, but
this time you‘re feeling them more, your relief is obvious now.
There are good paying jobs that I am capable of getting.
Well, if that guy can earn more money, I can, too.
Everyone has to start from where they are.
There are lots of self-made millionaires.
Look at me, going from no money at all to thinking about self–made millionaires.
Now, nothing has changed today in the amount of money that you have in your possession. But
wonderful things have changed vibrationally in the last few minutes. We want you to understand
that the difference in the way you felt and the way you now feel is the difference between no money
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and millions. But it will take more than one exercise to cause a consistant enough change that you
will see results. In other words, what you did just now is enough, if you could maintain this free-er,
more secure, even humorous feeling that you have about money right now, but it‘s likely that the
circumstances of your life will get your attention, and you will revert back to your more usual
feelings about money.
If you will sit with this improved feeling for a while, and make a decision that you are gonna use it
as a downstream touchstone, and if you‘ll make a consistant effort to turn toward the thoughts of
relief that are downstream, in a very short time you‘ll train your vibration into alignment with the
desires that you have. And then not only will you begin to consistantly feel more financially secure,
but your actual financial picture will begin to reflect those vibrational changes.
There will be time, not far from now, when you will experience money flowing to you so
abundantly and easily that you will find it humorous that you held it away for so long.
Now, continue reaching for the better feeling thoughts.
I always have enough money for whatever I want.
I want many expensive and wonderful things.
I now understand that whatever I want is easily available to me. I have only to identify it and
it comes to me.
I now understand the ease that I‘ve seen in the financial situation of others.
I can now remove money from the equation.
When my life helps me to understand that I desire something, the perfect circumstances to
achieve it appear before me.
I can always feel which path for achievement will please me most.
It‘s interesting to me how many different paths are offered to me now.
There are so much variety. Each path nice in a different way, but all leading to the financial
success I seek.
So, if you‘ve been following this by taking your time and trying to find some of the feelings that we
were projecting in these foregoing statements, you‘ve come a long way from a position of no
money to financial independence.
You are where you are. It doesn‘t matter how much or how little money you have in relationship to
others. There are no limitations for you. Your own life is helping you define your current goals, and
when you find relieving donwstream thoughts, you will achieve them. Universal Laws support you
in this. The LOA will continue to show you the path of least resistance, and the ways in which your
life will improve are unlimitted.
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Example 13 -- I Cannot Find A Mate
Example:
„I‘ve been ready to settle down in a relationship for a long time. But I can‘t find the right girl. In
fact, I‘ve dated many people who want me to commit to them. But I don‘t feel that way about them.
Now I‘m almost afraid to date anyone, because I can‘t find anyone who really pleases me. And I
don‘t wanna hurt their feelings by rejecting them. It was easier when I wasn‘t looking for anything
serious, but now I don‘t know what to do. If I don‘t date, I‘m not likely to date someone, but dating
isn‘t working out well at all for me either.“
When you really want something and you‘re looking at something that opposes it, you always feel
negative emotion. When you really want something and you believe you cannot achieve it, you also
feel negative emotions. But if you do not really care about something and you‘re offering thoughts
contradictory to it, you do not mind that so much. In other words, if someone you did not know
were to call you on the phone and explain that this would be the last time they would ever call you,
you would feel no negative emotions. When your desire for something is strong, your feelings
around it are strong. When you‘re focused upon thoughts that have you flowing downstream toward
your desire, you have strong good-feeling emotions. But when you‘re focused upon thoughts that
have you pointed upstream, and away from your desire, you have strong bad-feeling emotions.
Your desire for a significant long-term relationship has over time become very strong. And that‘s a
good thing. And in your positive expectation of things working out for you, circumstances and
events will occur that will bring your perfect mate right to you. But what goes wrong with so many
people who are now in the position of really wanting for their mate to show up, is that they try to
force the creation of the relationship by fixating on someone and trying to make this individual that
perfect mate. Then, as they see evidence of things not going well, they lose their downstream
direction, and things get worse and worse.
If you could establish a less serious, more playful approach to your relationships, not trying to make
each of them ‚The one I‘m looking for‘, but instead saying, „This is someone with whom I‘m
having the pleasure of sharing a meal“, or „someone with whom I‘m enjoying the conversation“, or
„someone I‘m having a good time with today“, then you wouldn‘t use this moment in time as your
excuse to defy your own intentions and desires. And the Universe would more easily and quickly
provide the rendezvous you‘re looking for.
When you trust the Laws of the Universe and the fluid life-giving productive stream of life, you‘ll
find everything you‘re looking for. But in your belief that you must make it happen through action,
you often hold yourself crossways of the current, and you hold yourself apart from your own
expansive desires. When you‘re truly light-hearted about the people you spend time with, you will
attract other like-minded light-hearted people, but if you‘re seriously scrutinizing all of them to see
if they are your dream mate, you‘ll attract other scrutinizers and you‘ll just continue to disappoint
each other.
When you bring yourself to a good-feeling attitude about meeting people, and you‘re looking
forward to going out on a date for the sake of the fun or pleasure you‘ll have today, rather than
trying to parlay it into a lifetime relationship, you will be much more likely to remain a vibrational
match to what you really want in a relationship, and then the Universe will more quickly bring you
your perfect mate.
When you feel tense and worried about finding someone, or when you worry about a person
wanting you, while you do not feel the same way, you‘re pointed in the opposite direction of what
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you‘re looking for, and you are a vibrational match to the very thing you do not want. And so the
very thing you do not want continues to be your experience.
Sometimes it‘s difficult to accept the simplicity of this powerful understanding. But it really is this
simple: if you‘re having a good time, and are feeling good right now on this date, even though this
person is clearly not the woman of your dreams, you‘re pointed downstream towards what you
want. But if you‘re not having a good time on this date, because you see that this person is wrong
for you, or you‘re worried about this person feeling sad because you‘ll not choose her, you‘re not
pointed downstream, and you‘re not closing the gap.
You must find a way to feel good now, even in the appearant absence of something you want, in
order to get to what you want. And even though you may have endless valid excuses for not feeling
good right now, we would find a way of minimizing those excuses and of feeling good right now.
For until you‘re able to consistanly feel good, you cannot get to where you long to be.
We‘d make a decision to make every day every conversation with a potential partner, every thought
about the potential partner, every thought about relationships flow downstream. We would practise
relief until our thoughts naturally turn downstream. And then not only will you be living a
refreshingly good-feeling life, not only will other happy people begin flocking towards you, so that
you can joyously spend time together, but in a very short time someone will easily and effortlessly
appear in your experience, and you will both know that you are the answer to one another‘s desires.
And when that happens, there will be no game playing. Neither of you will tease the other, you
won‘t play hard to get, or say, „I love you, but I just need you to change this one little thing for me“.
You will see one another as the perfect answer to the perfect question that you‘ve been assembling
for most of your lifetime. And this will be a relationship that serves you both, that fulfills you both,
and one that will be expansive and satisfying on an ongoing basis.
Right now your only goal is to find relief in some donwstream thoughts, and so begin where you are
and reach for improvement in the way you feel.
It‘s hard to find the right mate.
Others want me, but I don‘t want them.
I don‘t wanna hurt their feelings, but I don‘t want to settle for less than what I want either.
It‘s natural that you start out with upstream thoughts, but now try to find a thought that feels better.
Like,
I really don‘t need to make every day an audition for a life partner.
I like getting to know people for many different reasons.
I find the people I date really interesting.
I‘m enjoying exploring my options.
My picture of my life partner has grown out of the dates I had over the years.
Each of them has added to my picture of what I want.
Every experience in life adds to the evolution of our ideas and desires.
I can feel how natural this process is.
I don‘t know why I‘ve tried to make it so complicated.
Each of these thoughs brings a greater feeling of relief. And a valuable thing is happening. You‘re
queueing yourself up for a whole new cluster of interesting women who will begin flowing into
your experience, but these will be different in a new and important way – they, like you, will be
exploring, collecting data and looking for fun and good conversation. They won‘t be needy and
desperate, they‘ll be confident and self-assured, and intersted in living life. This better feeling
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cluster may hold the one you‘re looking for, or it may lead you to yet another better-feeling cluster.
But it won‘t be long before you‘ll be face to face with the face who recognizes you at the same time
that you‘re recognizing her as the one you want. And you‘ll have everyone of your past girlfriends
and dates to thank for this rendezvous.
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Example 14 -- My Sister And I Are Not Speaking To Each Other
Example:
„My sister and I had an argument over a year ago, and we hadn‘t spoken to one another since.
Sometimes I think I should just pick up the phone and call her, but then I remember how angry she
made me when we last talked, and I don‘t want to take a chance on going back to those angry
feelings again. I don‘t feel good about not talking to her, but it feels a lot better than how I felt back
then. She‘s always been stubborn. She always thinks she is right. And I‘ve always given into her
just to keep the peace. But I am tired of always having to be the one who gives in. So, I just don‘t
call her.“
Most people want to be loved. They want to be appreciated. And they want to be understood. But
the trouble with those desires is that you cannot control whether someone else appreciates or loves
or understands. We‘ve noticed that it feels every bit as good to love or appreciate or understand as it
does to be loved, or appreciated or understood. And the most interesting thing about that is, you
have complete control over that. You have the ability to love someone just because you‘ve decided
that you want to. And while what they have done may have upset you so much that you do not feel
you do not even want to try to love them, we want you to understand, that unless you do love them,
you will hold yourself out of vibrational alignment with yourself. Because like it or not, your InnerBeing does love them. Since they are the subjects of your thoughts, and since you feel horrible
when you focus upon them, you blame them for the horrible way you feel. That is reason enough to
stay mad at them, for they seem to be the reason you feel so awful. If they would be different, you
would feel better. But since they refuse to be different, you think you can‘t feel better, so they seem
to hold the power over the way you feel. No wonder you‘re mad at them. You‘ve given them your
most priced possesion – the key to your own power.
When you remember that you can control the way you feel, no matter what, you can regain your
own power. And then you can come back into alignment with who you really are. And when you
are in alignment with who you really are, it‘s easier to put their actions, words and attitudes into the
proper perspective. Those things are not your business. Even their thoughts about you are not your
business. Even if the hurt from a relationship reaches far back into your childhood, you can, with far
less effort than you might think, bring yourself into alignment. Because you do not have to go back
in time and rethink everything and sort it all out, and find remedies and solutions.
Your pain then and now is always about only one thing – your now vibrations caused by what
you‘re thinking right now and how those vibrations relate to the vibration of your Inner-Being and
who that part of you has become. You are one who loves. And when for whatever reason you do not
love, you are tearing yourself apart.
We understand that you feel justified in your anger or hatred, whether the subject of your
discomfort is your sister or an evil dictator or someone who loved you and left you, but no matter
what, there is simply no justification for anything other than love and appreciation. The price you
pay in your discord is far too great a price to pay. In our view, nothing justifies an upstream
disconnection from Self.
Usually the more we try to get you to release your long-standing patterns of hatred for someone, the
harder you cling to them, reaching for more vivid justification for the way you feel. Really, this is
but a product of your discomfort with your disallowance. In other words, when you‘ve felt bad for a
very long time, and you associate that feeling with the behaviour of another person, you take it very
very personally. And you usually feel extremely justified in your attitude. But all this fury is
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because you innately understand that you should be feeling good, and when you do not feel good,
you take it very very hard.
When you discover your ability to deliberately turn your thoughts downstream, without any
modifying of their behaviour at all, you will discover the indescribable feeling of relief that only
comes through the releasing of resistance. With this understanding of the power of your own mind,
you will no longer be looking for someone to love you or appreciate you or understand you or
soothe you, cater to you or help you. For you will then be fully connected to the resources of the
Universe, and in that connection you‘ll be completely fulfilled, and then such an interesting thing
happens: in your connection with the vibration that is love and appreciation, you become one who is
loved and appreciated by many.
So begin where you are. For instance,
If my sister wants to talk to me, she can call me.
I‘m tired of always being the one who tries to make amends.
I am happier when I don‘t interact with her.
Maintaining a good relationship with her is too much work.
So, you are where you are. Many may argue that your sister doesn‘t deserve your love. But we are
not encouraging this process because of your sister, but because you deserve to be in alignment with
who you are. And if we were talking with your sister, we‘d tell her exactly the same thing. Do not
come into alignment and discover the feelings of love and appreciation for your sister, do it for
yourself. While it certainly would be a wonderful world if everyone were to understand this and
deliberately achieved vibrational alignment within themselves, it is not necessary for one other
person to understand this in order for you to be joyful. For your happiness is dependent on no other.
Now try to find relief.
This anger has been weighing on me for a long time.
It would be nice to be able to just let it go.
I can‘t even remeber the specifics of our disagreement.
I am sure now that it wasn‘t important.
If I didn‘t love her, I‘d probably wouldn‘t care so much what she thinks.
Maybe I can love her regardless of what she thinks.
I get it that I can‘t control how my sister thinks.
I also get it that it is possible to control my own thoughts.
I can feel the freedom in really getting control of my own thoughts.
I think I‘ve always wanted that, that‘s why I feel such anger when I don‘t control my thoughts.
I guess it‘s time for me to stop trying to hold my sister responsible.
We want you to understand that we are not encouraging that you seek alignment and relief in order
to then affect your actions. We are not trying to get you to call and make amends with your sister. It
is our desire that you make amends with yourself, and that you find a way to choose the kinds of
thoughts that let you come into complete alignment with who you are. Then, from that place of
alignment, you may be inspired to action. It‘s always certain that from your place of alignment your
inspired action is always to your advantage, and that from your place of misalignment your action is
never to your advantage.
I feel so much better.
I do love and appreciate my sister.
Maybe I‘ll call her later.. Or not. I don‘t have to decide right now.
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Now that you‘re feeling better, do your best to maintain those good feelings by redirecting your
thoughts whenever you slip away from feeling good. In time those better feeling thoughts will
become your normal thoughts regarding this subject. And by then circumstances will begin to
appear that move you happily to the next logical step. Sometimes, once you get to feeling better,
you want to immediately jump into action in order to bring others up to speed with you and the
better feeling state that you‘ve achieved. But it‘s best to just bask in the new and improved
emotions for a while until they are truly stable within you. Then the LOA will take care of the
rendezvouing with others, and with the orchestrating of circumstances and events. Your work, your
only work, is to find feelings of relief, and therefore to come into alignment with who you really are
and what you really want.
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Example 15 -- My Mate Controls Me And I Feel Smothered
Example:
„I was so happy to find this person. We are so compatible in so many ways. And I know that we
truly enhance our experience with each other. We do everything together. And we‘re realy good at
working and living togeher. We like the same kinds of food, and enjoy the same kinds of people.
And we have very similar interests. In fact, if we were to fill out one of those compatibility surveys,
I‘m pretty sure we would be found to be a perfect match for each other. But lately I‘ve begun to feel
not free. My mate seems so involved in everything that I do, that I can hardly consider going off
and doing something without her. And I realized the other day that I am weary of having to take her
point of view into consideration with every decision that I‘m making. I just don‘t feel free. I have a
friend who is diligently looking for a mate and I found myself thinking, „You‘d be better off than
you know without a mate“. That startled me. Because I‘ve always thought that it was so much better
to have someone to share your life with. But maybe we‘re not meant to share every moment, every
thought and every idea. I feel smothered.“
No matter how intensely intertwined you find yourself with another person, your relationship is
affected many more times by the thoughts that are moving around in your own mind, than by the
other person who is moving around in your house or in your life experience. That‘s why it‘s so
interesting to us to see people working so hard to controlling one another while working very little
on controlling their own thoughts and perceptions. Especially since they have no real control over
another, and they do have complete control over their own thoughts and perceptions.
People often believe that they‘d feel so much better if their mate would just change in this way or
that way, but that truly is a backward approach to things. When you say, „I‘ll feel better if you‘ll
make this change in your behaviour or personality“, what you‘re actually saying is, „My happiness
is dependant upon your willingness and ability to modify your behaviour, therefore I am
powerless“. The reason why so many people are so very hard on those they live or interact with is
because everyone inherently wants to be happy. But they also believe that their happiness is
dependant upon things over which they actually have no control.
In the beginning of most new relationships things go along rather well, since both of you are
predominantly looking for positive aspects in the other. And in the beginning both of you are
unnaturally forcing yourself to work harder at pleasing the other. But when you behave from the
vantage point of trying to please another, rather than from the point of personal alignment, you set
yourself up for a great amount of trouble. For it‘s not possible to hold someone else‘s desires as the
center of your attention, because as a creator you simply are not wired that way. By trying to please
others, you incourage a distorted idea that someone else is responsible for their happiness, which in
the long run disempowers them and makes them unhappy.
We could accurately say that the harder you try to make others happy, the more unhappy they
become. Because they become dependant on behaviour outside of themselves, over which they have
no control, rather than being in alignment within themselves over which they have complete
control.
So, by holding you mate as your object of attention, telling yourself how much you love her, and
how important it is to you that she is happy, and then by trying to control her happiness through
your actions, it is no wonder that you feel smothered. Because attempting this impossible task
requires an enormous amount of your time and attention. Also, in most cases, the more you try to
control circumstances in order to enhance the experience of others, the more dependant they
become on your behaviour. And in time the more demanding they become. You are innately such
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independent beings, that the more dependent you become, the unhappier you become. Interesting, is
it not, that your intentions were to make the other happy, but instead you‘ve incouraged less
happiness? Your only chance of influencing another to happiness is for you to truly be happy. And
the only way for you to truly be happy is to achieve a state of vibrational alignment between you
and you.
So, let‘s apply this formula specifically to the subject of your desire for your mate‘s happiness.
Scenario 1: You want your mate to be happy. You observe her, and you notice that she is happy.
Your desire and what you‘re observing match. Therefore, you are in alignment, ant therefore you
feel happy.
Scenario 2: You want your mate to be happy. You observe she is not happy about something. Your
desire and what you‘re observing do not match. Therefore, you are not in alignment, ant therefore
you do not feel happy.
Scenario 3: You want your mate to be happy. You observe that she is not happy about something.
You do everything you can think of to make her feel better. She is distracted from her misalignment
and feels temporarily better. You like that she feels better, and now take responsibility for her
feeling better. She now becomes dependent upon your behaviour for the way she feels. She
gradually loses her sense of independence, which now makes her unhappier. And so, you try harder
on making her happy. But she becomes even more unhappy, because your behaviour is offered from
the flaud premise that you should, or even can, make another person happy.
Scenario 4: You want your mate to be happy. You observe she is not happy about something. You
use the power of your mind to ignore how she is feeling right now, and you fixate on something that
allows you to continue to be happy. She thinks you should be paying more attention to her, and that
you should be trying harder to make her happy. Your happiness is your dominant desire, so you
selfishly ignore her unhappy state, and remain happy. In your success of remaining happy, because
you‘ve practised it a great deal, you remain in alignmet with your broader perspctive. Because you
are in alignment with your greater resources, your timing is good, your clarity is good, your vitality
is good, and you feel wonderful. Because you are in alignment with your greater resources, you‘re
emitting a strong vibrational signal of Well-Being. And because your mate wants to feel good, and
the vibration that you are emitting is all about that, she is influenced vibrationally to her own
alignment. In other words, because of your selfish desire to remain connected to your own resources
of Well-Being, you were able to uplift your mate to what she wanted as well.
But this is the most important part of all – no matter how much alignment you‘ve achieved, and no
matter how strong your vibrational signal of Well-Being is, it is the work of your mate to bring
herself into alignment with that signal. You cannot do that for another person.
So, what it really comes down to is that you really have to love others enough to encourage their
alignment, which is the only thing that can make them happy. So, of course, be as loving and nice to
the people around you as you can be, but not because you‘re attempting to fill some void for them
through your behaviour. Be loving and nice because you are in alignment with who you really are.
And here is the most important factor to remember – it‘s very simple to want to feel good and to
practise the directing of your thoughts until you do, it is extremely complicated to try to affect the
behaviour or emotional state or alignment of another. Tend to your own vibrational balance, and let
the Law of Attraction do the rest of the work..
So, start where you are and try to find downstream statements. For instance,
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I feel smothered.
I‘m tired of having to consider what my wife wants regarding everything I do.
I wish she get involved in something that would get her attention away from me.
So, that‘s where you are. Now, rather than looking for relief by getting your partner to change in
some way, try to find relief through your own thoughts.
Regardless of what my partner wants or thinks, I can think my own thoughts.
I do not have to consider her response to my every thought.
A big part of what I feel is because of what goes on in my own mind.
I am free to think my own thoughts.
Now, this stream of thoughts is definitely downstream, and you‘re now feeling better.
My mate isn‘t really trying to control me.
Our way of living together is just evolved.
It isn‘t that I actually disagree with her about much of anything.
We are very compatible in many ways.
She‘s never tried to dominate or control my thinking.
My feeling of being smothered is more about my jumbled mind than anything else.
I can sort out my thoughts if I try.
I am in control of my own thoughts.
There are endless subjects that I can focus on.
I am free to pursue any interest I decide on.
Now, once you get pointed downstream, it‘s rather easy to continue to find better feeling thoughts.
For instance,
I don‘t have to sort out everything at once.
Our relationship is predominantely very positive.
I‘m experiencing no actual confinement.
That smothered feeling has now lifted completely.
If it ever returns, I know why and what to do about it.
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Example 16 -- I'm Getting Divorced And I Feel Lost
Example:
„I‘ve been married for 10 years. And last month my husband told me that he wanted a divorce. He
said that he had been thinking about it for a long time, and didn‘t see any point in delaying it. I
know that our relationship was far from perfect, but I had no idea that he was so unhappy that he
would want to leave. He moved out into his own place that same week. I tried to talk him out of it,
but he had already come to such a strong resolve before he told me about his decision, that I can tell
he is not gonna come back. I‘m trying to get on with my own life, but so many aspects of my life
are tied to him. I‘m not comfortable seeing mutual friends, I can‘t stand to go to my favourite
restaurants, and even television programmes that we enjoy together bring me pain. I feel lost in my
own life.“
We are going to begin by saying something that most people in your situation are not ready to hear
and do not want to hear. But if you can hear this, it will provide a speedy avenue out of your intense
pain. Your grief is a result of the vibrational contradiction within you, and you can fix that. Usually
grieving people say, „Well, of course I‘m grieving, look at what has happened to me“. And
certainly we understand the correlation between your husband‘s leaving and your grief, but there‘s
something much bigger going on here than your response to his action right now, even though he is
a significant person in your life.
All of your life, and even before your birth, you‘ve been in the process of creating a vibrational
escrow regarding your significant relationship. And that vibrational creation is detailed, powerful
and real. And so, as you focus today on the action of your husband, or the lack of this relationship,
you are pointed upstream against an extremely powerful downstream current. In other words, your
grief is not only about the departure of this one person, but it arises because you are crosscurrent of
a powerful creation, intention and vibrational reality. When a current flows this powerfully, and you
get crossways of it, your negative emotion is very strong. This intense grief you‘re feeling is not
because this person has left you. This pain is an indication that you and your current thoughts are
defying your own very powerful relationship creation that is alive and well and waiting for you in
your vibrational escrow.
We want to shout to anyone who is suffering over the loss of their relationship – your relationship,
the one you really want, the one that you‘ve been creating and adding to every day of your life, the
one that you amended even during the process of the breaking down of this relationship, is still
there for you in your vibrational escrow. But this pain you‘re feeling now means that in this
moment you‘re not moving toward it, but away from it. In other words, your pain is not so much
about this person leaving your relationship, as it is that your attention to his action has focused you
in opposition to the dream of the relationship that you‘ve been in the process of creating for a very
long time.
When you come into full conscious awareness of how all things are created, and you unerstand your
vibrational escrow and your emotional guidance system, which indicates the direction of your
current thought, you will never again be held hostaged by the behaviour of any other. When
someone walks out the door, understand that it‘s just a person walking out the door. It‘s not the end
of your dream, the end of your creation, or the end of your life. It is just another experience giving
you even more clarity about what you want and do not want. It is another opportunity for you to
create an even more pleasing vibrational escrow.
Often, as we explain how you create your own reality, and that you can be, do or have anything that
you desire, a person standing in your position then asks, „So, will my husband come back to me,
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since he‘s the one I really want?“ Of course, it is possible that as you come back into vibrational
alignment with your vibrational escrow picture of the life you want to live, this man and this
relationship could be the path of least resistance to get you to what you want. It often happens that
way. However, we would like you to realize that as significant as this man feels to you and to your
happiness at this time, really, this specific person is not relevant. The only thing that is relevant is
that you come into vibrational alignment with your own vibrational escrow. And when you do, the
Universe must deliver to you the perfect match. In other words, the relationship between you and
you is the one you must work on. And when that one is in alignment, all others will fall into
alignment as well. Your mate‘s departure has caused you to focus upstream, but you are strong
enough to take those thoughts as they occur one at a time, and let them turn downstream. Even
under these intense circumstances you can do it. And as you do, you‘ll feel so much better, and
whatever you want will then become your physical reality.
The predominant thing that goes wrong with the majority of failed relationships is that one or the
other, or both, is holding the other one responsible for his or her happiness. Most people say to their
partner some version of the following, „I want to be happy. And when yo do such and such, I feel
happy. And so I‘m counting on you to always do what makes me happy“. When you believe that
your happiness is dependent upon what someone else does, you‘re setting yourself up for much
pain, because no other can even come close to offering enough behaviour to keep you in alignment.
Only you can do that through your downstream choices. No one else can even begin to understand
the vibrational escrow that you‘ve amassed. You are literally asking the impossible when you count
on the behaviour of another to keep you happy.
The lack of freedom that your partner feels, if he believes that your happiness is dependent upon
him, is suffocating. So much so that like the majority of people he leaves the relationship simply in
the quest for more breathing space and freedom. But feel the downstream ease you would feel if
someone were to say to you,
„I love being with you, and right now I feel wonderful being at your side. And, by the
way, I take full responsibility for the way I feel at all times. I have the power to direct
my thoughts no matter what, in ways to keep me in alignment with who I really am and
feeling good. So, you‘re free to live your life in whatever way appeals to you, and I‘ll
be fine. I love being with you, living with you, and loving with you. But my happiness
is my responsibility“.
A freedom seeking, joy seeking partner would thrive inside the relatioship like that. For that kind of
understanding provides the basis for an eternal relationship of joy. When two people understand
that they can live and love and expand unendingly together, there is never a reason to leave and go
some place else. Because the freedom that most are so desperate for is fully present right where they
are.
When you come into alignment with who you really are, and with the relationship that you have
recreated, which your Inner-Being is calling you toward, it is possible that this man will flow easily
back into your experience. But that really is, and we know you do not want to hear this right now,
irrelevant.
When you get into alignment and begin to flow consistantly downstream, it is now possible for the
relationship of your dreams to come to you. You will know it when you see it, and it will not matter
what specific face is behind it, for everything about it will be a perfect match to what you‘ve spent
your lifetime identifying that you want. Every so called failed relationship you‘ve experienced has
helped your vibrational escrow to evolve. It is ready for you. The question is only - are you ready
for it?
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So, start where you are, since you have no other choice, and try to find increasingly better feeling
thoughts. For instance,
I have no idea what I am going to do.
I don‘t want to get out of bed.
I don‘t want to see my family or friends.
I just want to be left alone.
Those statements of powerlessness and abandonment are clearly upstream statements. But that‘s
perfectly normal as you begin the process. It has been helpful for you to make such statements,
because doing so has amplified within you the vibration of where you are. And the most helpful
thing about knowing where you are is that you will be able to feel the improvement in your
vibration as soon as you make an effort to find better feeling thoughts. For instance,
I‘ve given a big part of my life to this relationship.
I thought that we made a lifetime commitment to each other.
I always keep my promises.
I would never do what he did.
I don‘t deserve this.
These statements are slight improvement, but while they‘re still laced with your feeling of
powerlessness, you‘re feeling slightly better as you gather your resources to fight back in a sense.
And it is important to note that anything downstream is better than a feeling of powerlessness.
Others watching you move from a feeling of powerlessness to rage may very well caution you about
your anger, but they cannot gage the improvement in your vibrational alignment. From their
perspective, since they do not feel the powerlessness that you‘re feeling, rage may very well be an
upstream thought. But this is your stream, not theirs. And only you really know which thoughts give
you relief and which thoughts do not. It is possible that you may spend a few days or even weeks in
your rage/revenge mode, but that is not necessary, because when you realize that you do have a
choice right now as to the way you feel, there is no reason to remain in the uncomfortable place, by
comparison, of rage and revenge.
A note worth considering: from your place of powerlessness the emotion of rage or revenge was
more comfortable, or downstream, but from a place of frustration the emotion of rage would be less
comfortable, or upstream. It is your work to continue to reach for thoughts and feelings of greater
relief and comfort, and so, replacing your feelings of powerlessness with feelings of anger may very
well be the next logical step in your downstream motion. For instance,
I don‘t deserve this.
I deserve a partner who wants to be with me.
I have no intention of clinging to someone who would rather be someplace else.
My life doesn‘t depend on this person who can‘t keep his commitments.
Life is too short to waste it with someone like that.
Thousands of books have been written regarding interpersonal relationships, as scholars and
counselors attempt to point out the appropriateness of various attitudes of behaviours. But what the
majority of them miss alltogether is an understanding that there is not only one right attitude or
opinion regarding any subject for two extremely important reasons:
1. you do not have access to every thought from where you‘re standing right now;
2. the appropriateness of the thought is only relevant to where you stand right now.
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In other words, no one else knows which thoughts are right for you, but you know. Your emotional
guidance system is telling you.
So now that you‘ve discovered the improved feeling of anger, let‘s continue to reach for further
improvement in the way you feel. For instance,
In some ways, I‘m glad it‘s done. At least we are not screaming at each other now.
Now that it‘s all out in the open, I feel an odd sense of relief.
I don‘t have to figure it all out right now.
I am feeling exhausted.
Notice the relief you‘re feeling. You‘ve come to a sort of resignation about what has happened and
an acceptance of what is. But the important thing to notice here is the lessening of pushing against.
In this lessening of resistance you‘re allowing your stream to carry you without a struggle
downstream.
Things have a way of working themselves out.
I have always been a survivor.
I‘ll eventually find my balance.
A feeling of hopefulness is beginning to rise within you, and from here it is really smooth floating.
Once you manage to deliberately bring yourself into a feeling of hope, the power of your dream and
of who you really are will call you forward. You have accomplished a great deal here merely by
making an effort to feel better. Often with big situations such as this, which affect your life in many
ways, you may find yourself reverting back into some of those upstream thoughts that for now
you‘ve left behind. You may feel compelled to relate your experience to a friend or a family
member, and in doing so you may very well reactivate your feelings of anger or even of depression.
However, having consciously focused yourself into a much improved emotion regarding this
subject once, you now possess the knowledge that you can do it again. And as you make your way
along, you feel more important to yourself without needing to defensively recount the details of
your personal saga. And so, your downstream motion toward everything that you desire, which your
life has helped you to define, will continue.
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Example 17 -- My Children Have No Respect For Me
Example:
„I am a single parent. And I‘m raising three teenage daughters who treat me very badly. I‘m not
sure when things started to go wrong. But none of them seem to have any respect for me at all.
When they were little they were really nice little girls. They sometimes faught with each other like
all children do, but whenever I got involved in the situation and told them to stop it, they listened
and usually did what I said. But those days are long gone. Now they not only do not do what I ask
them to do, but they openly mock me rolling their eyes and laughing with each other. It‘s like
they‘ve joined forces against me. I don‘t know how it happened or when it happened, but it‘s very
uncomfortable. When did I lose control?“
Although there is tremendous variety in the dynamics of families in your culture today, there is a
basic belief that many parents hold that is contrary to Universal Forces, and, in our view, is the
reason for a great deal of confusion and family discord. And your last statement hit right upon it.
„When did I lose control?“ Of course, it is possible to control the behaviour of another to some
extent, especially a child, who is just coming into this world, small and dependent for so many
things, but the concept of controlling another or being controlled youself is not something that any
of you intended when you made the decision to come forth into this time/space reality. You knew
from that broader vantage point that all things are attracted vibrationally, and therefore it was
obvious to you then that all that was required for the creation of anything that you desired was
putting your attention upon your object of desire and maintaining that connection until the physical
actualization. No control, manipulation, justification, or hard work is required, but only pure nonresistant attention to your object of desire. How free and wonderful life is when no-one is
attempting to control you, and you are not attempting to control any other.
You were born with basic instincts. Not only for surviving in this environment, but also for joyous
survival. You‘ve come forth as a powerful creator, and it was your intention, without exception, to
explore possibilities to come to your own unique conclusions about what you want, and to create
through the power of your aligned focus your own reality. So, when others step into your
experience and proclaim that they are the deciders of what you should create, want, think or do, you
feel strong discord within you, a sort of rebellion, which is indicating the upstream direction of your
thoughts.
When you understand the Laws of the Universe, and the independent creative nature of your
children, it is possible to offer a loving guidance that would be well received by them without
stepping onto their creative toes. When you realize that your children, like yourself, have come
forth to create their own life experiences, then you‘ll understand why they rebel when anyone tries
to take that away from them. For some the feeling is as intense as if a pillow were pressed to their
face, depriving them of oxigen. Some parents in extreme situations believe that the more a child
rebells, then the stronger the control that is offered must be. Some parents are encouraged by other
teachers of parental control to establish ultimatums and stick to them until the children finally give
in and yield their power back over to the parents, as sort of breaking of a children‘s spirits as in the
breaking of a wild horse, causing them to meekly do what their parents are requesting of them. And
while we agree that the taming of these children may provide a quiter and more organized
household, we do not encourage the breaking of the spirit of anyone.
This business of parenting is a very big topic. And people have been struggling for a very long time
to uncover the proper way of approaching it. No other relationship sets the tone for the life
experience of every individual more powerfully than the relationship between parent and child. For
from that early beginning people set those first vibrational tones that most them carry with them
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throughout their entire lifetime to their graves. This struggle is not new to your culture or
environment, and it will never come into alignment until you approach this subject vibrationally
through thought, instead of through action.
Whether you are a parent of a child or a child of a parent, or both, the thing that most often goes
wrong in a parent-child relationship is that the parent, who is troubled in this moment, for whatever
reason, attempts to direct the child through words and actions. In other words, this parent is not in
alignment with the resources of the broader perspective, and in this disconnected state is now
interacting with the child. And no good ever comes from that. Endless scenarioes could be written,
and have been written, explaining the variety of bad behaviour from both, parents and children, but
every instant from unwanted behaviour could be easily resolved, if the following all important
premises were understood:
To parents:
·

You have provided your children an avenue into this life experience.

·

You are not the creator of your children‘s experience.

·

Your children have more powerful resources for their guidance and wisdom than you.

·

You are not responsible for what your children create now that they are here.

·

Your children have the resources within them for whatever they desire.

·

Your children are pure positive energy beings who have come here with great purpose.

·

Your children were set into motion long before you gave birth to them.

·

Your children have within them a guidance system that is powerful and precise.

·

Your greatest value to your children is to assist them in maintaining their connection to
their own source energy.

·

You cannot assit your child in their connection to Source Energy, unless you, yourself,
are connected.

·

It is not your work to control your children.

·

Every struggle, bad feeling, disagreement, arguing or crisis that you experience with
your children happens while you are not connected to your Source Energy.

·

Your alignment, your connection toyour own Source Energy, is more important than
your relationship with your child.

·

That is the control you‘re seeking. When you are mad with your children, you are not in
alignment with who you really are. But the discomfort you feel is your own doing.

To children of parents:
·

Your parents have provided this wonderful avenue for you into this time/space reality.

·

While your parents certainly do want what is best for you, they have no way of knowing
what that is.
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·

You did not come forth to do the bidding of any other.

·

You are the creator of your own experience.

·

You are an extension of Source Energy, and you have come here with great purpose.

·

You can tell when you‘re on your path by the way you feel.

·

However, since your parents have been here longer, they will seek to give the benefit of
their wisdom.

·

Much of what they‘ve learned will be of value to you.

·

Since your parents have been here longer, they are less likely to sense that broader
perspective than you are.

·

When you remain connected to the energy of your Source, you will always know the
appropriateness of anything you‘re considering or doing.

·

Your parents will most likely attempt some measure of control, but you do not need to
struggle against that control, for your control is only your own.

·

You control your life and your own reality by offering thoughts that match your broader
intentions. When you are mad at your parents, you are not in alignment with who you
really are, and the discomfort you feel is your own doing.

People often get bogged down in the details of their assessments in one another‘s actions, and the
rightness or wrongness of those actions. But no real resolutions are ever found in that way.
Committees are formed and studies are made in an effort to find the best parental methods, and
opinions on this subject are as numerous as grains of sand in the beach. Methods switch from less
control to more control, back to less control, back to more control. But the key to wonderful
relationships and productive parenting has been within you all along. When you offer thoughts
about your children and pay attention to how those thoughts feel, you will have your perfect guide
to parenting and to everything else.
So, begin where you are. For instance,
I must control my child.
I can‘t control my child.
My child is uncontrollable.
My uncontrollable child is doomed to a troubled life.
I need to find a way to control my child.
Now, all of those statements feel bad to you – upstream. Which means your Inner-Being is thinking
very diffirently about your role as a parent.
If I don‘t control my child, I‘ll be seen as a bad parent by my child‘s school.
Now, this statement feels bad, because you can‘t control your child, but your child‘s school is
attempting to exercise control over you. None of that is a match to your broader intentions
regarding your child.
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My children have no respect for me. If they don‘t respect me, they will not respect other
adults. And that will have a negative impact on their entire lives.
You think that the pain you‘re feeling is because of your children‘s disrespect for you. But all
emotional pain is really about your disagreement with your own Inner-Being. In other words, your
in this moment thoughts do not match the thoughts your Inner-Being has about this subject. It‘s
very common to try to justify your negative position you‘re standing in, because at deep levels you
know that you should be feeling good. So you‘re going on to explain that your children‘s lives will
be ruined if you will not do something about their disrespect. But your Inner-Being is not in
agreement with that logic either. So rather than trying to unravel all the dilemmas of parenthood
from the beginning of time, by comparing every technique and its apparent results to every other
technique, it is our desire that you bring all of this into simple perspective by doing the only thing
that you have control over. And that is the alignment of thoughts, vibrations and energies within
your own being. Focus and comment about this subject while feeling for the harmony of your
broader perspective. Try to find a downstream thought that feels slightly better than the last. And
continue the process until you‘ve shown yourself what your Inner-being, or your Source, thinks
about your parental responsibility, about you and about your children.
I hate it when my girls roll their eyes at me that way. They do it right in front of me and they
don‘t even care about how it makes me feel.
This is what has happened. And you do feel bad about it. Now try to find some downstream
thoughts without asking them to change their behaviour. Because you have control over your
thoughts and feelings, but no control, as your experience with them has shown you, over their
behaviour.
It‘s not personal. They don‘t respect any adults.
This does not feel better, because you‘re still concerned about how their disrespectful behaviour
will impact their future lives. Now, we do not want to spend any more time explaining why your
thoughts feel better or worse, because it only slows things down, and has a potential of taking you
off into other uncomfortable directions. Just make an effort to make yourself feel better by your
choice of thoughts.
This is a good time to remind you, as you try to get your boat moving against the current, of the
difference between getting a firm grip on those oars, and just letting go of the oars and going with
the flow. Try to let go of the control of your girls and see if it gives you any feelings of relief. For
instance,
I‘ve tried everything I can think of. I‘ve read every book I could get my hands on. It‘s the first
thing I think of when I waken and the last thing I think about before I sleep. I don‘t know what
to do. I give up.
Now focus only upon how you feel. Experience the relief of giving up, of letting go of those oars.
Try to remember that there is value in relief, for it means your resistance is lessened. Every bit of
discomfort you‘ve experienced in your interaction with your girls has put more specific desires in
your vibrational escrow regarding your relationship with them, and regarding the success of their
lives. And just now in letting go, you begin moving toward those desires. So now you have access
to other better feeling thoughts. For instance,
I don‘t have to figure it all out right now.
Maybe it isn‘t my job to figure out their lives.
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There aren‘t enough hours in the day to sort through the complicated details of my teenagers
lives.
I think that I‘ve been spending far too much time trying to do that.
There are other things I could think about.
They are big part pf my life, but I do have my own life.
It feels good to think about giving the subject of my girls a rest.
My girls would probably like that, too.
You‘re feeling much more light-hearted now. From your current vibrational stance, your very
recent negative feelings even feel a little odd to you. You‘re feeling some slight humor in the idea
that your girls will appreciate your lightening up as much as you do. For instance,
They won‘t know what to do if ‘m not harangueing them all the time.
It‘ll be fun to see their surprise instead of the roling of their eyes.
My backing off cannot possibly cause a more negative result, since what I have been doing
certainly hasn‘t produced any positive results.
I like the idea of seeing my girls through the loving eyes of my own Inner-Being.
Those wonderful old feelings are very familiar. I remember seeing each of them as perfect and
feeling joyful about their future.
I really do want to return to those feelings about them.
I wonder what time it is. They should be home soon. I‘ll be glad to see them. This will be fun.
We are certainly not suggesting that your trouble with your teenagers has now been completely
resolved with this short exercise. But you did come into alignment with your Source. And if you
will remain determined to find thoughts of relief when circumstances arise that are uncomfortable,
these relationships will be transformed. When your girls begin to catch wind of your willingness to
not only allow them to create their own reality, but to encourage it, the majority of their pushing
back at you will stop. It will be as if you have removed the pillow from their faces. And the flailing
about will stop immediately. And now you all can get back into your own individual boats, and
continue your joyous journeys in this wonderful life experience.
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Example 18 -- People Steal My Creative Ideas
Example:
„I‘ve been working as a freelance writer for the last two years. I submit my work to a number of
different publications, and it‘s becoming well known. I‘m now at the point that I can support my
family from my writing as the opportunities are steadily flowing in. Recently friends and colleagues
have been sending me copies of things that have been written by other people who are clearly using
information that originated in my work. They changed some verbiage and tried to mask the fact that
they are taking it from my articles. But it‘s obvious that they‘re doing nothing more than rewording
my work. First of all, it‘s really annoying when I think of how much of my time and effort has gone
to the creation of my work. Second, it‘s clearly plagiarism. And I don‘t undersdant how they could
possibly feel good about it. I don‘t go around looking for what‘s working for other people and then
copy it for my own benefit. Where‘s their sense of pride? But the thing that bothers me most is that
they‘re taking my clearly thought out ideas and mixing them with concepts that aren‘t valid, and so
they‘re actually bringing more clutter and cunfusion than clarity to the concepts. Why don‘t they
just create their own ban wagon?“
You have been collecting data for some time now. And it‘s natural that you would come to your
own personal view of the world. And it‘s also normal to believe that your world view is the correct
one. And so, as you see behaviour of other humans on your planet, it‘s logical that you would
compare your world view with the behaviour of others, and often come to the conclusion, „I would
never do that“. It also activates within you a feeling that you need to control the behaviour of others
to keep them from doing those inappropriate things. Wars that are waged with words, and all
manner of weapons, continue century after century, as humans struggle to sift through the details of
human experience in the search for the right human behaviour and ideology. But you are really no
closer today with the waging of your most recent war than your predecessors were with the waging
of the First War. For there is no one right way of behaving, thinking or living.
Often humans believe that the objective of life is to discover the right way of living and then to
convince, or coerce, all others to conform with it. But that is exactly backward from what you know
from your broader perspective, as well as from the intentions that you held when you came forth
into this physical time/space reality.
Prior to your birth into this Earth plane it was never your intention to attempt to diminish the
Universe by systematically eliminating one bad idea after another till you‘d be left with a handful of
good ideas, for you understood that expansion is inevitable in this eternal Universe. And, most of
all, you understood that the variety of ideas, both right and wrong, is necessary for the eternal
expansion. We give this to you because we understand the tremendous benefit you‘ll receive when
you no longer stand in the place of insisting on the rightness of your point of view, while adding
equal emphasis to the wrongness of anothers. No matter how popular or correct by whatever
standards your point of view is, while you‘re pushing against others‘ ideas, you‘re activating a
contradictory vibration within yourself that‘s preventing you from the benefit of your prefered idea.
And then, if you‘re like most, you blame the others with their opposing views for your own failure
to promote your idea of goodness. And the battle continues.
When you remember that you‘re the creator of your own experience, and that no one else need to
agree with your premises, or your intentions, or your behaviour, in order for you to be able to
achieve whatever you set out to accomplish, then, and only then, will you be truly willing to allow
others to do as they choose. It is not necessary to come into agreement about anything with the
others who share your planet. But it is essencial to come into agreement with your own being. And
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when you do so, beneficial ideas that will promote the general wellfare of everyone and everything
on your planet will flow forth form you.
Do not allow the behavior of another, no matter how ill-intentioned it may appear to be from your
point of view, to deprive you of the power, clarity and joy of that which is truly you. You can waste
you entire lifetime attempting to sort out the behaviour of others, categorizing behaviours into piles
of right, wrong, really really wrong, sort of wrong, not so very wrong, pretty wrong, not as wrong as
other things, almost right, more right, righter still, very very right, and so on. And it‘s not too much
different to say, „I would never do such and such a thing“. You may not do it, because it just
wouldn‘t feel good to you. You may already be aware of the connection between you and your
nonphysical Inner-Being, and so you may very well know clearly which behaviours are on your
path, and which ones are not. But you simply cannot accurately achieve the vantage point within
others, between who they are being right now and who the expanded part of them is. You cannot
accurately assess the appropriateness of their behaviour, no matter what that behaviour may be. And
whenever you try to decide what another person should or should not be doing, you are off your
path. And that, friend, is really what is upsetting you. It‘s not about the stealing or the corrupting of
your ideas, it‘s not even the skimming off of your audiences or competition in the market place.
What is at the heart of your discomfort while you‘re focused on these plagiarizers, is your own
misalignment with who you really are.
„If that person would only behave differently, I would feel better.“ There is no greater intrapment
then that. Because not only can you not control them, no matter how powerful your armies become,
but it is crosscurrent of your very reason for being and of your very eternal nature. When you
discover the factor of relief, that‘s availabe through your downstream intention, you will discover
the path to true freedom. Freedom from the bondage that comes from trying to control others when
your only work is to control the vibration of your own being.
The best part of this understanding is that no one else needs to possess or apply this knowledge.
You can apply it whether anyone else does or not. And when you do, your world will become
exactly as you want it to be. And that‘s the control you‘ve been seeking. That is the secret to life
that humans have been looking for.
We‘re gonna walk you through a series of statements, each one an improvement from the one
before, bringing you back into perfect alignment with who yo really are. For instance,
I‘ve spent many years creating and disseminating my life‘s work.
It feels wrong for others to read it, like it, and then change the words only slightly and claim it
as their own.
I would never do that.
I‘ve always done my best to give credit words due.
Whenever I receive benefit from something I always acknowledge it.
Asking them nicely has no effect.
They clearly see life differently than I do.
There are copyright laws in place to prohibit this kind of thing.
I would have no difficulty proving that they‘ve taken the bulk of the material from me.
There are hundreds of thousands of people who are familiar with my work, who would back
me up on this.
I always have that option: should I choose to pursue it.
I do know that pushing against others, even when I see them as wrong, is never good for me.
My own experience has shown me that there is no shortage of resources.
It‘s not my desire to be the only voice that‘s heard.
The more other people are offering uplifting words to this world, the better.
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My desire for people to understand is also being fulfilled through the work of others. We‘re all
in this together.
Everyone starts from where they are, and if my work has been part of the basis from which
they began, so much the better.
Nothing makes me happier than to see others finding improvement in their own life
experience.
I am happy that there are so many others who seek to add to the upliftment of this world.
I joyously applaud all others in accomplishment of their own desires.
I am never diminished by the success of someone else, but rather my experience is enhanced.
I adore this unlimitted Universe.
I‘m alive with excitement in my understanding that I, too, am unlimitted.
I love understanding that all others are unlimitted as well.
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Example 19 -- My Mother Has Been Diagnosed With Altzheimer‘s
Disease
Example:
„My mother has been diagnosed with Altzheimer‘s disease and I‘m very worried about her. I‘m
worried about what life will be like for her and how we‘ll take care of her. The doctor says she‘s
only in the beginning stages of it, but that it can be a fairly fast moving illness and that we should
prepare ourselves. I have no idea how to prepare for something like this. She‘s always been a very
smart woman who enjoys conversation and discussing ideas. I don‘t think I can endure watching her
to lose all of that.“
It‘s helpful to remember, as you observe the experiences of others, that your perspective of their
experience is always different from their perspectie of their experience. In other words, your mother
may feel no negative emotion at all as her focus diminishes, while you could tortute yourself a great
deal over it. As you see your mother‘s ability to focus seeming to diminsh you may wish to find
ways to bring her back to a more alert state of awareness. Some work hard to try to induce their
loved ones and just try harder to focus, offering them games and stimulation in the way you might
try to motivate a child in something. But these well-meaning people are misunderstanding
something very important about the condition of their parents – this disease is a path of least
resistance that their parents have created for themselves for a gradual exit from this physical
experience. And any effort to try to hold them here does not help them. Of course, you would feel
better if your mother were living a sharp clear joyful experience, but you cannot create that for her.
Most people never find a way to bring themselves into joyful balance in the situation like this
because for the most part they depend on finding improved situations before they find an improved
feeling. But since they have no way of fixing a situation like this, they ususally find no way of
maintaining their own personal balance. Like, „Give me an improved condition, and then I‘ll feel
better“, is what most people are asking for. But what is really required of you is the ability to
maintain your balance and your connection to who you really are regardless of the conditions that
exist. Unconditional love is maintaining my connection to my Source – which is love – regardless
of the conditions that surround me.
Your mother in this situation has found a way to free herself of the thoughts that were holding her
out of alignment with who she really is. And in her death experience she will then experience
complete connection. However, in understanding what your emotions are telling you, and by
making a conscious effort to find increasingly better feeling thoughts, you will come into your full
and complete connection without the need for the Altzheimer‘s disease or the death experience to
bring it about.
So, from where you are begin right now to bring yourself into alignment without asking your
mother to change the conditions of her experience. For instance,
I can‘t bare to see my mother losing her grasp on life.
She was always so brilliant. I never thought that this would happen to her.
But while I see her frustration, it isn‘t actually more than what she‘s usually felt.
In fact, many issues that have angered her in the past seem to be diminished in importance.
The frustration that she shows seems to have replaced the anger that I‘ve so often seen.
These days I often witness a sort of peaceful resignation in her.
It feels as if she‘s released many of her long fought struggles.
Her memory is often vivid regarding some things.
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She‘s clearly not suffering with this as much as her loving family is.
I‘ve never thought that my mother would live forever.
I didn‘t believe that my mother would live longer than I would.
While it‘s hard to imagine being prepared for the death of one‘s parent, in some ways this
disease is peraparing us all. And, most of all, it seems to be preparing my mother.
When I see it like this, I feel appreciation for this unfolding.
I‘m coming to understand that all things are working for our greatest benefit.
At times things that seem out of balance and not to our advantage, actually are to our
advantage.
I‘m looking forward to remembering that we‘re always blessed and that things are always
working out for us.
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Example 20 -- My Office Staff Cannot Seem To Get Along
Example:
„I‘m the owner of a small business with approximately 20 employees. Business is profitable, and is
continuing to steadily grow. But at times I‘m not sure I want it to get bigger. It seems as if the
bigger it gets, the more employees it requires. And the more employees I hire, the more trouble they
cause. I believe I was happier with a much smaller business that I could tend to myself. I am so tired
of the personality clashes and steady grievances that staff members have with each other.
Sometimes I feel more like a parent or kindergarten teacher than an employer. I wish they could just
get along, do their work and stop causing so much trouble.“
As you focus upon your business, your employess, your clients and your products, it feels to you
that there is a great deal to consider, manage and control. And the more products and clients you
have, the more people your business requires to fulfil that. And in all of these details it‘s easy to
lose sight of the most important part of your personal creation – the basis of all of this is vibration.
Your business was created by virtue of your thought, not your action. Many people feel
disagreement with that statement because they believe they are seeing the results of physical effort
and action. We certainly do not disagree that you live in a world of action and that results can be
attributed to action, but when you realize that your vibration plays a far greater role in the outcomes
that you‘re producing than does your action, and you begin to put more emphasis on your
vibrations, thoughts and your emotions, you‘ll discover a powerful leverage of your time and
energy that will profoundly affect your outcomes. In short, you will achieve far greater results with
much less time and effort.
When you focus upon a problem, you lose your connection to your broader view, and then things
begin to quickly bog down. When you remain solution oriented, you maintain access to that broader
view, and not only do you then find speedy resolutions to problem, but you also enjoy the steady
process of your inevitable expansion. There can be no future expansion if your present is not asking
for further solutions. And your present cannot ask for further solution without an existing problem.
Your present cannot ask for further answer without an existing question. In other words, the
problems you wish to avoid are actually necessary for the expansion you seek. In understanding
that, it‘s possible to achieve a joyful rhythm of creation that can be enjoyed by you and your
employees alike.
Since your business, no matter what its structure or product, is an extension of your thought
vibration, most of its creation occurred before the physical pieces were assembled. Through your
pondering, wondering about, speculating on and deciding upon ideas, you set your business into
motion. And during that thinking process you offered very few thoughts that were of a hindering
nature. Since everything that exists in your physical form was thought first, then form, you were
able to see your business clearly, even before you found a physical structure for it or gathered
employees or pruducts. And in that vibrational state there was little resistance, and so it expanded
rapidly.
The greater part of the positive direction of most companies occurs before the physical business
comes together. But for most, once the buildings, employees and products are in place, the positive
momentum ceases, because most of the creators of the business now begin to focus upon the
problems that arise. Most do not remain solution oriented.
If you can understand that what you‘re calling problems are really only requests for answers from
the Universe that can provide answers to any questions, and solutions to any problems, and that in
fact those questions and answers, and problems and solutions are the process through which all
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expansion occurs, then you may joyously begin to settle into the perfect unfolding of your own
wonderful business.
Rather than viewing what‘s happening with your staff as petty grievances, you will see them as the
opportunities for creation that they really are, and you‘ll come to appreciate the interesting mix of
people and ideas that you‘ve assembled. The key to your business success and to your personal
happiness is one and the same – you must find thoughts that are pleasing to you rather than asking
your employees to behave in ways that please you. Regardless of what they are actually doing, you
must find a way to be pleased. By insisting upon feeling good, and reworking your own thoughts to
the point that you do predominantly feel good, you will align with your ever expanding desires
about your business, and the Universe will yield whatever is required for the physical manifestation
of those desires. As you look at the range of willingness, abilities and personalities of your
employees, and as you‘ll fixate upon the things you like best from the mix, the Universe will deliver
more like that to you. If you focus upon what needs to be changed, Universe will deliver more like
that to you. Nothing brings out the worst in another faster than your focusing upon it. Nothing
brings out the best in another faster than your focusing upon it.
Some business owners want to remove themselves from the petty details of their organization so
that they can focus on the bigger picture and grander ideas. And there is certainly value in holding
the big picture in mind, but it‘s not your attention to the petty aspects of your business that‘s
bogging you down. It‘s the focusing on aspects that cause a disconnection in you. If each time you
become aware of a problem you see it simply as a question that‘s summoning an answer, the answer
will come quickly, and you will have enjoyed the process of expansion. In other words, the details
do not bog you down, but your own split energy does.
If you are able to tend to your own split energy, and maitain your connection to your evolving
desires regarding your business, more talented people will arrive to tend to any the details you wish
to release, leaving you available to tend to whatever aspect of your business pleases you most.
There is not ending to the expansion of your business or of you.
So begin where you are and reach for the downstream thoughts of relief. Since you‘re biginning in a
place of frustration, not hopelessness or depression, it will be relatively easy for you to come into
alignment with your desire for well-runned good-feeling business, and, more important, with who
you really are. For instance,
I am so tired of trying to deal with personality clashes at my office.
These people phsyically left high school years ago, but their petty grievances with each other
make it seem like they‘re still there mentally.
There are so many more important things for me to give my attention to.
My staff is important to me.
The wellbeing of my staff is also important to me.
I‘ve always wanted a nice working environment for my employees.
A large part of their lives is spent at work at my company.
It‘s understandable that they would want things to be comfortable for them.
When faced with an unpleasant situation, it‘s normal to have a knee-jerk reaction to it.
Life is about exploring contrast, and that‘s what they‘re doing.
By knowing what they don‘t want, they‘ll figure out what they do want.
They may not be nearly as bothered by this as I am, or as I think they are.
They are getting the work done.
Their happiness isn‘t my responsibility.
I‘m only feeling uhappy because I myself am focused negatively.
I shouldn‘t ask them to behave differently so that I can feel better.
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These people that work at my office have so many positive aspects.
When I focus upon the long list of positive aspects, this unpleasant situation disappears for
me.
It is my desire that they figure out how to make it disappear for them as well.
I love providing an environment for expansion as well as for prosperity.
I love these people.
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Example 21 -- My Husband Thinks This Philosophy Is Nuts And
Wants No Part Of It
Example:
„I‘ve been reading about the LOA, and it makes perfect sense to me. And so I try to pay attention to
what I‘m thinking and saying, and I‘ve been working with some of the processes to better my life,
but my husband doesn‘t believe any of this stuff. It even makes him angry when he believes I‘m
deliberately applying one of the processes. And the more aware I am of how the LOA works, the
more that the negative things my husband says bother me. I wish that he would try to learn this. I
feel like if we were working on it together, we could really improve our lives. But since he won‘t
even try, won‘t my husband‘s negative thoughts hinder my positive thoughts?“
Others‘ thoughts have no power in your creation. That is unless you‘re thinking about their
thoughts. When you think about your husband‘s thoughts, they become your thoughts, and then
they do affect the balance of your creation. When your life is intertwined with another, you often
feel that you need to agree on everything and pull together, so to speak, on the things you‘re
creating. But we want you to understand that you do not need another to pull with you, because the
stream of creation contains all the pulling power that is necessary. However, you cannot pull against
yourself and get to where you want to be.
The reason why you sometimes feel that you‘re hindered by another is only because you‘re pushing
against something. For example, let‘s say that you have a strong desire to move into a new house in
another neighbourhood, and that your husband says that he wants to stay in your current house. If
you were to think only about your new house, your day to day thoughts would be a vibrational
match to your desire for the new house, and in the absence of resistance circumstances and events
would fall into place to accomodate your desire. However, if you think about your husband‘s
opposite decision, spending time in your own mind, justifying why you want the new house, and
feeling unhappy about his unwillingness to even consider it, then your day to day thoughts do not
match your desire. You would have, by virtue of thinking about your husband‘s opposing thoughts,
introduced resistance into your vibrational mix, and you would not be currently moving toward the
outcome you want. In other words, your attention to your husband‘s decision would have you
pointed in opposition to your own desire, and so it would feel to you as if he were the problem,
when actually the problem would be contained in your own thoughts. Some would say, „But if my
husband would agree with me, then I wouldn‘t be having these contradictory thoughts“. Of course,
it is easier to feel good when you‘re looking at what you want to see. And so it is logical that it
would be easier for you to line up with your desire if your husband were in full agreement with you.
But there is true intrapment in the belief that your creations would go better if everyone around you
would cooperate, because in the majority of cases those around you are not going to focus with you
in the direction of your desire, for everyone has their own personal and selfish interest that are
getting the bulk of their attention.
The awareness that do not need the agreement of any other to create whatever you desire is truly
liberating. And when you are no longer including the opposing thoughts of others into your
vibrational mix, your power of influence increases powerfully. As your husband has been living in
this house with you, he‘s discovered things about that he would like to be improved. Like you,
whenever he does not have the space for something, he launches rockets of desire for more space.
In fact, we would like you to understand that a larger improved house is in your husband‘s
vibrational escrow as well as your own. But he‘s been applying his logic to the idea, and has
determined that new house would cause a financial discomfort – would take time to find, and would
take more time to settle into. In other words, even though he also wants many of the same things
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you want, for many of the same reasons, he‘s contradicting his desire with his practical thoughts. So
not only is your desire part of the driving force of this current, but your husband‘s desire is causing
the current also. In other words, he is helping in the creation of your new house, whether he knows
that he is or not. So now that the two of you have created in your vibrational escrow this wonderful
place to live, and now that you‘re no longer using your husband‘s concerns as an excuse to
contradict your own desire, and so are in perfect alignment with your new house, the house must
come. It will come to you in a comfortable way that will be easily accepted by your husband.
No one has the power to deprive you of anything. And when you understand that, and no longer
push against anything, all things that you desire will flow easily into your experience. And in time
through the power of your example your husband may very well come to understand that these
Laws of the Universe are not nuts at all. But that they are powerful, consistant, understandable and
applicable and really fun to work with. It is of great value for you to understand that even though
your husband may be approaching life differently than you are right now, his life is working for him
just the same. Let him think as he thinks, be as he is, and want as he wants, for in doing so nothing
about him will hinder you. But if you attempt to reform him, you will most likely be focused upon
unwanted aspects which you will include in your vibrational mix, which will hinder your creation,
which could in time cause you to resent him for seemingly holding you back from your desire.
All other people in your life – friends, strangers, even enemies – can contribute positively to your
creative process. But you are the one who determines whether they add benefit or detriment,
because you are the one who sees them in an upstream, resistant manner, or in a downstream,
allowing manner.
So begin where you are and reach for improved feeling downstream thoughts. For instance,
Our life could go so much better if my husband would try to be more positive.
These processes really work for me, but he refuses to even consider them.
If he would just try them, I know he would benefit.
If he would just try them, I know I would benefit.
As I worry about what he is doing, I‘m not really applying the processes.
Even someone as close to me as my husband needn‘t affect my point of attraction.
We don‘t disagree on everything.
And while our agreement is satisfying, it‘s not required for me to get what I want.
I‘ve had experience of secretly desiring things that did come to pass.
Those things came to me without my collaboration with others.
I am powerful enough in my own beingness to create whatever I choose.
I‘ve been holding my husband in an unfair place by requiring his agreement.
By holding to my ideas of what I desire, I am in no way pushing against him.
We make a good team because we approach life with a different view.
It‘s satisfying to observe the cooperative Universe responding to me.
In time, if he wants, we can openly co-create on many subjects.
In the meantime I‘ll silently and joyously create whatever I choose.
I look forward to his joyous discovery of these processes.
I do love him.
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Example 22 -- I'm Considered Old In This Society
Example:
„I am in my 70‘s and there are a lot of things that I did when I was younger that I no longer do, but I
actually don‘t feel much different than I felt most of my life. I look different for sure, but I don‘t
feel so very different. Recently I‘ve been noticing how many people are making reference to age, an
old age. The comedians on television are relentless about the melodies of old people. And I have to
say it‘s beginning to get to me. I believe that I have many happy and potentially productive years
ahead of me, but I am beginning to feel bad, maybe even depressed about my age.“
We find it humorous to hear an eternal beings speaking of the shortness of life. But of course we
understand that you‘re not seeing yourself in a full broad view in which we see you. The awareness
that most humans have of themselves usually extends only from their physical entrance into this
body to their physical exit from this body. And the longer they live and the closer to that exit they
think they are, the more uncomfortable they become. If they only knew that the exit is but another
entrance, their discomfort would be replaced with the delicious sense of eternal adventure.
We can talk all day every day about the eternal nature of your being, but of course you only see
what you see, and this time/space reality in which you‘re focused is an environment that is so
vividly focused that you call it real life. As if to say that the nonphysical part of it, including us, is
not real.
As you deliberately reach for better feeling thoughts in an effort to apply our repetitive
downstream/upstream analogy, you‘ll eventually tune the vibration of your physical being to your
own broader perspective. And as you do that, the lines of your physical entrances and exits will
become blurred and non-important as you dawn your broader eternal persona.
When you are joyously focused in your current moment in time, allowing the broader part of you to
flow through you completely, and exploring this now moment for nuggets of pleasing life
experience, all feelings of lack will disappear as your eternal nature dominates. Your current
moment will be so delicious and so compelling that there will be no time or interest to look
longingly toward the past or feel the shortness of any future. You will begin to recognize that you‘ll
be alive and living life for eternity. You have no idea how very old you are, but you do feel as you
feel, and you are the only one who can do anything about that. And the best part of this subject is
that there really is nothing that you can do, in terms of action, to change this. You cannot fix it by
demanding a behavioural adjustment from another or by turning back the calendor yourself. But
you can find a way of approaching this subject of your age in a way that brings you into alignment
with your broader perspective. And when you do, not only will you feel better immediately, but the
rest of your physical experience will be filled with wonder and delight.
So, begin where you are and reach for increasingly better feeling thoughts. For instance,
I hate the fun that comedians make of old people.
Those comedians are so disrespectful, they don‘t care whose feelings they hurt.
It gives me satisfaction to realize that one day they will be old.
They will be old that is unless they‘ll get run over by a truck. That gives me satisfaction as
well.
I don‘t really wish them any harm.
I wish understanding from them.
I never like it when others‘ feelings are hurt.
But people get their feelings hurt for a variety of reasons.
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Sometimes people get their feelings hurt for no appearant reason.
Controlling the world to prevent hurt feelings is not possible.
I don‘t need others to modify their behaviour to soothe my feelings.
I can take care of that myself.
I guess I wanted to protect others from having their feelings hurt.
I realize that their feelings are their responsibility.
Comedians have a way of centering on sensitive issues that touch a nerve in the public.
I‘m learning that a nerve is always touched in me before I seek vibrational improvement.
I guess I‘ll start listening for what‘s funny and stop being so sensitive.
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Example 23 -- My Daughter Lies Constantly
Example:
„My daughter will stand before me and tell me an obvious lie without flinching at all. It would be
humorous if it didn‘t make me so angry. She lies about nearly everything. She even lies about
insignificant things. I‘ve always believed that honesty is the best policy and I‘ve never set the
example of lying. Why is she doing this? It‘s very upsetting.“
Each of you has come into your physical body understanding that you are a powerful creator. But
you are born into an environment that right from the beginning demands your compliance. When
you are younger, your sense of who you really are is stronger. But as those who surround you
introduce their interest, ideas and demands into your experience, you begin to feel the splitting of
your own energies. Usually this integration is gradual enough that those who surround you are
satisfied that you‘re coming along in their intentional socialization process. But sometimes very
powerful beings, like your daughter, rebel. In the beginning this rebellion is ususally not even
pointed in anything specific. And often it‘s not even conscious on the part of the children. They
simply feel intense negative emotion as the influence from others causes a splitting of their own
energy. And, like anyone who wants to feel good but doesn‘t, they usually place the blame for their
intense discomfort upon whomever they‘re interacting with at the time they‘re feeling it. And so it‘s
logical that most children would direct most of their negative emotions due to their disconnection
toward their parents, since their parents are the ones who are most consistantly and most
significantly attempting to influence them. So sometimes the lying is symptomatic of the intense
discomfort they‘re feeling due to their realization they‘re being put in an impossible position of
pleasing everyone.
People often think that children who can be easily guided, who always do what is asked of them,
and who are easily compliant, are very good children. But children who have minds of their own,
who do not want to go along with the ideas of others, are often regarded as troublesome and
difficult. Problems do not usually arise until their own life experience has caused them to put things
in their own vibrational escrow that they are being called toward, and then someone else in their life
tries to keep them from following that calling.
Most of the struggle between parents and children exist because parents are not willing to allow
their children to live the lives that the children have came forth to live. Parents are usually
extremely well-intentioned, wanting what they‘ve been taught to believe is best for their child. But
every person that comes forth into this physical experience comes with his or her own purpose and
plan. By laying out guidelines and rules, and by carefully watching your children to be sure they‘re
doing as you say, you are actually undermining an essential tenet of their very existance – you are
not allowing them to choose. And often you project the attitude that you do not trust them. And for
most, once they get a whiff of that from you, you are not then well received, since it is so contrary
to the understanding of their own Inner-Being. In other words, the less time they can spend around
you in that attitude, the better they like it.
When anyone gets between you and your intention to be the creator of your own experience, watch
out, because it never works out well. When you present strong rules to children, or to anyone, you
are, without meaning to, actually cultivating the perfect environment for lying. When your children
observe your positive response when they keep your rules, and your negative response whenever
they break your rules, often your response becomes their dominant intention. And how they achieve
that response becomes a lesser issue. They lie to you in an effort to keep you feel good. Nothing can
fill the void caused by disconnection with your own Inner-Being other than the reconnection with it.
And once you‘ve discovered the wonderful experience of managing your own connection with
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Source, then you can encourage the same in your children. As your children witness your clarity,
light-heartedness and your overall wellbeing, you will teach them through the power of your own
example how to connect with their own guidance. And that understanding is much more valuable
than getting them to comply with any rules that you might impose.
It‘s an interesting thing to see: your daughter for whatever reason is not connected to Source, and
therefore she feels bad. You observe in her what you do not want to see, therefore you are not
connected to Source, so you feel bad. You blame your daughter for the way you feel, your daughter
blames you for the way she feels. And on it goes.
As you deliberately reach for downstream thoughts, regarding your daughter, even though your
current evidence doesn‘t easily evoke them, and you manage to release your resistance and come
into alignment with who you really are, it will become easier and easier to see your daughter
through the eyes of your broader perspective. And as you achieve that, it is our absolute promise
that you will inspire the connection within your daughter as well.
When you are in alignment with who you really are, you will only be seeing the very best in your
daughter. And when your daughter is in alignment with who she really is, she will have no reason to
tell you lies. There is no greater gift that a parent could give to their children than the example of
being aligned with their own guidance. And so, as you become one who consistanly looks for and
finds downstream thoughts of alignment, your children will learn to maintain their connection with
that broader guidance as well. And then this gift of thriving could be passed on from generation to
generation.
So begin where you are and reach for improved feelings about your daugher. For instance,
My daughter lies to me when the truth would serve her better.
I do not understand her need to tell me lies.
More often than not when a person lies it comes back and bites them.
I don‘t want my daughter to develop patterns that are bad for her.
I realize that everyone has their own individual point of view.
And while I don‘t understand her reasons, I can see that she may have some of her own.
I wish she trusted me with the truth.
If my own response to her had always come from my place of connection, maybe she would
now trust me more.
I can‘t go back and undo anything I‘ve done, but I can begin to be more allowing of her now.
I can see that she sometimes lies in an attempt to be seen in a more positive light.
I also understand that whenever she is lying, she is not in alignment with who she really is.
I want my effort to be about inspiring her alignment, not punishing her for not being in
alignment.
I can see how her lie is a manifestation of lack of connection, and her lack of connection is
what I want to soothe.
My concern now isn‘t for the lies themselves, but is instead for the reason for the lies.
I don‘t want to stop her lies so much as to enhance her connection to her Source.
This sweet girl has often been connected to Source.
When she was little she was the Source of my inspiration on a daily basis.
I have it in me to return the favour.
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Example 24 -- I Keep Getting Passed Over For Promotions At Work
Example:
„I‘ve been working for the same company for many years, and I probably know this company better
than anyone who works here. In fact, I believe I know it better than the owner of the company.
There‘s a great deal of variety in my work and I do like that. But it often feels as if things are
assigned to me because no one else wants to do them. And since I‘ve been here so long, I can do
about everything that needs to be done. Last week an employee, who hasn‘t been here half as long
as I have, was promoted to chef supervisor, even though I thought I was next in line and more
qualified. I can‘t understand why that position wasn‘t offered to me. I feel like quitting.“
Every subject is really two subjects – what is wanted and the lack of what is wanted. Right now
you‘re focused upon lack of the promotion. Most would say, „Yes, but I wasn‘t focused upon the
lack of the promotion until I didn‘t get it“. However, what you‘re thinking and feeling and what
comes to you always match. The more unappreciated you feel, the more unappreciated you are.
People say, „Well, if someone would appreciate me, I would feel appreciated“. We want you to
understand that you have to feel appreciated in order to attract appreciation.
Your vibration is your point of attraction. And you have control over your vibration, because you
have control over the direction of your thoughts. It is not necessary to trace back through your
experience to discover when your first strong feelings of being unappreciated began, for that usually
only serves to activate those vibrations at a stronger way, and cause you to feel worse. Instead, you
can start right where you are and reach for better feeling thoughts.
People from all walks of life commonly complain that less deserving people are claiming the
rewards that they believe are due them. But we want you to understand that no one receives
anything unfairly. The LOA responds fairly, consistantly and powerfully to the vibrations that you
are emitting. And if what is happening in your experience does not please you, you have only to
identify what you would prefer, focus upon it until it‘s easy for you to focus in that way, and then it
will be yours. Further, if something that you want doesn‘t come to you, and, in fact, you see another
win the price, so to speak, there is even benefit for you in that situation as well. Because your
vibrational escrow just became stronger and clearer, and the forces of the Universe are now flowing
more powerfully on your behalf. But as you stand in an attitude of complaint, you‘re pointed
upstream, while your new and improved creation is downstream. And so, the more you want it, the
worse you feel.
We want you to realize that you cannot fail because every moment of your life is causing an
evolution of your desires, and the forces of the Universe are working toward their fulfillment. You
are the only one who could ever stand in the way and prevent the receiving of those desires. And the
good news is, when you‘re hindering the desires, your negative upstream emotion is letting you
know that you‘re doing so right now.
An interesting way to approach this situation is this: look at the person who received the promotion
and feel glad that it angered you so. For the strong emotion you‘re feeling means the creation of an
improved working environment is strong within you. And then feel glad. Glad that you‘re aware of
the anger and hurt feelings, for that means your guidance system is working. Glad that this
uncomfortable situation has been clarifying and that your vibrational escrow is bigger and better
than before this all happened. Glad that you have the ability right now, if you want to, to let go of
the oars and begin moving toward your own, even more stunning, promotion. Glad that there are no
limits to the promotions that are being lined up on your behalf. And glad that by paying attention to
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the way you feel, and by reaching consistantly for the relief of a downstream thought, a neverending
stream of wonderful opportunities will come your way.
When you are focused upon your desires, and then therefore consistantly feeling good because
you‘re in complete alignment, you emit a vibrational resumé, and opportunities appear everywhere
before you. When you‘ve practised the feeling of success, successful people are drawn to you.
When you‘re practising the feeling of disappointment, successful people cannot find you. Even if
you‘re standing very near them, they still cannot see you, because you are out of alignment with the
success they are seeking.
It is possible for a nearsighted employer to overlook your value and choose someone else, but the
Universe at large has you squarely in its sights, and it is not possible for your value to be
overlooked. Instead, your precise value is being specificly lined up for the most satisfying
rendezvous imaginable. Do not let some insignificant letdown point you upstream, away from all
that you desire. Instead, make the best of where you are, reach for better feeling thoughts, and
prepare yourself to be surprised and amazed by the calibre promotions that are layed out before you
on your neverending journey of expansion.
So, begin where you are, and try to find improved downstream thoughts. For isntance,
No matter how long I am here, or how dedicated I am, I am still overlooked.
I will never be promoted because I‘ve done everything humanly possible, and still didn‘t get
the promotion.
There are unfair factors at place that I don‘t understand.
While you may very well be justified in what you‘re thinking and feeling, these are all upstream
thoughts of powerlessness. So continue reaching. For example,
That position should have been mine.
I know my employer knows I am more qualified, so what reason could he possibly have for
making this unfair decision?
I should just quit. It would be interesting to watch this guy managing without me.
Then they‘ll find out who has been holding it all together all this time.
Ah, the sweet relief of revenge. You‘re still in an extremely negative state of being, but compared to
the powerlessness you‘ve been feeling, this is an improvement. Continue reaching. For instance,
I know I am not the only one who is working hard at work.
There are many people who are deserving of more appreciation and rewards than they‘re
receiving.
It‘s not my intent to shut the place down, causing hardship for so many.
It‘s not my intent to quit, causing hardship for my family and myself.
I‘m probably not the only one who would have liked this promotion.
I‘m probably not the only one who felt deserving of it either.
I can pull myself together and make the best of this.
I‘m gonna watch the guy who got the promotion and look for trace that may have made the
difference.
I am willing to learn and expand.
It‘s possible that this particular promotion wasn‘t really in my best interest.
There may be something even better for me coming down the road.
When I really think about it, I am probably not ready for the responsibility of that particular
promotion.
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I like that it made me think, though.
I feel energized from the process.
I can feel how this has expanded my awareness and my horizons.
I‘m not unhappy with the way this has unfolded.
I‘m actually quite happy with where I am.
I feel eager about what‘s still to come.
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Example 25 -- I Do Not Have The Time Or Money To Care For My
Parents And I Feel Guilty
Example:
„Both of my parents are sick, and can no longer care for themselves. I live hundreds of miles away
from them, and have a full-time job, so I can‘t personally take care of them. So their doctors
advised me to find a place for them where they could be taken care of. They‘ve always worked
hard, but they haven‘t managed to save any money at all. And they have very few assets that could
be converted to cash. I‘ve done some checking and I find that I can‘t afford the kind of facility I‘d
like them to be in. And the other options are far less than pleasing. I feel terrible about this.“
When we meet parents who are worried about their children, we always tell them that they are not
helping the children with their worry. And when we meet children who are worried about their
parents, we tell them exactly the same thing. Your concern and worry do not help, but are instead
indicators that you‘re cutting yourself off from help. Whenever you see what you do not want, like
the failing health of someone you love, you send strong vibrational rocket request into your own
vibrational escrow. And so, while you do not realize it rigth now, for as long as you‘ve known your
parents, and especially during those years you‘ve been feeling concerned about them, your
vibrational escrow has expanded substantially on their behalf. But during your moments of concern
and worry you‘re so staunchly pointed in opposition to your own desires for your parents that you
could not possibly have access to even one good idea that would help them. However, as you learn
to ignore the worrisome thoughts and guide yourself more consistantly to downstream thougths
about this subject, many circumstances and events will unfold, offering solutions to your problems,
and answers to your questions.
You cannot solve the healthcare crisis in this world, but that is not your work. Your work is only to
come into alignment with your own personal desires. And you have many desires regarding your
parents. You will know by the way you‘re feeling if you‘re pointing downstream toward solutions.
And while you may feel good for a while without seeing evidence of improved conditions, it‘s not
possible for you to consistantly point downstream regarding something that‘s important to you
without beginning to see results. And as you appreciate any evidence of your alignment, more will
follow. Since you‘re faced with what feels like an immediate crisis, it feels to you that you have no
pleasing options whatsoever. As you go over and over this in your mind, considering one
unpleasant option after another, your discomfort grows, and from where you stand, feeling as
you‘re feeling, no valiable solutions can show themselves to you. In other words, solutions cannot
come while the problem rages within you. You must find a way to soothe the feeling of a problem.
You may argue that you would feel soothed if your parents‘ health would improve, or if they had
enough money to pay for their own private care, or if there were a wonderful facility nearby that
would give them care at no cost, or if you had enough money that you could hire people to help
them. But those conditions do not exist. And you have no way of making them exist right now. And
so most people, faced with unpleasant situations, over which they have no control, just continue to
worry. But from that place of worry you have no access to solutions. Your only option right now is
to find a way of feeling better. And while you may not realize it at first, that is a significant option.
For as you‘re able to feel better, without the unpleasant situation actually changing, your vibration
will shift, causing you to come into closer alignment with the clarified desires that you‘re holding
regarding your parents. And when you come into alignment with what you want most for them,
many doors will begin to open for you, obvious paths will appear before you and you will know
what to do. Viable solutions to every situations suround you at all times, but in your state of worry
or blame or concern – we can insert a very long list of negative emotions here – you cannot see
those solutions.
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So, make an effort to improve the way you feel. Remember, your objective here is not to actually
find a solution at this time, but only to find relief. in fact, when you‘re determined to find a solution
before you‘ve lined up your energy, you nearly always turn upstream instead of downstream. Relief
is your goal here. For instance,
I am so worried about my parents.
I don‘t know what will happen to them.
I wish they‘d taken better care of themselves.
I wish they‘d made better financial plans for their future.
Those statements accurately reflect where you are. Now reach for thoughts that give you relief. For
instance,
No decision needs to be made today.
Although this has been building, there is plenty of time to figure it out.
I know how it is that in one moment there are no good ideas, and in the next there is a good
idea.
Before an answer comes, it often feels like it will never come, and then when the answer does
arrive, you wonder why you ever doubted that it was coming.
Now already you‘re feeling better. And even with this short time of self-soothing, ideas may begin
to flow to you. It‘s our encouragement, however, that you resist the temptation to jump into action
too soon. Because the better you feel before you jump into action, the more appropriate the action
will be and the more positive the outcome you will receive. Let‘s continue.
There must be many others who find themselves in similar circumstances.
I am certain that many people find themselves in this situation.
That means that many people have been asking for solutions.
And when people ask, the answers are always given.
So, there are certainly many viable solutions waiting to be discovered.
We may very well allow our own unique solution.
It will be so satisfying once I make that discovery.
As things shift in me to allow my access to wonderful solutions, perhaps things are shifting in
our culture at large to allow more widespread solutions.
What others are allowing or not does not affect me.
I am eagerly awaiting an easy flow of good ideas to facilitate my parents‘ care.
When you realize that a brief exercise like this is all you need to do at this time, you are on your
way. Not only is it all that you need to do, it is all that you can do. But it is enough. When you feel
better, you have released resistance. And in the absence of resistance a clear path lights up before
you, which leads you step by step to the solutions you seek.
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Example 26 -- I'm Wasting My Life Stuck In Traffic
Example:
„I live in a big city with millions of people. And the traffic is terrible. I commute over an hour each
way to and from my place of employment. And that‘s when things are going well. But there are
times when I am stuck in traffic for hours because of road construction or an accident. I guess I
could try to find a home that‘s closer to my work, but there are so many things for me to consider. It
isn‘t easy to find everything that my family and I want, and a house that at the same time is near
enough to my work to make that much difference. But I feel like I‘m wasting my life sitting in
traffic.“
No matter what it is that people desire, one of the greatest hindrances that slows the process of
receiving it, and sometimes keeps them from ever obtaining it, is their fixation upon where they
stand in relationship to where they want to be. People will say, „I want to be over there. But here I
am, over here“. And since here, where they stand, is so easy for them to observe, it usually
dominates the bulk of the vibrations that they offer. Well, you may be thinking, „Yes, but this is a
situation where I really am here, and I would really rather be there. And I can‘t physically pick
myself up and transport myself to another location“. But we want you to understand that wheter you
want to be well from your place of sickness, or slender from your place of fatness, or rich from your
place of poverty, or flowing in traffic rather than stuck in traffic, the dynamics of creation are the
same – when you want something and you believe that having it will make you feel good, if right
now you feel bad, you‘re not moving toward what you want. You have to feel good now, no matter
what the conditions are, or the conditions cannot improve. You must make peace, so to speak, with
where you are to allow yourself to move to a place you would rather be.
People often worry that making peace with an unpleasant situation is equivalent to giving in and
accepting it, so that now the unwanted will only remain longer. But that‘s not what happens at all.
When you make peace with where you are, you feel better, or turn downstream, so to speak, and
flow toward what you do want.
Whenever you rive at discomfort or whine and complain, you‘re turned upstream, and away from
what you want for the duration of your discomfort. The more you complain about traffic, the more
you prevent improvement in your situation. Some would say that traffic is what it is, so your
experience within it is not in your control. But there‘s nothing that affects you over which you have
no control. However, you cannot affect positive change from your position of lack. Any action
that‘s taken from a place of negative emotion will not yield positive results.
If you‘re able to bring yourself from a position of discomfort into a peaceful position of feeling
good, even though no outside condition has changed, in a short time the outside condition must
change. If you continue to observe an unpleasant condition, making no effort to find a better feeling
way of seeing it, the condition will not only not improve, but the LOA will bring further evidence to
support it. The things you are observing cannot change until you see them in a different way. Many
people say, „Give me more money, and then I‘ll feel more prosperous“. We say, you must feel more
prosperous and then more money will come.
The key to deliberate creation is simply to decide how you want to feel and then to figure out a way
to feel that way now. And when you do, everything around you will acquiesce to your new found
basis of attraction. The powerful LOA is utterly cooperative and absolutely precise.
A clearer route, or path, from where you are to where you want to be is always available. But when
you‘re feeling negative emotion, you cannot find it. As you consistantly feel good, your timing will
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improve, new ideas will occur to you, road improvements that have been bogged down in
commities will be freed up, work projects you‘ve wanted will show up around the corner, your
employer will tell you that he wants you to work from your home. The resources of the Universe
are vast and unlimitted, and now you have access to them.
So begin where you are and reach for improved feeling thoughts. For instance,
Why would I choose to live in a place where I spend all of my time sitting here breathing in
fumes?
I can hardly bear to sit here.
I want to abandon my car and just run off into the bushes.
We have offered this exaggerated example of how some feel as they‘re stuck in traffic in order to
amplify something significant. The way you‘re feeling right now as you‘re stuck in traffic is rarely
only because you‘re right now stuck in traffic. In other words, those who are pleased with how life
is going, happy in their relationships, thriving financially, feeling good in their bodies, are not
nearly as bothered about being stuck in traffic as others who are out there hanging on the raw and
ragged edge of life, regarding other aspects of their life experience. However, no matter how you
feel or how bad it is, and no matter what the reasons are why you feel so bad, your work is still
exactly the same – from where you are make an effort to feel just a little bit of relief. If your
discomfort as you‘re stuck in traffic is really only a feeling of frustration because you‘re stuck in
traffic, you‘ll be able to easily bring youself to a better feeling place. And as you do so consistanly,
day after day, while you‘re sitting in slow moving traffic, you‘ll begin to receive impulses that will
serve you. Your timing as you enter the roadways will improve. Your impulse to exit the freeway
and take the surface roads for a distance will serve you. In your state of alignment you will begin to
move with other drivers in a sort of cosmic dance that you will find amazing and exhilarating. The
entire Universe cooperates with you when you‘re in the flow of your own vibrational stream. For
example,
I think that I will use this time to ponder some imortant things.
Since thinking is more important than action, I‘ll use this time of not much action to think.
It‘s fun to observe other people in the cars around me.
It‘s sort of like going to a party where you can see other people in other conversations even
though you‘re not personally conversing with them.
It‘s fun to guess what they‘re discussing or what their lives are about.
I enjoy the wide variety of people, vehicles and stories that surround me in traffic.
I like the idea of using my own thoughts to create my own story.
I like the idea of my story radiating out of me and out of my vehicle.
It‘s fun to get tuned into my best feeling Self and then notice the other drivers that notice me.
It may very well turn out that my favourite part of life is slowly moving down this freeway,
watching the evidence of my own vibrational offering.
And here is a new dilemma for a future discussion:
I sometimes miss the slow moving traffic, during which I did my very best thinking.
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Example 27 -- Now That I Know About The Law Of Attraction, My
Thoughts Worry Me
Example:
„I‘m having a hard time controlling my thoughts. And that really worries me now that I know that
I‘m attracting to me the essence of whatever I‘m thinking about. I think I was happier before I knew
about the LOA because now my thoughts scare me. Sometimes I find myself thinking about
something really awful. And then I worry that just because I was thinking about it, it‘s gonna
happen.“
It‘s very good when you‘re aware that your thoughts are scaring you because it means that you can
feel the results of your guidance system. In other words, when you feel fear, it means that your in
this moment thought is contrary to the thoughts your Inner-Being is having about this subject. So
when you think about bad things happening, it‘s logical that your Inner-Being would not join you in
those kinds of thoughts. The very emotinal fear that you‘re describing is only your guidance system
letting you know that you‘re thinking an upstream thought of resistance.
Fear doesn‘t mean that something bad is going to happen immediately. But it does mean that this is
an upstream thought. If you remained pointed upstream long enough, you could deprive yourself of
the well-being that‘s natural. But it need not take you long to get into the habbit of thinking
downstream thoughts. With the little bit of practice you will discover how easy it is to let go of
those oars of resistance. And when you consistantly release your feelings of fear by deliberately
directing your thoughts, it will not be possible for bad things to occur in your experience.
As you are consistantly feeling good, and flowing toward the things you desire, those close to you
will be influenced by your example, until it is possible that you could positively influence your
children, your mate, your parents, your siblings and your friends to more positive deliberate
creation.
We do not want you to be afraid of fear. We do want you to understand it and benefit by the
guidance that it offers you. Fear simply means you‘re pointed upstream. And we want you to
understand that you have to point upstream for a significant time with great consistancy before you
disallow your well-being to the point of a truly negative creation. And even if a negative thing does
occur, you have the ability to regroup, get refocused and create differently the next time.
Many people would explain that their fear was natural and assert that it was valid as they point out
the bad things that are happening in their lives or in the lives of others they care about. But the
reason why people sometimes go from one negative experience to another is simply because when
the first unwanted thing happens, they give a great deal of their attention to it, which then creates
the second, and so on.
Most people do offer the majority of their thoughts in response to the things in their lives that
they‘re observing. Some stubbernly ask, „But how did the first negative thing come about?“ And
our answer is, everything that happens to you is but a byproduct of your consistant thoughts and
feelings. Others often argue, „But what about the little children? How is it that they would create
something so negative in their experience?“ We want you to understand that even though a little
child may not be speaking in words, at no time is that child not emitting a vibration that the LOA is
responding to.
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All of you learn to offer your vibrations from the environment that surrounds you. Even while in
your mother‘s womb you‘re picking up vibrations from her and from her surroundings. But there is
no reason to be unhappy about anything that‘s affected you previously. For you have complete
power right here and now to choose improved feeling thoughts. And now that you understand the
stream of life, and that you can always tell by the way you feel whether you‘re pointed downstream
toward the fulfillment of your desires or upstream in resistance to your desires, you will never again
be negatively influenced without your knowledge.
All of you understood when you made the decision to come forth into this body that you would be
surrounded by a smorgasbord of thoughts. And that some of them would be to your liking, and
some would not. But not one of you wished for a limitting of the environment into which you are
being born, for you understood then, as you‘re coming to remember now, the power of your own
guidance system, and the value of the diversity from which you would make your choices. With a
little practice you will not only no longer fear your thoughts but you will take delight in them. But
there is not a more delicious moment than one in which you have diercted your thoughts to
harmonize with the broader perspective of your being.
When you observe the people, places and experiences of your world through the eyes of your InnerBeing, they do not frighten you, they delight you.
So, begin where you are and reach for the relief of the better feeling thoughts. For instance,
I‘m not good at controlling my thoughts.
I catch myself in the middle of unpleasant thoughts all day long.
At times though I do contemplate very positive things.
I‘ve noticed that positive topics expand in my mind also.
I do see that the LOA is giving me more thoughts that are like my current active thought.
I could choose more deliberately which thought I decide to make the active thought.
I do know that when I know what I don‘t want, I also know what I do want.
I could lean more deliberately in a more positive direction.
There are many positive things happening in my life.
I do know that there‘s more going on that‘s positive than negative.
This must mean my thoughts are leaning more in the positive direction.
It‘s not necessary for every thought I think to be a perfectly positive thought.
It isn‘t even possible to think only positive thoughts.
My work is merely to lean in the positive direction. I think I am doing that.
I am doing that much more so now than a few weeks ago.
I am directing my thoughts.
Not only do I feel better these days but things are turning out better for me.
I now see that the evidence I am looking for is an improved feeling rather than a changed
condition.
I also know that a consistantly improved feeling will be the forerunner of an improved
condition.
I not only understand the process of creation - I am effectively applying it.
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Example 28 -- My Husband Is Very Sick
Example:
„The doctors are telling us that my husband is very sick, and they aren‘t suggesting any more
treatment because they don‘t believe that there are any more medical alternatives. He‘s been dealing
with this illness for a few years now, and I guess that as long as the doctors were still making
suggestions, we believed that he would eventually recover. But now we‘re both feeling hopeless
and frightened. I don‘t know what to do, and I don‘t know what I should be saying to him. Should I
continue to hold out hope for his recovery, or should I be preparing him and myself for his death?“
It‘s not easy to find your own balance when you‘re watching someone you care about experiencing
the physical and mental discomfort of an illness. Even though you‘ve lived with this man for many
years, and your lives are intertwined in so many ways, you have no way of really understanding his
mix of vibrations between his day-to-day thoughts and the vibrations of his Inner-Being. Only your
own mix of vibrations is truly available to you. Family members often have such a strong opinion of
what they desire, regarding the illness of their loved one, that they hinder more than they help. But
it is possible, even under these intense conditions, to find and maitain your balance. And when you
do, you help. Every time.
You cannot think for your husband, and you cannot create his reality. But you can think for
yourself, and you can create your own reality. And when you find your own true alignment, your
power of influence is very strong. So, some might say, „Then I will find my alignment, whatever
that takes, and then I‘ll influence my mate to his recovery“. But we would say instead, I will find my
alignment, and therefore influence him to his alignment. And then he can do as he truly desires to
do. There are big differences in those two statements.
Sickenss is always due to a vibrational imbalance. In every case sickness means that an individual
has a strong current flowing, but he or she is pointed upstream for some reason. As they ponder the
problems of the world in which they live, most people think thoughts that cause internal resistance,
because often they are unaware of the vibrations within them. Even babies are influenced by these
upstream vibrations as they acclimate to the environment that surrounds them. Scientists and
doctors continually seek cures for the illnesses of their times, and so they offer a neverending
stream of changing options in medicine, treatment and diet. But they will continue to lose more
ground each year as more diseases are discovered than are cured, until they come to the following
understanding:
rather than seeking a medical cure for a disease you must understand the vibrational
cause of it, for there is not enough action in the world to compensate for misaligned
energy.
So, there is great reason for you to feel hopeful again about your husband‘s recovery, for now that
the medical community has given up on him, he is now more likely to turn his attention to the only
thing that really ever works anyway – the alignment of his own being.
It‘s not uncommon for humans to wait until they run out of action alternatives before they make an
effort at aligning their own energy. And then when the recovery comes, the doctors pronounce it to
be a miracle. But it‘s not a miracle at all, it is simply a realigning of thoughts, vibrations and
energy. Since whenever you know what you do not want, you always knwo more clearly what you
do want, your husband has been adding to his vibrational escrow, relative to his physical body, in a
powerful way for a while now. Which means that his stream is moving very fast. In other words, the
sicker people are, the more rockets of desire for wellness they are sending into their vibrational
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escrow. But as that stream moves faster, and their Inner-Being calls them even more powerfully
toward the expansion of wellness, if they don‘t turn and go in the direction of the wellness, then
they become sicker still. You see how it works? So you could accurately say, „The sicker I am, the
more potential for wellness I‘ve set into motion“.
It‘s actually easier to recover from something deadly than it is to get over something minor, because
the deadly thing has put so much power in vibrational escrow. Your willingness to feel good is the
only requirement. Since your husband is the only one who has vibrational control of his being, you
cannot do this work for him. It is your work to maintain your own vibrational balance even in the
midst of this unsettling situation. And as you‘re able to do that, your power of influence will be very
strong. Under these circumstances you may easily find unsettling thoughts, but you must guide your
mind to better feeling thoughts. Not for your husband‘s sake, but for your own. And then, when you
are in alignment with your desire, you will have a positive influence on him.
If you seek your own alignment, apart from wanting to help your husband, it will be much more
possible for you to help him. But if you seek alignment so that you can help him, you will more
likely be focused upon his illness, therefore you will not find your alignment, and so you will not be
offering the powerful influential vibration that is possible when you are in alignment.
Nearly everyone you would meat would tell you that the way you feel is really dependent upon your
husband‘s improvement. But we want you to understand that you must find a way to feel good
whether he gets better or worse, or lives or dies. For only when you‘re selfish enough to do that can
you help him.
Try to find some better feeling thoughts, beginning where you are. For instance,
I want to help my husband get well.
The doctors say that there is no help.
I can‘t find my place because I don‘t want to give up, but I feel foolish holding out hope.
I‘ve gone from being terrified at the idea of him dying to being resigned that he is going to
die. And I feel guilty about giving into the idea of him dying.
I feel that I should be the last one to give in.
Feel the futility in trying to sort this out. Now turn your attention to something you can control – try
to improve the way you feel. Do not try to save your husband‘s life, fo not try to sort out the issues
of life and death, do not try to reform the doctors or make medicine better. Do the only thing that
you can do – improve the way you feel by deliberately choosing your thoughts. For example,
Some days I feel unbearable emotional discomfort. And some days I feel somewhat better.
I do understand that my emotions, even in these extreme conditions do vary.
The idea of feeling relief from these debilitating emotions does sound nice.
It does give me comfort to realize that it is not my job to change my husband‘s condition.
This is helping me realize that there must be huge value in getting a handle on this death thing.
It seems utterly illogical to me that death, which happens to every single person who‘s ever
lived on this Earth or ever will live on this Earth, is bad in some way.
I don‘t want my husband to die, but I do feel relief when I realize that it‘s not my job to
change that.
It feels good to expect to some day completely understand how our physical world meshes
with the nonphysical world.
It does feel good to remember that we are all eternal beings.
I feel relief in understading that the death experience isn‘t one of separation.
I‘m so glad to know that our thoughts transcend the death experience.
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I like remembering that our relationships are eternal.
I want my husband to find relief, whether he finds it and remains here or releases into his
nonphysical perspective.
It‘s comforting to me to focus upon his finding relief.
While we would not ask you to come to a complete understading in resolution of the death subject,
which is playing humankind for such a long time, in one short looking for downstream thoughts
effort, we will tell you that your vibration has substantially shifted here. And that is worth much
more than most realize.
Words do not teach, but life experience does. And as you find a true relief, that‘s only possible by
your deliberate directing of your own thoughts, you will radiate a different vibration that can
influence the vibration of your husband. And with his desire, peaked at its highest ever level, due to
the intensity of what he is living, then a little bit of allowing, as you and he both release resistance,
can go a very long way.
From your perspective, the best thing that can happen is: you feel so much better, you help him to
feel so much better, his energies are greatly improved, his health returns.
From your perspective, the worst thing that could happen is: you feel so much better, you feel so
much better, you feel so much better, he makes his re-emergence into pure positive energy, he feels
so much better.
You will never know the wonderful power of your influence toward the Well-Being of all until you
come into full alignment with who you really are.
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Example 29. My Lover Left Me
Example:
„My boyfriend, whom I‘ve been living with for the last two years, moved out. We didn‘t agree on
everything, and we did fight about some things, but nothing very serious. I thought that we were
doing OK. And I can‘t believe that he doesn‘t want us to be together anymore. He swears that he is
not gonna be with someone else. But how can you supposedly love someone, and then just all of a
sudden move out, for no reason?“
Most people who want a relationship believe that a mediocre relationship is better than no
relationship at all. But we do not agree with that. In other words, since the potential for a glorious
relationship always exists, we never encourage settling for less.
Remember, that you feel the way you do because of the mix of vibrations within you, and that no
two people feel exactly the same way about anything. It‘s possible for two people to be sharing
what appears to be an identical experience, but one person is enjoying it while the other is not,
because their individual mixture of vibrations vary. Rather than trying to figure out what the other
person wants and then putting your efforts towards satisfying his or her desires, it‘s much more
productive and satisfying for you to be directing your thoughts toward the things that you desire.
Whatever you‘re living is causing you to make regular deposits into your vibrational escrow
account. So, anytime something happens that you do not want, you send out a request for what you
prefer instead. So, for example, now that your lover has left your experience, your request for
someone who wants to be with you has been submitted in a stronger clearer way than ever before.
Many of your experiences throughout this lifetime have caused you to make request. And so you‘ve
created a magnificent relationship that waits for you in vibrational escrow and calls you toward the
fulfillment of it. And as you find more downstream thoughts, you get closer to the realization of
these desires. But today while your heart is breaking, you‘re going against the current, and you‘re
not allowing yourself to get closer to the relationship that waits for you.
People are often amazed when we tell them that every bad thing that‘s ever happened to them in a
relationship is part of the reason why such a magnificent relationship now waits for them. However,
if they continue to beat the drum of those bad things that have happened, they‘ll continue to deprive
themselves of the discovery of that wonderful creation. Some might argue that even though it seems
that someone abruptly made a decision and left, there had to be signs of your relationship breaking
down you were missing, and that if you had been more tuned in to your boyfriend, you might have
been able to turn this around, if you had caught the trouble at an earlier stage. But we are quite
pleased that you did not see this coming, because that means you were not looking for trouble, and
we can also tell that you were predominantly focused upon the positive aspects of your relationship.
„So, if I was predominantly thinking positive thoughts, then why did he leave?“ Well, this is
something we really want you to come to understand. When you are predominantly feeling good, all
things are aligning for your ultimate satisfaction. In other words, your life with its ups and downs
has caused you to create a vibrational escrow of a wonderful future life experience, and you‘re
being called toward it. So, whenever you‘re feeling good, that wonderful future is in the process of
making its way to you, and you to it. Simply put, anyone who moves out of your experience for any
reason, was not a match to the wonderful future that‘s waiting for you in vibrational escrow.
Here is something else that you might find fascinating. Let‘s say that you‘re watching your
boyfriend closely, and you desire to please him in every way possible. And you had begun to notice
that he was beginning to be unhappy and no longer completely satisfied in your relationship. And
then, in your awareness of his unhappiness you began to feel worried and so you tried harder and
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harder to make him happy. The most important thing that we want you to understand is that in your
focus, which caused your unhappiness, you‘re no longer a match to your own desires. So now
you‘re moving upstream, not downstream. You‘re a match to his unhappiness, not to your true
desires. And in that situation you would probably hold him in your experience longer. In other
words, in focusing upon your boyfriend‘s unhappiness, and in your efforts to modify conditions to
bring him to a happier place, you‘re actually becoming more out of alignment with who you really
are and what you realy want. You soothed him, and so he stays longer, and many think that is
success. But from the bigger picture what has happened is that you have worked to please him
instead of yourself, and under those conditions, in time, you would be the one who would be
wanting to leave.
By being unaware of his discomfort, and by continuing to focus upon positive aspects in your
relationship, you remain true to your real vision of the relationship. And since he is not matching
that true vision, he is leaving. And friend, we promise you, that is not a bad thing. When you
consistantly feel good, even when people are freaking out around you, and even leaving you, what
you really want must find you. It will be more difficult now, but in the same way you did not let his
increasing unhappiness effect you, if you can now not allow his leaving to upset you, then the
realtionship that you‘ve been crafting all along will come to you. And then your work will be the
same again – to look for positive aspects.
Do not get drawn into anyone‘s drama. Do not stand on your head to please others in a distorted
way of soothing their misalignment. It‘s better to let those things that are not a match leave your
experience.
This pain you‘re feeling is multifaceted, as it touches on so many things that matter to you. Not only
do you feel unloved when what you want is love, but you feel insecure when what you want is
security. You feel abandoned while what you want is to be adored. And while we understand that so
soon after your lover has left you, is not easy to find good -feeling thoughts, still that must be your
dominant intention. The LOA is matching you up with circumstances, events and other people who
match your vibration. And so, if you will deliberately choose your vibration, especially one that
matches your own specifically created vibrational escrow, someone you would consider to be a
perfect mate must come to you. Conversely, if you do not line up with the lover you really want,
you will attract the lover that matches how you feel. And if you feel abandoned, you can only attract
another who will behave in the same way.
With far less time and effort than you think, you can come into alignment with your idea of a
perfect relationship, and there will be a time, not so far from now, when you will look back on this
lover who just left you, with great appreciation for the serious contribution he helped you make
toward the creation of your perfect mate. You may want to write him a letter that says, „Thank you
for breaking my heart, and in the process helping me to clarify what I really want. Thank you for
the painful experience of giving birth to such powerful rockets of desire, that when I turned in the
direction of that desire, I was swiftly transported into this blissful relationship. It is my desire that
your interaction with me has provided you with the same wonderful benefit.“
Many people work very hard to try to make things work out. But we want you to understand that
when you work to bring yourself into alignment with you, rather than into alignment with what
someone else wants you to be, then the Universe will bring you the match. Just work to maintain
your alignment, and the Universe will deliver to you partners who are aligned. It is Law.
So, start where you are and reach for increasingly better feeling thoughts. For example,
I am in a state of shock and depression. I don‘t know what to do.
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I can‘t believe this has happened. I thought he was the one.
Why would he leave me on like that? Why would he pretend that he wanted to be with me
forever?
Now, see if you can move from your feeling of powerlessness. Reach for something that makes you
at least feel like getting out of bed. For instance,
This is the last time something like this will happen to me.
I don‘t deserve to be treated like this.
I am glad that he left because clearly he is not what I thought he was.
Negative as these thoughts are, they are giving you a feeling of relief. Keep going.
Clearly we aren‘t right for each other.
There is no point in wasting more time figuring that out.
This was an extremely clarifying situation for me.
I‘ve learned so much in such a short period of time.
Thinking back, I can sort of feel this coming. At the time I didn‘t want to see it, but now I
realize it had been coming. I am not sorry that this has happened.
Nothing terrible has really happened here.
It‘s not a bad thing to find out that what I really want is somewhere else.
This relationship has helped to more clearly define who I am and what I‘m lookng for.
I feel newly energized regarding relationships.
I am gonna take my time as I move forward. There is no urgency about figuring this out.
I am actually happy to have some breathing space.
In a strange way I‘m looking forward to what comes next. I know that what will come next
will be better because of this relationship.
Some day I may thank him for helping me to get clear about what I do want. However, that
day is not today. Well, maybe it is.. a little.
You have to admit, you do feel better. And that is your only work. If you will continue to feel good,
everything that you desire must come.
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Example 30 -- My Pet Is Sick
Example:
„My dog is relatively young, but he is sick all the time. My veterinarian bills are enormous because
it seems that as soon as my dog gets over one thing, then he gets sick with something else. I love
my dog, and I don‘t want him to suffer or to die, but I also don‘t want to have to keep taking him to
the vet. What‘s going on with him?“
Your dog, as with all the beasts on you planet, is usually much more in alignment with his InnerBeing than most humans. But the beasts in the wild are more often in alignment than those who
spend more time around humans. Because the domesticated animals simply by observing their
human co-creators often begin to split their energy in the way that humans do. Also, since everyone,
humans and beasts alike, inherently wants freedom, and animal who is confined often feels more
resistance than one who‘s free to romp, it‘s hard for human to understand this, but the beasts of your
planet would choose freedom over security every time. Nevertheless, many animals are perfectly
happy sharing their environment with humans, and what may appear to you to be an environment of
confinement, causes no resistance in their overall vibrational alignment. However, your animals
never fare well in environments of strong negative emotion. Pure positive energy animals in the
wild will run from the human who approaches, not because they fear you, but because you do not
feel good to them.
Over time, your domesticated animals begin to adjust to the vibration of humans, and are able for
the most part to maintain their alignment even while interacting with you. And, like you, whatever
they give their attention to, makes up the vibrational balance of their being. As they hold you as the
object of attention, and you are not in alignment with your own Source Energy, they are influenced
to less connection as well. Your animals are resilient, however, and they can easily come back into
alignment, for they do not hold grudges and play past scenarioes over again in their minds as
humans do. Once an uncomfortable situation passes, they let it go completely. However, if animals
are subjected to daily stress or anger, or made to feel like they are in the way or unwanted, their
energy can get out of balance enough, that their bodies will begin to demonstrate evidence of their
misalignment.
There are many students of deliberate creation who really want to understand how to create their
own reality, who are working to understand their emotional guidance system, who want to more
consistantly flow downstream, and who do not really decide to apply what they know until they
discover that they are negatively affecting their pets. It‘s a bit funny that people will put up with the
discomfort of their own negative emotions, if the results of that are only impacting them. But when
they discover that they‘re also impacting the lives of their dear pets, then they‘re willing to try to
make changes.
While it‘s nice that you care about the Well-Being of your animal, we want you to care about your
own Well-Being as well. If you‘re pointed upstream, feeling negative emotion, and you make no
effort to let go of the oars, the LOA will continue to respond to your vibration, your situation will
intensify and you will feel worse. If you continue to make no effort to release a resistance, the LOA
will continue to respond to your vibration, your situation will increase, and you will feel worse still.
If you still continue to make no effort, in time your own physical body will begin to show
symptoms of the imbalance.
Sometimes your dear pet demonstrates the physical symptoms as part of your guidance system. It‘s
as if he understands that you‘re willing to endure negative emotions, while you‘re not willing to
negatively influence your pet. And so, often you pet is fulfilling an intention that the two of you set
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forth before either of you were born into your physical bodies, that of reminding you of your
vibrational countenance. Your pet would also like you to get over this death thing, for it understands
that there is no death but only eternal life. Your pet joyously romps into physical body after
physical body, dreading death never, enjoying its own joyful ride on its own joyful river. Your dog
is among the best teachers on the planet.
So, reach for some better feeling thoughts about your beloved pet. For instance,
I wish I understood why my dog continually gets sick.
I can find no value in this at all.
I hate to see him feeling bad, and it‘s costing me a fortune.
I am tempted to just let him find his own way, but I don‘t want him to suffer or die.
I can‘t afford these veterinarian bills.
Taking him to the veterinarian feels bad.
Not taking him feels worse.
Since I can‘t find an action that gives me relief, maybe I should just try to feel better.
It‘s possible that this great dog is trying to tell me something.
I‘m gonna try to stand back from this situation and look for what I can see in it.
One thing I notice right away is that even though my dog clearly doesn‘t feel well physically,
he doesn‘t seem to be worried about it.
And while he is not frisky like he used to be, his attitude seems mostly positive.
When I speak to him, he always makes an effort to wag his tail a bit.
Sometimes it feels like he‘s trying to soothe me, because I‘m worried about him.
I would like to soothe him by not seeming worried about him.
I‘m gonna make an effort to be more positive about his condition.
I‘m gonna speak to him in more optimistic terms.
I‘ll no longer complain about the cost of the veterinarian.
When I am not with him, I‘m gonna pretend he‘s improved.
When I come home from work, I‘ll look for improvement.
When I see the slightest symptom of him feeling better, I‘ll talk about that.
I‘m gonna look for reasons to feel good about him and ignore anything else.
I sense that he is helping me to focus my thoughts deliberately.
I can see how he is a great teacher of unconditional love, as he won‘t modify this condition so
I can feel better.
I feel that‘s his message to me – feel better because you choose to, not because I‘m giving you
the reason to feel better. That is so empowering.
What a great dog.
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Example 31 -- I Never Have Enough Money
Example:
„I can‘t remember a time when I wasn‘t worried about money. Every time I turn around there‘s
another unexpected expense. And it seems that the things I need to buy for my family and for
myself keep going up and up in price. But my wages aren‘t going up nearly as fast as my expenses.
I used to work 40 hours a week, and my wife didn‘t work outside of our home. Now she has a fulltime job and I work 60 hours a week, and we still never have any extra money. I see other people
taking vacations and buying new homes and new cars, and I wonder how they‘re doing it. What am
I missing?“
While it seems logical that your financial budget is only about the simple economics of finding a
balance between the money that‘s coming and the money that‘s going out, there‘s another powerful
factor that most people do not understand – you simply cannot offer enough action to compensate
for the contradictory energy of your being. As you feel the way you do about moeny, even though
your experience certainly justifies the way you feel, things cannot improve because the LOA is
responding to your vibration, not to your actions. Of course, there are obvious variables in the
productivity in the action that are easy to see. A strong man can pick up a heavier object than a
weak man; someone who moves quickly can move more things around in a day than a slow moving
person; a person who types 60 wpm, can accomplish more typing in a day than a person who types
20 wpm. But these variations on action are miniscule in comparison with the leverage that you can
achieve by aligning your own energies. In blunt terms, it‘s not possible to offer enough action to
compensate for misaligned energies.
When you develop upstream thought patterns about the lack of money, you prevent your own
discovery of avenues that would provide more of it. As you feel frustrated about not having enough
money, and you make no effort in finding a better feeling thought about it, your frustration will turn
to anger, and eventually to fear, as your patterns of thought holds you in more consistant upstream
resistance to your financial stream of Well-Being. And the worse you feel, the worse it gets.
Because the worse you feel, the more resistance you‘re offering that‘s preventing you from the
discovery of the solutions that you‘re seeking.
In any moment that you‘re focused upon not having enough money, you are vibrationally asking for
more, which makes your stream move faster. But as you‘re focused upon not having enough money,
you‘re focused upstream, while your Inner-Being is calling you downstream. Strong negative
emotion about your financial situation is the indication of two significant things:
1)
2)

you have requested a great deal of financial assistance that your Inner-Being is calling
you toward;
you‘re pointed upstream, in opposition to the money you want.

No matter how many hours you or your wife may work, and no matter how much money flows into
your household, you cannot achieve a financial balance until you first achieve a vibrational balance
in your own being. And in the moment that you let go of the oars and allow yourself to turn in the
stream, you will feel relief in your own body, and the financial relief will come close behind.
When you‘ve wanted something for a long time, and then therefore amassed a considerable
vibrational escrow on the subject, a little bit of relief goes a long way. In other words, if you can
manage to get yourself feeling better for a few days, evidence of your releasing of resistance will
begin to appear in some form of financial relief.
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Now that you understand that you control how much money is flowing, as well as how much of it
you let it in your experience, you may recognize some of the patterns from your own experience
that validate this understanding. The key to consistantly getting the good results that you desire is to
manage to feel good even when the dollars are in short supply. When you learn to manage the way
you feel, you will discover the powerful leverage of energy alignment, and you will see the LOA
deliver veritable fortunes to your door. But if you merely have emotional knee-jerk responses to the
conditions you‘re observing, you‘ll be limitted to the amount of money that your physical action
yieds.
From wherever you are, start reaching for some better feeling thoughts. For instance,
I am so tired of not having enough money.
I see no way of ever having enough money.
I work such long hours that I‘m tired all the time.
I am tired of making our budget work by cutting back on thing after thing.
Well, this is how you feel. And this is temporarily where you are, but from these kinds of thoughts
money cannot begin to flow to your experience in a more powerful way. You have to change your
thoughts and feelings first. However, we are not guiding you to improve thoughts and feelings in
order to affect your financial situation. Rather we are guiding you to improve thoughts and feelings
for the sake of improved vibrational offering. If you will let the improvement in the way you feel be
your objective, the greater amounts of money must begin to flow to you, as you accomplish the
consistant improvement in the way you feel. For example,
I work longer hours than any of our neighbours. Money just seems to come more easily to
them. It seems as if every day someone I know is showing off their new car.
Comparing your condition to that of another will keep you chronicly out of balance and confused
about the improved direction of your thoughts. However, comparing one of your own thoughts to
another of your own thoughts with the singular intention of finding a better feeling thought, will in a
rather short time give you a clear sense of downstream direction. For example,
We aren‘t doing badly. We actually do live very well.
My wife and I do have a sense of pride about the things we‘ve accomplished.
We‘ve made good decisions.
We have quite a bit of equity in our home.
If I look at the overall picture, I realize it‘s been steadily improving.
When I look how far we‘ve come, I see tremendous improvement.
Now you‘re feeling so much better already. Now see how much further you can go. For example,
I‘ll figure this out.
I‘m actually quite good at figuring things out.
I‘m standing by for inspiration. Meanwhile we‘re doing alright.
It‘s actually quite pleasant to anticipate expansion.
Sometimes I get a sense of a very bright future.
We have so much life and opportunity ahead of us.
It will be fun to watch this all.
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Example 32 -- My Dog Died And I Feel Grief
Example:
„My dog died and I feel so bad about it. I knew he wouldn‘t live forever, and I knew I would
outlive him, but I am so sad about him being gone. I hate to go home, because every time I walk up
to the door I feel sad whenever I remember he won‘t be there to greet me. Something or other
reminds me of him several times every day. And I feel that deep grief all over again. I don‘t think I
should feel this bad about this for this long. But I can‘t seem to get over it. My friends tell me I
should get another dog. But I just can‘t bring myself to do that. Anyway, wouldn‘t I just be setting
myself up for more pain later?“
People often feel more sadness over the loss of their pets than nearly anything else that they ever
experience. Some think this pain is illogical in the old place, for there are so many other important
aspects to life that must surely be more important than your pet, like, „He suffered more over the
death of his dog than when his own dear father died“, they‘ve said. The more you want something,
the more you suffer when you focus upon the absence of it. But the pain you‘re feeling over the
death of your dog is not because of the absence of your dog. It‘s much bigger than that. Your dog
represented Pure Positive Energy to you. Your dog remains through its entire life as you were when
you were first born – an extension of Pure Positive Energy. And often, through your attention to
your dog, and your interaction with your dog, you were inspired more to your own connection with
Source. So, while of course you miss your dog, what you‘re really missing is the connection to your
own Source Energy that your dog inspired.
Your dog loved you as you are, and did not ask you to be different. Your dog do not hold you
responsible for his happiness. Your dog did enjoy being with you, but never suffered in your
absence, for his joy was not dependent upon your behaviour. Your dog neither anticipated nor
feared death, but understood eternal nature of his being. We cannot say any of these things about
your father.
If we were standing in your physical shoes, we would focus upon the uplifted feeling that you so
often felt in the company of your dog. Remember his eagerness to go with you for a walk.
Remember his enthusiasm to chase a bird or a squirrel. Remember his peaceful demeanor as he lay
on the floor with his head on his paws. And as you relax back into the good feeling memory of the
attitude of your dog, you will come back into alignment in the same way you used to when he was
in the room with you. And then, if you like, the Universe will deliver another dog to replace him. If
you‘re willing to do the work, you could attract a new puppy who will not chew on your shoes.
It is possible for you, in your understanding of vibration and of what your dog new about alignment,
to now achieve alignment and release the discomfort of missing your dog. And that‘s enough, for
you may not feel the desire to co-create with another. In any case, we do not encourage getting
another dog to try to fill the void of your last dog, but instead to fill that void with what‘s really
missing – alignment with your Inner-Being. And then follow through with whatever action is
inspired from that place of alignment.
So, from your place of sadness reach for better feeling downstream thoughts. For instance,
Sometimes I forget for a minute that my dog isn‘t here, and then, when I remember, I feel so
sad.
So many things around me make me think of him, and I miss him.
I don‘t think that it‘ll ever be the same again now that he‘s gone.
I‘ve heard that time heals all wounds, but this isn‘t getting any better.
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It hits me the hardest when I first come home and he isn‘t there to greet me.
Now these statements are an accurate representation of how you‘re feeling and the kinds of
thoughts you‘ve been thinking about your dog. This process of reaching for slightly improved
thoughts is designed to help you realize that while you cannot bring this wonderful dog back to life,
you can feel better anyway, if you try. However, you cannot continue to think the same thoughts
and say the same things and still find improvement. You have to reach for thoughts that feel better.
So make the effort. For instance,
I‘m not always sad, because I do focus on other things.
Sometimes I go for quite a while without feeling intense sadness about my dog.
Even when my dog was alive I didn‘t think about him all through the day.
Often I was away from my house and without my dog.
Now, while these thoughts were easy to find from where you were just before, they feel
significantly better than the last group of thoughts. So keep going.
I am glad that I had the time I did with that wonderful dog.
Someday I may find another dog that I will love as well.
When you find a thought or a group of thoughts that gives you a feeling of relief, it‘s helpful to stay
with those thoughts for a while, repeating them and looking for thoughts that are similar to them.
This process of reaching for downstream thoughts is not a race to see who can get the furthest
downstream in the shortest amount of time, but simply about you finding a little bit of relief.
If you will take the time to find the relieving statement, and then acknowledge that you do indeed
feel better, you will have accomplished a great deal. For example,
I don‘t think I‘m quite ready to have another dog.
A new puppy is a life changing experience.
I remember my last dog when he was a puppy.
I threatened to take him back to where he came from nearly every day for weeks.
He always looked at me as if to say, „You don‘t really mean that“.
I would laugh and assure him that I didn‘t really mean that.
He was so much trouble in the beginning, and so much fun.
Now, you may not be ready to go out and find another puppy, but you are feeling conciderably
better than just a few minutes ago. We are not guiding you toward or away from bringing another
dog into your life. This guidance is about you returning to your natural state of feeling good. For
example,
It would be fun to get to know another dog.
Maybe I‘ll find one with the similar personality to my last dog.
I‘ll have to remember back to his puppy personality.
He was interested in everything. Happy about everything.
I could use a little doze of that.
I think I‘ll think about that.
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Example 33 -- Our Son Is Gay
Example:
„Our son left home for college last year. When he came home for summer break recently he told his
father and me that he is gay. And that he‘s met someone at school that has moved in with him. It‘s
been a few weeks since his announcement. And while I‘m feeling increadible sadness that our only
son won‘t be giving us the gift of grandchildren, I‘ve somewhat adjusted to it, but my husband is
absolutely beside himself with anger. He‘s convinced that if my son hadn‘t gone to college and met
this other boy, none of this would have happened. When I see how angry his father is, who I know
loves him very much, it terrifies me how much my son will now be treated by the rest of the world.“
It‘s never an easy thing for any parents to realize that their child has a different view point on life.
For most parents believe that through the hard work of their own life they‘ve come to the correct
assumptions and conclusions about things, and then they work hard to pass these on to their own
children. If there could be only one thing that we could convince parents of, a thing that would help
them to maintain a wonderful relationship with their children, a thing that would free parents and
children from the pain of attempting the impossible, it would be this:
Your children are not you, and did not come forth to be you. Your children came forth into
this time/space reality with their own desires and plans. Your son being gay is not something
that happened to him at college, and this is not a choice that he is making here and now from
his physical point of view. This was something that was set into his vibrational escrow from
his nonphysical perspective before his physical birth.
We are often asked by people who define themselves as gay, „Why in the world would I choose
something like this? Why would I choose to live a point of view so different from the majority of
people that surround me? Why would I make a choice that causes me so much pain?“ And we tell
them, you did not specificly declared from your nonphysical vantage point that you wanted to come
forth into a physical body and be gay, but you did have powerful intentions to come forth into this
physical environment into a situation from which you could not be diswaded. In other words, you
knew that you were going to be born into an environment where you would be surrounded by others
who believe that they have all the answers, who stand first to pounce on you to convince you of the
correctness of their beliefs. And from your broader nonphysical vantage point, you intended, as you
came forth into this body, to be different in an way that they would not understand. Different in an
way that they would want you to change, but different in an way that you could not change. In other
words, it was your intention to help others understand the value of diversity, and the impossible
endeavour of demanding change from those who surround them.
When you‘re willing to change in this way and that way in order to help those around you to feel
better as they observe you, you do them a great disservice, for they never discover the freedom that
only comes by understanding the power of their own thoughts.
Many people speak of unconditional love, but rarely live it. Instead, when they see a condition that
causes them to feel negative emotions, they demand the change in the condition. But in doing so,
they set themselves on a long and uncomfortable path of attempting to control others in order to feel
good. When controlling others is necessary in order for you to feel good, you must confine yourself
to a very small world over which you can gain control, and then you must give more time and
energy than you possess to this impossible effort.
Unconditional love is just what it says – being connected to love and to who you really are,
regardless of the conditions.
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When I focus upon thoughts that my Inner-Being agrees with, and therefore feel wonderful
positive emotions, I am in alignment with that which is love.
My son, or anyone else, does not have to be different in order for me to remain connected to
my Source of love.
And so, we would like you to understand that with the most loving of intentions your son has come
forth to give you the gift of unconditional love. And there will be no greater joy in your lifetime
than the embracing of this gift, and no greater pain than the refusing of it. But you, sweet woman,
have another two things to consider:
1. you have a son who is not pleasing your husband;
2. you have a husband who is not pleasing you.
We are not offering these words so that you can change the attitude of your husband toward your
son, or so that you can influence a behaviour of your son. Your only power is in finding thoughts
that your Inner-Being agrees with, and practising them until they are the dominant thoughts within
you.
It is our absolute promise to you that your Inner-Being and the Source within you will never do
other than adore your son, no matter how many people condemn him. And when you are able to
adore your husband no matter what, or any others who may be unhappy about your son‘s sexuality,
you will experience a freedom from resistance as you come into full alignment with who you really
are and with the Source within you.
So, begin where you are, and try to make your way to the vantage point that your Inner-Being holds
about this. Like,
My son is asking for so much grief in his life.
I wish with all my heart that he were not gay.
My husband is unbelievably stubborn, and I feel he‘ll never get over this.
It feels to me that our happy lives are all ruined, and I am powerless to do anything about it.
My husband isn‘t even trying to understand.
My son can‘t help this, but my husband could be more understanding.
This isn‘t the only thing he‘s stubborn about, but this one matters more than all the rest put
together.
I hate that this has happened to us.
Well, you‘ve moved from powerlessness into anger and blame, so you are headed downstream in
the direction of your Inner-Being, but you still have a ways to go. Keep reaching for better feeling
thoughts. For example,
This is all very new to us. In time we‘ll all get used to the idea.
It will not feel this awful forever.
My discomfort is much more about my husband‘s response to this than about the fact that my
son is gay.
And my husband‘s response is probably more about how this could negatively affect our son
rather than any condemnation of him.
This will all get better in time.
It will improve, especially since we all want to love one another.
Sometimes situations like this make you stronger as a family.
Nothing could ever happen to really break the bonds of love that we have for each other.
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I‘m gonna relax in all this and stop reeling about in my own personal drama about it.
I can diffuse it with my own more stable approach to it.
My husband is a reasonable man.
My husband is naturally a happy man.
We‘re all happy people on a momentary sidetrack, but we are on our way back to Well-Being.
This will be alright.
Now that you are closer to the way the Source within you feels about this, we will state the
perspective of Source for you here:
You are all extensions of Source Energy. You did not come forth into this physical experience with
the intention of taking all the ideas that exist and winding them down to a handful of good ideas.
You did not say, „I will go into the physical expression of life, figure out the right way to live on
every subject, and then teach all others to live in that one perfect way“. You understood that you
were all coming forth with the variety of perspectives, orientations and vantage points, from which
a steady stream of improved ideas would flow. You were thrilled with a prospect of getting to
explore the unending variety of ideas, situations, conditions, events, relationships and all manner of
things, for you understood that this variety would be the foundation from which your neverending
ideas of creativity would flow. And you knew that once a spark of desire shine brightly within you,
the Source that is you would give its undivided attention to your newly expanded idea, and that that
idea would then glisten off in the distance of your future, calling you toward it for the thrill of the
ride. You knew that you would never get it done, and that you would never get it wrong. For since
it‘s never done, there is room for the eternal alignment. And you knew above all else that the Source
that is within you, the Source from which you have come, the Source who calls you forward, the
Source whose gaze is never removed from you, the Source of All-That-Is, loves you
unconditionally. Now and forever more. There is great love here for you.
- Abraham
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